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few cloth ing manufactu rers in Cape Town, inter alia,

CHAPTER 1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

1.1 Introduction

Over the 1ast eight years up to 1989, a new bus iness

phenomenon has manifested itself in South Africa. During

th is pe riod, the so-ca 11ed "factory shop" concept has

developed into one of the fastest growing industries in

both the manufacturing and commercial sectors.1,2,3

vf~ South Africa, factory shops have initially establ ished

in the Cape Peninsula.4,5 ~he nature of these shops is such

that their creation may be attributed to the clothing in-
/

dustry +t se lf ;" This trend originated in about 1980 at a

Desiree, Readywear, Atlantic Knitting Mills.

~riginallY these factory shops were open for limited hours,

I usually over lunch-time and on only one Saturday per month.
\./"They were strictly limited to and for the sole benefit of

I the staff of those firms. Gradually, however, fami 1y and

\later friends and acquaintances of these staff membérs be-

bame aware of the so-called bargain prices at these stores.
k-

v--Both supp 1y and demand played important ro 1es in the
~

development of factory shops. For example, increasing pres-

sure on management to supply larger quantities of these

http://uwc.ac.za



merchandise items at bargain prices, as well as the fact

that clothing factories had excess stock which was dif-

ficult to clear through the normal distribution channels.
/ .:
Factory owners recogn i zed and sei zed t.h is opportun i ty to

reduce s't.ock at little additional cost.

1.2 Motivation for the study

From their inception, factory shops have had a significant

i nf 1uence on the tu rnove rand prof i tab i 1i ty of the reta i 1

clothing industry. This trend is documented in reports by

the organ i zed trade, 7 ,B where reference has been made to

the influence of these factory shops and where independent

clothing retailers have been calling for a plan of action

for protect i on against the enc roachment by these factory

shops on their (the clothing retailers') markets.

Howeve r, up to that stage, no i n+de ot.h study or forma 1

research was done to justify such action for protection.
-

The ref 0 rei twa s fel t th at" An emp i ric als tud y 0 f the

development of factory shops in the clothing industry in

the Cape Peninsula" was needed to acqui re an objective view.

of the state of affairs.

1.3 Reasons for the study

The reasons for focusing specifically on the clothing in-

2
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dustry in the Cape Peninsula are the following:

Firstly, the clothing industry is one of the three biggest

employers in the Western Cape, the other two being the

fruit and textile industries.9

Secondly, the clothing industry, because of its symbiotic

relationship with the textile industry, is very sensitive

to rate of exchange f1uctuat ions as we 11 as the eye 1ica 1

trends of the economy. 10 Therefore, more entrepreneurs in

the clothing industry apply alternative and unorthodox

methods of distribution to offset cancelled orders and

overruns.

Thirdly, 55% to 60% of the clothing manufacturing en-

terpri ses in South Afri ca are si tuated in the Western

Cape.11

Fourthly, further substance is given to the above state-

ments by statistical evidence that the clothing manufactur-

ing industry had experienced a difficult eight year period.

Industry output remained constant at 1980 levels whilst

employment decreased by between 30 000 and 34 000 jobs to

100 000 jobs (25,4%).12 The decrease in employment had been

a direct result of mainly insolvencies and clothing

prices rising at a faster rate than the consumer price in-

dex, consequent 1y forci ng the consumer away13 to seek a1-

3
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ternative purchasing venues.

1.4 Purpose of the study

1.4.1 Main purpose: The main purpose of this study is to

establish whether the development of factory shops in the

clothing industry is a natural development process, charac-

teristic to the theories on retailing, as found in the

literature.

1.4.2 Secondary purposes: The secondary purposes of the

study are, inter ali a: (1) to assess the extent to wh ich

factory shops have deve loped in the cloth ing industry of

the Cape Peninsula; (2) to acquire and present specific in-

formation which otherwise has not become available from ex-

ist ing sou rces, such as the reasons for factory shop

development, its scope, size, growth, marketing strategies

and future development.

1.5 Formulating the hypotheses

The main hypothesis of this study is to indicate that the.

factory shop is a new addition to, and forms an integral

part of, the distribution structure of the clothing in-

dustry in particular, and retailing in general.14,15,16

The second hypothesis is to establish if the factory shop

4
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phenomenon is a natural developmental process in the evolu-

tion of typical retail institutions, as postulated in

retail evolution theories.

1.6 Demarcation of the field of study

The demarcat i on of the fie 1d of study, as set out i n the

title, requires further description and clarification of

terminology used:

Cape Pen i nsu 1a: The area of study cons i sts of the census

district 01 as defined in the 1980 Census. Accordingly,

region 01 consists of the magisterial districts of the fol-

lowing areas: Cape Town, Simon's Town, Bellville, Goodwood,

Wynberg. Region 01 was selected because 92% of all clothing

factories in the Western Cape are concentrated in this

region17 (see 1.8 Research methodology).

Factory shop/outlet: A factory shop is a manufacturer-owned

store that sells the manufacturer's close-outs, cancelled

orders, discontinued merchandise, and irregulars.18,19

Sales are strictly on a cash basis and no returns are

allowed.2o These outlets are usually located on the factory

premises in industrial areas. Factory shops should not be

confused with off-price retailers. An off-price retailer is

i ndependent from the manufacturer and di scounts mer-

chandise of a moderate to better quality, including na-

5
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tional brands and designer-label appare1.21 Their sources

of supp 1yare typi ca 11y manufacturers' overruns and can-

celled orders. Services, merchandise depth and width of as-

sortment are limited.22

Clothing industry: Unlike industries such as mining or the

automotive industries, the clothing industry is not a

clearly defined entity. It is a rather complex structure of

many different industries. For this dissertation the term

clothing industry will entail manufacturing enterprises

from the secondary sector, as well as wholesale fi rms and

retailers from the tertiary sector.

1.7 Scope of the study

The study encompasses factory shops in the clothing in-

dustry i n the Cape Pen i nsu 1a as out 1i ned in 1.6. No off i-

cial statistics are available on factory shops and off-

price retailers, as the former is still regarded as part of

- the manufactu r i ng estab 1i shment to whi ch i tis attached,

whilst the latter (for licensing purposes) is regarded as

an ordinary retailer. However, if one considers that there

had been no real growth in terms of volume in the clothing

industry since 1978 and that this t ndus t r y had. only been

maintaining the levels of 1978,23 it is in stark contrast

to 69 clothing manufacturers (out of a total of 290

manufacturers) who had been running their own factory shops

6
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in the Cape Pen insu 1a in 1988.24 Some mean ingfu 1 com-

parisons and deductions can therefore be made.

1.8 Research methodology

1.8.1 Primary research: This study entailed a series of

discussions with leaders in the clothing industry on

developments relating to factory shops; a review of litera-

ture on factory shops; a questionnai re to owners of these

factory shops; and the views and opinions of informed per-

sons. The statistical basis used for primary research was

the 1987 Annual Report of the Industrial Council for the

Clothing Industry (Cape) (see Table 1.1). This report

listed all the clothing manufacturers in the Western Cape.

In total, 421 manufacturing establishments were registered

with this Council in 1987.

Table 1.1: A statistical analysis of clothing factories
that participated in the survey

CLOTHING MANUFACTURERS Number %

Clothing manufacturers in the Western Cape* 421 100,0
Less Clothing factories outside

the Cape Peninsula _M 8, 1
387

Less "Cut, make and trim " type factories .sa. 23,0
Subtotal 290 68 9

Clothing factories with
factory shops (Universum) 69 100,0

Factory shop response to mailed
questionnaire and telephonic follow-up 43 62,3

* Source: Annual Report of the Industrial Council of the
Clothing Industry (Cape) 1987.

7
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8

Firstly, all manufacturers not domiciled in the Cape Penin-

sula (as defined in 1.6) were excluded. There were 34 such

clothing manufacturers.

Second 1y , the rest (387) we re contacted te 1ephon ica 11y to

determine the type of operation. Ninety-seven clothing

manufacturers indicated that they were "cut, make and trim"

operations.25 Of the remaining 290 manufacturers, sixty-

nine ind icated that they possessed the ir own factory

shop(s). The latter figure represents 23,8% of clothing

manufacturers as having their own factory shops.

Thirdly, due to the geographical dispersion of these fac-

tory shops, it was decided that a mail questionnaire to the

69 factory shops would be the most suitable method of ex-

tracting primary data.

Fou rth 1y, the top management (owne rs/managers) of each

clothing factory with a factory shop was contacted

telephonically to request their assistance in the comple-

tion of the questionnaire. Questionnaires were subsequently

mailed to all clothing factories with factory shops. After

two weeks a further telephonic follow-up was made to re-

quest the return of the outstanding questionnaires. Of the

69 questionnaires forwarded 43 were returned, giving a

response rate of 62,3%.

http://uwc.ac.za



1.8.2 Secondary research: This study which was based on an
analysis of published information and statistics includes a
1iterature study of articles in South African trade jour-
nals addressing the rising phenomenon of "factory shops";
discuss ions between organ ized trade and industry; and ar-
ticles and trade journals from the United States of
Ame rica, where th is deve lopment in the distr ibut ion chan-
nels had already been noted. To date in the South African
context, little acknowledgment has been given in publica-
tions to this new entrant to the distribution structure.

1·.9 The structure of the study

The outline of the study is structured on the following
chapters:

Chapter 1 incorporates the introduction and deliberation of
the invest igat ion, the mot ivat ion and reasons for and the
pu rpose for the study, the hypotheses formu 1at ion, the
demarcation of the field of study, the scope of the study,
the research methodology and the structural explanation
thereof.

In chapter 2 the following subjects are discussed: the his-
torical development of the clothing industry in both the
United States of America and South Africa; the development
para 11el between South Af rica and the Un ited States of

9
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1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I

America, the latter being ·the leader in the field of fac-

tory shops; a historical and a descriptive analysis of

manufacturing, wholesal ing and retai 1ing development pat-

terns in the clothing industry; and, the emergence of fac-

tory shops in the Cape Peninsula.

In chapter 3 the views on the structure of distribution

channels (the dynamics of channel structures), which forms

the bas i s for exp 1a i n i ng new deve lopments at the hand of

existing theories, are investigated. In this section spe-

cial attention is given to distribution channels and dis-

tribution relationships; evo 1ut i on i n these channe 1s;

theori es on channe 1 entry and i nnovat i on; reasons for and

strateg i es inchanne 1 conf 1i ct; the i nf 1uence of env i ron-

mental variables; market positioning; the institutional

life cycle and where the factory shop finds itself in this

cycle.

The empirical survey is dealt with in chapter 4. It ad-

dresses the structure of the questionnaire, the methods of

determining the universum, how respondents were sele2ted,

as well as an analysis of the data, concluding with a dis-

cussion of the results and observations.

Chapter 5 summari zes the research. The hypotheses are

tested and it furthermore contains conclusions drawn from

both the primary and secondary investigations. It ends with

10
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certain recommendations.

1 1
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CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENT OF FACTORY SHOPS

2.1 Introduction.

In this chapter the proliferation and entry of factory
shops into the distribution structure of the clothing in-
dustryare investigated. Reference is made to factory shops
in the United States of Ameri ca as the 1iterature survey
indicated that factory shops originated in that country.
Th isis fo 11 owed by a deta i1ed ana 1ys is of the South
African clothing industry by industry branch (i.e. manufac-
turing, wholesal ing and retai 1ing) and the role and impor-
tance of the clothing industry in the Cape Peninsula (in
relation to the rest of South Africa) through comparisons
of the number of establishments/firms, employment and turn-
over. In conclusion a description of the entry, development
and de facto position of clothing factory shops in the Cape
Peninsula is given.

2.2 The development of the clothing industry.

The clothing industry is perhaps the oldest industry on
earth, having started as the result of the original sin. It
is recorded in the Bible that "unto Adam also and to his
wife did the Lord· God make coats of skins, and clothed
them". Thus early in the history of mankind was the utility
garment discarded for the luxury of furriery.1

14
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2.2.1 Developments in the U.S.A.

Until the middle of the nineteenth century, the majority of.

the American colonists wore clothes according to what they

coul d afford, and most had to make thei r own. Every

household, of moderate circumstances, was its own clothing.

Fashionable clothing, for those who could afford it, was

custom-made by ta ilors from fabri c imported from Eng 1and

and France.

The first noted mass production of clothing started in

the ports of New England in 1818 where cheap ready-to-wear

sh irts and trousers were made and so 1d to sailors du ring

the ir br ief stays in port. 2 Events that catapu 1ted the

American clothing industry into the realms of major in-

dustry were:3 firstly, the perfection of the sewing machine

by Elias Howe, which revolutionized the clothing industry

from small craft shops into mass production in factories;

secondl y, the Civi 1 War created an unprecedented demand

for army un iforms and set the pioneeri ng stage for stan-

dardization of sizes; thirdly, vast numbers of immigrants

from Central and Eastern Europe came to the U.S.A. from

1890 to 1910, many of whom were traditional tailors; and

fourthly, there were the effects and the demands of the two

World Wars.

15
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The earliest reference to factory shops4 can be traced back

to 1909 when Filene's Automat ic Markdown Basement had put

this, now well-known, idea into practice. This innovation

was soon copied by others, but their efforts did not seem

to succeed.s Filene's did indeed carry a non-profitable

factory shop for ten years after its inception. Only in

1978 did they "export" the idea to Massachusetts from where

the concept evolved into the, by now, well-known and very

effective factory outlet and off-price ret.ai le r ." It is

furthermore generally agreed that Loehmann was the founder

of the off-price concept in 1921.7

L.---::::'Factory outlets developed in a very similar pattern to that

---of other retail inst itut ions. Just as freestand ing retail

operations first gave way to 'downtown' districts and even-

tually to shopping centres over the years, the factory out-

let and off-price retailer began as a single operation.s

Outlet retailing began from unobtrusive beginnings,

predominantly in the eastern part of the United States. At

some point in time a manufacturer placed some of his dis-

continued and/or irregular goods on sale to the public and

became an instant retailer.9

VFrom a literature survey it seems as if the early seventies

can safely be regarded as the time of birth of the factory

shop concept. Substant iat ion for th is statement can be

found in two references, viz. Wall Street Journal,1o as well

16
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as the following extract: "You may also be aware of another

type of store operation - the manufacturer-owned store. The

manufacturers have opened these kind of stores be 1ievi ng

that such operations are more profitable to them in

presenting their merchandise, especially in areas where the

traffic volume of sales warrants great expectations".11

Reading, a town in the state of Pennsylvania, drew shoppers

by the busload to about 100 of these factory outlets scat-

tered throughout the manufacturing districts. Other areas

identified are Burlington in New Jersey, York in Pennsyl-

vania and Rochester in_ Michigan. By 1976 these towns had

become known as "outlet" towns. In 1980 there were at least

eight thousand out 1ets across the Un ited States, compared

to fewer than one thousand in 1975.12

~actory outlets and off-price retailers are not to be found

in the traditional U.S.A. regional shopping centres, due to

of the obv ious fr ict ion that th is has caused between the

very strong U.S.A. department store groups and the manu-
~~~

facturers.~ stated earlier, factory shops had previously

been established in drab manufacturing districts. Yet, on

account of consumer demand, they have opted for alternative

suburban locations where .l ow costs, ready access and ade-

quate parking have touted shoppers of a certain kind in

their thousands.

1 7
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~ Factory outlets in the U.S.A. are so successful that tradi-

tional shopping centre developers are now also developing

factory outlet malls. This not only presents the retail in-

dustry with growth opportunities in times of diminishing

options, but at the same time factory outlet and off-price

centres provide the ideal opportunity to change some of the

'rules' governing such centres The latter entails the in-

clusion of non-retailers (especially manufacturers) in ad-

dition to traditional retailers; a change in the aesthetics

and ameni ties to match the scaled-down merchand ise offer-

ings and price levels; dramatic changes in the standard

1ease contracts, as we 11 as sign if icant changes in the

management and market ing techn iques to make these centres

work.13 Examples of these are the Burlington Manufacturers

Outlet Centre on the Interstate Highway between Atlanta,

Georgia and Washington, D.C. with over 100 outlets, and the

Greensborough Outlet Mall, North Carol ina. The latter is

one of three malls with leasable area in excess of ten

thousand square meters each.

{hese outlet malls have ample illuminated signs alongside

the bypassing highways to attract customers.14 Furthermore,

it is interesting to note that a developer of outletjoff-

price malls, Ken Karl, established these malls near exist-

ing regional shopping centres, as the developers of the

latter centres had already done the demographic investiga-

18
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It is estimated that there are approximately 100 of these

centres i n the U. S. A., wi th many more bei ng planned. The

largest centre of its kind is the 32 000 square meter Fac-

tory Outlet Mall in Orlando, Florida.16 Three types of

shopping centres have developed in the U.S.A. since the in-

ception of factory shops. These are: new constructions,

conversions and "strip" centres.17

On average it has taken the U.S.A. retail shopping environ-

ment 10 years, start i ng f rom the ear 1y sevent i es, to

develop shopping malls for factory outlets and off-price

stores. This is in contrast to the fifty year 1ife-cycle

requ i red for reta il shopp i ng centres to deve lop. 1 B (The

life-cycle concept is further discussed in Chapter 3).

2.2.1.1 Reasons for U.S.A. factory outlet development.

Recent experi ences i n the U. S. A. i nd i cated that the number

of new retail clothing shops can not be attributed to

reta i 1ers, but rather to manufacturers who wanted to

de 1i ver the i r products direct 1y to the consumer. Manufac-

turers cited six reasons for opening their own factory

outlets:19

First 1y, many of the manufactu re rs' regu 1ar reta i 1 cus-

tomers have slowed their growth, reduced the size of_ their

orders, or have cancelled their orders, leaving manufac-

1 9
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turers with surplus first-quality in-season goods, as well
as with irregulars and seconds that must be disposed of
without disturbing their usual markets.

Secondly, clothing manufacturers believe that they are
equally as good as retailers in displaying and merchandis-
ing their goods to the consumer.

Thirdly, fierce competition in the industry is reflected by
the d rive (by reta i1ers) to open more reta i1 stores.
Retailers want to increase sales per squa~e meter and in-
creasingly rely on big names and private labels. This prac-
tice hurts the smaller manufacturer.

Fourthly, department stores have cut back on sales person-
nel to increase profit margins. In order to get the atten-
tion of chain stores and to build an image with the con-
sumer, manufacturers have now become self-promoting by
opening their own outlets.

Fi fth1 Y» the manufacturers' desi re to have more control
over the ultimate point of sale. Manufacturers are of the
opinion that department stores are well-known for cramming
goods together, resulting in the lost personality of each
1 ine.

Last 1y, manufactu rers started cha 11eng ing the retai1ers'

20
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position of power. (See Chapter 3, Section 3.6).

As early as the 1920's manufacturers experimented with for-

ward integration20 when clothing manufacturers like Hart,

Schaffne r & Marx owned the ir own retail out 1ets. Appare 1

consultants warned against being in both manufacturing and

reta i1 ing simu 1taneous 1y, as these are two different

worlds".21 The latter statement was underscored by Levi

Strauss & Co., probably the best known jeans manufacturer

in the world, who explored the retailing environment. After

five years they liquidated their chain of seventy factory

outlets in 1980 to again concentrate solely on manufactur-

ing.

One of the biggest dangers for the manufacturer venturi ng

into retailing, is the risk of alienating his traditional

distr ibut ion channe 1, name 1y department stores and cha in

stores.

Possibly the best justification for factory shops in the

American literature survey can be found in the following

quote by Iris Ellis:22

"Economic forces during the past five years changed
the typical consumer into a class of what now might be
called the 'nouveau poor', many of whom don't realize
how poor they are until they go shopping for a new car
or a new home, and discover they must radically down-
scale their dreams. Outlet stores ..... are
proliferating because consumers are resisting that
downward adjustment .

21
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2.2.1.2 A profile of the American factory outlet shopper.

Two main customer classifications of interest to owners of

factory outlets have beén identified as· the "cosmopolitan"

shopper and the "meticulous" shopper. Both types are look-

ing for bargains, but they use different ways to satisfy

different needs.23

The cosmopolitan shopper is a trendy young female, with

soph ist icated tastes. In the se 1ect ion of clothes, acces-

sories and home furnishings ~he is both designer-label and

name-brand conscious. She is a product of the post-war

baby-boom who classifies her 'wants' as her 'needs'. Al-

though she does not like to deny herself, her budget is the

limiting factor to constrain her buying habits. In order to

acquire the desired name and designer brands, she shops at

sales and factory outlets.24

The meticulous shopper is also usually a woman, and often

the money-manager of the family. She is employed which al-

lows for limited shopping time. In order to get mileage out

of the family budget she is less interested in fashion, but·

extremely price and qual ity conscious. She knows bargains

when seeing them, and whenever possible, shops at sales al-

though her time is constrained. Therefore the clustering of

factory outlets and off-price retailers in one location is

a great boon to this customer.25

22
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The typical American factory shopper is affluent, mature

and in the 25 to 55 year age bracket. Shoppers often travel

as far afield as 100 kilometers in comparison to normal 15

minute regional shopping centre drives. Visits are infre-

quent, averaging on one every six weeks and turnover

averages at R50 per customer per trip. Shoppers are

predominantly female with an 80/20 female to male ratio.

The t i me and effort spent at acqu i r i ng a barga i nis

regarded as worthwhi 1e. On average factory out 1et pr ices

are 38% cheaper than department store prices.26

2.2.2 The clothing industry in South Africa.

2.2.2.1 Historical perspective.

The clothing trade dates back to the founding South Africa

in 1652.27 It is documented that the first bespoke cloth-

ing manufacturers arrived in South Africa as slaves from

India (and not Malaysia as is generally accepted)28 from

1670 onwards. Traditionally, these people were eminently

skilled craftsmen, and tailors were well represented.29

Credit for the first clothing factory established in South

Africa is bestowed upon two Scottish brothers, W.M. and

A.C. Middlemass. They sold a factory manufacturing men's

suits in Scotland to set up a similar operation in Cape

Town in 1907. To escape labour trouble, this factory relo-
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cated to Worcester, but it subsequent 1y returned to Sa 1t
River, where it has operated as A. Frazer & Co. Ltd ever
since.3o

The authenticity of the above claim has never been dis-
puted, although a factory producing waterproof clothing
from rubberi zed fabri c was establ ished
1899. This firm is still in production,
changes in ownership.31

in Cape Town in
albeit with some

Factories in Johannesburg and Durban followed in 1914 and
1915 respectively. Before the end of the 1920's there were
20 clothing manufacturers in the Western Cape, producing a
variety of clothing. Muller32 noted that the Cape clothing
industry had over a relatively short period of time
(between 1900 and 1920) become known for its high quality
and standards.

The Wage Board recorded that clothing factories, tailoring
and dressmak ing establ ishments in South Afri ca showed
marked and fa ir 1y cons; stent inc reases in sa 1es from
1915/1916 to 1932/33. There is no comparable data for
wholesale and retail establishments.33 Of interest was that
at that stage Japanese imports had already posed a threat
to locally manufactured clothing.34
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Duri ng the thi rti es the Wi twatersrand area became the
largest clothing manufacturing centre in South Africa, fol-
lowed by the Western Cape, Durban and Port Elizabeth in
terms of the number of factories and employment.35 From
1933 to 1937 many immigrants and political refugees from
Europe settled in South Africa, bringing along their
know 1edge of cloth ing manufactu ring . These years had been
the rea 1 foundat ion of a prosperous cloth ing industry in
the Western Cape.36 Despite a pre-war increase in the num-
ber of clothing factories it simultaneously experienced a
threat to its natural development because of intense for-
eign competition through imports from the U.S.A., U.K.,
Poland and Hong Kong. It took a World War to make South
Africa really manufacturing conscious. Prior to the Second
World War it was easier to import than experiment with new
materials and styles, whereas during those war years it was
rather a matter of experimenting or doing without.37

The impact of the Second World War led to a 40% increase in
the number of· clothing factories and a corresponding 60%
increase in employment, with a doubling in turnover value.
The fact that the local market had been sealed off from
foreign competition, provided an ideal opportunity for in-
ternal expansion.

As a result of the negligible supply (due to embargo's on
imports during the Second World War), the market became en-

25
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tirely dependent on local manufacturers. For the first time
in the history of the South African clothing industry, it
had actually become self-supporting, without any resulting
shortages.38

26

The first totally Afrikaans clothing factory (Die Volks-
hemde en Klerefabriek Bpk (Veka)) was established in Johan-
nesburg in 1941.

After the Second World War the Government took steps to
protect local industry against dumping, in order to prevent
distortion of the local market. Subsequent import restric-
tions had a dual effect on the local clo~hing industry,
viz. limiting competing imports whilst also preventing ac-
cess to a wide range of materials not manufactured in South
Af r ica i ê ?

~ Government protection against intensive foreign competition
allowed the clothing manufacturing industry to develop into
the third largest secondary industry in South Africa during
the 50's, the other two being food and metal products.4o

In contrast to developments in Europe and the U.S.A., where
.the texti le industry preceded the apparel industry, the
former developed after the clothing manufacturing industry
in S.A.41 With hindsight this could be one of the major
reasons for supporting a local textile industry to supply
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an established manufacturing industry during the war, when
most of the textile imports were cut off. Tracing the his-
tory of the text ileindustry inS. A. showed that no such
industry ex isted in the 1930' s wh ich cou 1d have made a
meaningful contribution to clothing manufacturing.

2.2.2.2 Characteristics of the South African clothing
manufacturing industry.

2.2.2.2.1 General characteristics.

Basically there are three different classifications of
manufacturers in the industry. Firstly, those manufacturers
forming part of vertical distribution .channe ls i+" for ex-
amp 1e, Truworths and Pep Stores. Second 1y, there are the
independent manufacturers, usuall y the 1arqer and more es-
tablished firms with international contracts, like Rex
Trueform, Searde 1 and Burl ington. Thi rd1y the contractor,
better known as "cut, make and tri m " fi rms4 3, such as
Sacker Clothing, Pride Fashions and Mercury Clothing
Manufacturers.

The Industrial Councils for the Clothing Industry in South
Africa44 make no distinction between the different kinds of
manufacturers. As long as the process of manufacturing is
cant inued, any such bus iness is regarded as a cloth ing
manufacturer.
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2.2.2.2.2 Specific characteristics.

The clothing industry has come a long way since its humble
beginnings in the early 1900's. In 1988 the industry con-
sisted of approximately 1 300 manufacturers (including 100
in the TBVC and rural areas). Direct employment was 140 000
consisting of 42% Coloureds, 33% Blacks, 24% Asiatics and
1% Whites.45 The National Clothing Federation of South
Africa stated that although it was one of the least capital
intensive secondary industries in South Africa, the cloth-
ing industry was both the most labour intensive and the
most .p roduct ive, as we 11 as one of the highest income gen-
erating, yet.46

In 1987 the South African Gross Domestic Product amounted
to R151 084 million of which manufacturing contributed
23,2%, taking second p1ace.47 (See Table 2.1).

Table 2. 1 1987 Gross Domestic Product by economic activity
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY CONTRIBUTION %

TO GOP (Rm)

Agriculture, forestry & fishing 8 533 5,7
Mining &.quarrying 20 453 13,5
Manufacturing 35 103 23,2 .
Construction 4 645 3, 1
Electricity, gas & water 6 695 4,4
Transportation, storage & communication 12 -822 8,5
Trade 17 837 11 ,8
Other 44 996 29,8

R151 084 100,0
Source: South Africa 1988-1989: The Official Yearbook of

the ReQub1ic of South Africa, 4th Edition,
Government Printer, Pretoria, p. 402.
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Clothing, textiles and footwear contributed 7,3% of
manufacturing sales (Table 2.2). Clothing manufacturing
alone had total sales of R1 947 million in 1986. This put
it in fifth position after Metal Products and Machi nery

29

(26,6%), Food, Beverages and Tobacco (20,8%), Chemi ca 1s
(20,4%), and Motor vehicles, parts and transport equipment
(8,0%) .48

Table 2.2 1986 Value of sales of selected manufacturing
sectors

SUBS ECTOR SALES (Rm) %

Metal products & machinery 23 203 26,6
Food, beverages & tobacco 18 195 20,8
Chemicals 11 756 20,4
Motor vehicles, parts & transport

equipment 6 976 8,0
Clothing, textiles & footwear 6 321 7,3
All other subsectors 14 661 16,9

R87 112 100,0

Source: South Africa 1988-1989: The Official Yearbook of
the ReQublic of South Africa, 4th Edition,
Government Printer, Pretoria, p. 414.

The clothing manufacturing industry is highly labour-
intensive. Despi te its decline from the second largest
industry in the R.S.A. in the 1967 Census to third position
in terms of labour in the 1979 Census, it still ranks as
the fourth 1argest industry in terms of the number of
manufacturi ng establ ishments. However, itis by far the
largest manufacturing industry in the Cape Peninsula, both
in terms of employment (35,2%) and the number of estab-
lishments (13,6%).49
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2.2.2.3 Geographical centres and de facto position

Geographical centres refer to the physical location of the

30

clothing industry in South Africa. As with most other
secondary industr ies, the cloth ing manufactu ring industry
is concentrated in the four metropolitan areas, namely
greater Cape Town, Port El izabeth-Ui tenhage , Durban-
Pinetown, and the Witwatersrand area.

2.3 A comparative analysis between the clothing manufac-
turing industry in Region 01 and the R.S.A.

Table 2.3 reflects that the secondary industry of the Cape
Peninsula has lost some market share (relative to the total
manufacturing industry in the R.S.A.) both in terms of the
number of firms and sales. The number of all manufacturing
firms in region 01 decreased from 14,3% in 1970 to 12,3% in
1979, whilst sales decreased from 10,9% to 8,7% for the
same period.

However, clothing manufacturers in region 01, relative to
the tata 1 numbe r of cloth ing manufactu re rs inS. A., in-
creased from 19,7% in 1970 to 21,8% in 1979. For the same
period, clothing manufacturers in Region 01 increased their
share from 34,8% to 39,9% of the total clothing manufactur-
ing sales in S.A.
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The number of clothing manufacturing firms

increased by 12,6% from 1 158 in 1970 to

in the R.S .A .

304 in 1979

whilst those in Region 01 increased by 24,5% from 229 to

285 for the same period. Although the number of clothing

factories in S.A. had risen sUbstantially over the four

census periods under consideration, the Cape peninsula's

representation to the total number of clothing factories

declined from from 23,6% in 1976 to 21,8% 1979. It was ex-

pected that these numbers (mainly small manufacturers and

bespoke tailors) would further decrease - the former as a

result of high costs and the latter, similarly by rising

costs of the bespoke ta ilor, coup 1ed wi th the increas ing

popularity of readymade clothes.5o

However, with the implementation of the Regional Industrial

Development incentives, introduced in 1982, clothing

manufacturers from mainly the Transvaal relocated to these

industrial and deconcentration points (for example

Garankua, Babelegi and Siyabuswa in the Transvaal), receiv-

ing considerable incentives without forfeiting their

proximity to the (Transvaal) market. (It was not possible

to do comparisons on capital investments as only Fixed As-

sets are used in the Central Statistical reports.)

The cloth ing manufactu ring industry's output dropped con-

siderably from 1982 to 1986 and in 1988 was running at 1978

levels (See Graph 2.1). On sales volume alone this is a
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considerable drop and if one considers that most factories

have minimum runs to ach ieve economi es of scale, it cou 1d

be but one reason for the development of factory shops .

.
Graph 2. 1: Volume of clothing produced (1975 prices)
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2.3.1 The role and importance of the clothing manufactur-
ing industry in the Cape Peninsula.

It is not by chance that Cape Town can be regarded as the

clothing manufacturing capital of South Africa. It remained

the main port for South Africa for more than two centuries

up to about 1940 and only lost its title of the biggest

city to Johannesburg in the first half of this century.

With its supply of skilled labour and infrastructure
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(especial ly transportation), Cape Town natural ly took the
lead in the establishment of a clothing manufacturing in-
dustry, especially since almost all textile requirements
were imported. In addition to having a large number of be-
spoke tailors, Cape Town was the port of entry for. many im-
migrants from Europe, many of whom were excellent tailors.

In 1988 the majority of the large clothing factories were
still located in the Western Cape, but increasingly this
industry has begun to develop more and more strongly in the
Transvaal, Natal and the independent and self-governing na-
tional states; the latter for reasons of proximity of the
market (Transvaal), the availability of skilled Indian
1abou r (Nata 1), and inexpens ive 1abou r (independent and
self-governing national stat.es Jê ! .

The growth in the Cape clothing manufacturing industry over
five decades is reflected in the figures re1ating to the
number of manufacturers and employment in Table 2.4. Up to
1976 there had been tremendous growth both in terms of the
number of new clothing factories and employment. During the
late seventies, however, the clothing manufacturing in-
dustry experienced difficult times.

Whi 1st the number of new manufacturing establ ishments and
employment creation showed promising signs of this sector
becoming an even stronger branch in the secondary industry
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in the first half of the eighties, the general economic

downturn had severe negative effects whereby the number of

clothing manufacturers decreased by 9,5% with a 14,3%

reduction in employment in 1985.

Table 2.4: Number of firms, employees and growth of the
clothing manufacturing industry in the Cape
Peninsula (1935 - 1987)

Employ-
ees

%
change

Number
of firms

%
change

Year

3 500
6 012
9 450

16 238
17 004
27 295
29 594
43 452
43 568
46 781
42 326
44 600
48 243
53 421
58 199
59 324
57 866
59 825
51 286
52 105
53 639

30
53
59

159
161
189
190
316
315
325
308
300
307
332
377
407
404
412
373
390
421

1935
1944
1945
1954
1955
1964
1965
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

71 ,876,6

71 ,8169,3

60,617,4

46,8
0,3
7,4

( 9 , 5 )
5,4
8,2

10,7
8,9
1 ,9

(2,5)
3,4

(14,3)
1 ,6
2,9

66,3
(0,3)
3,2

(5,2)
(2,6)
(2,3)
8, 1

12,7
7,4

(0,7)
2,0

(9,5)
4,6
7,9

Source: Adapted from the Annual Report of the Industrial
Council for the Clothing Industry (Cape), 1987.

2.3.2 Reasons for clothing manufacturers opening factory
shops.

In Section 2.2.1.1 a number of reasons were cited by cloth-

ing manufacturers in the U.S.A. for opening their own fac-

tory shops. A literature survey of clothing factory shop
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development in the Cape Peninsula identified an additional

three reasons:52

Firstly, manufacturers have better control where discounted

me rchand ise is so 1d. By 1ocat ing factory shops in areas

with the characteristics of being zoned specifically for

industrial firms; areas with traditionally low consumer

traff ic, and areas with law sa 1es penetrat ion of the

manufacturers' merchandi se, these manufacturers ensured

that sales to their main clients (usually speciality stores

and department stores) are not adversely affected.

Secondly, these factory shops can be profitable, despite

the fact that the prices of merchandise are 30% to 50%

lower than normal retail prices. The latter is a direct

result of the typically lower running costs of factory out-

lets, for example, fewer services provided for clients,

lower rental, limited displays, and non-durable equipment.

Th ird 1y, as bath these channe 1 membe rs have now been

eli minated, the manufacturer does not have to remunerate

either the wholesaler or retailer and profit-taking by the

manufacturer, therefore, increases.

2.4 Distribution patterns within the the clothing
industry.

As factory shops have become participants in the distribu-
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tion structure of the clothing industry, an analysis of the
distribution channels is deemed necessary. The typical dis-
tribution channels of clothing are schematically explained
in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 A schematic outline of clothing distribution
patterns

CHANNEL I CHANNEL MEMBERS
1 Manufacturer -) Wholesaler -) Retailer -) Consumer
2 Manufacturer -) Wholesaler -) Consumer
3 Manufacturer -) Retailer -) Consumer
4 Manufacturer -) Consumer

Channel represents the traditional distribution pattern
of clothing._ Independent manufacturers (such as Seardel,
Park Avenue Lingerie and Atlantic Knitting Mills) supply
independent wholesalers (such as Sacks Futeran and I.M.
Segal), who in turn supply small and independent retailers,
mainly from the rural areas. This channel is often subject
to severe cha 11enges from, and changes by, its members to
either pass on or take over the functions performed by
other channel members.

Channe 1 2 deve loped as a resu 1t of the increas ing (sa1es )
contact wholesalers have had by selling directly to the
consumer. Makro, for example, sells clothing directly to
the consumer. Also, unlicenced traders (hawkers) who buy
clothing from wholesalers in large quantities and then sell
from door-to-door, are common in some Cape Town suburbs.
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In financial terms, this method could amount to a con-

siderable figure as wholesalers can sell up to a maximum of

50% of their turnover directly to consumers and still be

classified as a wholesaler.53 (Available statistics do not
.

d i st i ngu i sh between sa 1es to reta i 1ers and sa 1es to con-

sumers. It was therefore not possible to identify the ex-

tent to which this channel has developed).

Channe 1 3 has i ncreased in promi nence wi th the advent of

large retail firms which bypass the wholesaler and buy

directly from the manufacturer, for example Woolworths,

Truworths and Fosch i ni. Th is channe 1 i sal so typ i ca 1 of

retailers who employ vertical backward integration, thereby

"monopolizing" the distribution channel. Initially, when

Pep Store~ started as a small retailer in Upington, it fol-

lowed the more traditional chain of clothing distribution.

However, as i ts number of stores and sales expanded, Pep

Stores established its own supply-line through the acquisi-

tion of its own manufacturing facilities.

Channel 4 has increased in importance (not only in clothing

distribution) since manufacturers started applying their

marketing efforts directly at the consumer. The increase in

distribution through this channel has not only been ob-

served in clothing, but also in the distribution of toys,

paint, frozen foods and poultry.54 Kotler calls this type

of channel a zero-level c ha nn e l s s (direct marketing
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channel), since all channel intermediaries are excluded.

The three major ways of direct selling are door-to-door

(e.g. educational books and cosmetic products), mail order

(e.g. books) and manufacturer-owned stores.56

2.5 Developments within the wholesale branch of the
clothing industry.

At the turn of the century most clothing goods ~ere im-

ported as the cloth ing manufactu ring industry was st ill in

its infancy stage. Owing to the capital resources required

for importing, only a relatively small number of firms im-

ported directly, notably the wholesalers, who in turn sup-

plied the retailers in both the urban and rural areas. Con-

siderable changes in the distribution patterns have

resulted with the emergence of discount stores, departmen-

tal chain stores and special ized chain stores. Rushburne

stated that these changes have affected clothing dis-

tri but ion in much the same way as othe r types of

wholesaling.57

The scope and numbers of traditional and conventional

who 1esa 1ers have been reduced as 1arge retail ers (for ex-

ample OK Bazaars, Downtown, Pick and Pay, Woolworths, etc.)

buy in bulk directly from manufacturers. The traditional

and conventional wholesalers should therefore decline in

numbers and in turnover volume, especially in metropolitan

areas.58
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There is an important distinction to be drawn between the

traditional wholesaler and the discount wholesaler. Whereas

traditional wholesalers sell directly to retailers, dis-

count who 1esa 1ers can be regarded as who 1esa 1ers who have
.

departed from that tradition in that they themselves con-

duct sales directly to the pub lic i ê ? It falls not within

the terms of reference of this thesis to verify whether

this is a significant trend as yet, but in order to survive

the developments around the future of clothing wholesaling

(as sketched above) many of these discount who 1esa 1ers

could in fact have now become off-price retailers. The

likelihood of this trend is mentioned by Du Plessis.5o

The need for the services of conventional wholesalers will

still be required in remote and rural areas. These areas

are mostly served by small, independent cloth ing retail ers

who, because of the size of their markets and stock re-

quirements, make their purchases from conventional

wholesalers. Examples ,of these clothing wholesalers still

in operation are Excelsior Wholesalers (Pty) Ltd in Har-

rington Street, Cape Town, Sacks Futeran & Co. (Pty) Ltd in

Buitenkant Street, Cape Town, and I.M. Segal & Co (Pty)

Ltd, in Neptune Street, Paardeneiland.

2.5.1 Comparisons within the wholesale trade.

Number of wholesalers: Table 2.6 reflects that although the
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number of all kinds of wholesalers in both the R.S.A. and
Region 01 had increased over the three census periods under
consideration, clothing wholesalers in Region 01 had
declined over these periods in relation to all wholesalers
in South Africa. For example 2,7% in 1967 (182 of 6 665),
to 2,4% in 1971 (167 of 7 021), to 1,8% in 1979 (177 of 10
106). The number of clothing wholesalers, relative to all
wholesalers in Region 01 also decreased from 17,5% in 1967
(182 of 1 040) to 12,7% in 1977 (177 of 1 394).

Although the number of wholesalers in Region 01, relative
to all wholesalers in South Africa, increased from 15,6% in
1967 to 20,0% in 1977, this region's clothing wholesalers,
relative to all R.S.A. clothing wholesalers, decreased from
25,3% in 1967 to 21,8% in 1977. This decrease was also pre-
dicted by Rushburne due to the growing trend for retail es-
tablishments (notably specialized chain clothing stores,
department stores and clothing discount houses), especially
in the main cities and towns, to buy direct from
manufacturers.51

Sales: Although the turnover of all wholesaling activities
increased in the three census periods under review, the.
contribution of clothing wholesalers in Region 01, relative
to clothing wholesalers in S.A., declined from 20,9% in
1967 to 18,3% in 1977. This same pattern of decline became
evident when comparisons between Region 01 clothing whole-
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salers and all wholesalers in the region were made. For ex-

ample, in 1967 clothing wholesalers in Region 01 con-

tributed 8,5% (R41m of R484m) of the total wholesaling

turnover of this region. This figure declined to 5,1% in

1971 (R37m of R729m) to 4,2% in 1977 (R121m of R2 901m).

The same reasons for the decl i ne of the number of

wholesalers are valid for the decline of sales.

The percentage of wholesale clothing sales relative to to-

tal wholesale sales in the R.S.A. for the three census

periods decreased from 6,0% in 1967 (R196m of R3 283m) to

5,9% in 1971 (R318m of R5 539m) to 4,0% in 1977 (R663m of

R16 506m). This substantial difference may be ascribed

mainly to clothing retailers buying directly from manufac-

turers. Clothing wholesaling, especially in the main

centres, has therefore lost much of its importance.

Apart from 1977, when the average sales per wholesaler in

Region 01 exceeded the national average (R2,081m as against

R1,633m), this region had been operating at below national

averages. Similar below-the-national-averages were evident

for the, sales of Region 01 clothing wholesalers, relative

to S.A. clothing wholesalers for all three census periods.

Emp1oyment: A s 1 i ght reduct i on i n the contr i but i on of

Region 01 (both all wholesalers and clothing wholesalers)

to R.S.A. employment figures was observed for the three
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census periods. Average employment in all wholesaling ac-
tivities in Region 01 varied between 88,9% and 94,5% of the
average national employment levels. Similarly, clothing
wholesalers in Region 01 had below national average employ-
ment levels, varying between 75,2% in 1967 to 82,7% in
1971, to 77,8% in 1977. The national average of employees
per firm the clothing wholesaling sector varied be-in
tween 11,7 and 12,7 employees, which is low in comparison
to the national average for all wholesale firms, varying
between 23 to 27 employees. (It was not possible to draw
any meaningful conclusion regarding the ratio of total as-
sets to sales as the former variable was only used in the
1977 Census for the first time.)

From the preceding analysis it is evident that, in terms of
the number of establishments, turnover and employment, the
role of the clothing wholesale branch is declining in
Region 01. This diminishing role is the result of infringe-
ment upon its distribution activities by the large retailer
(through backward vertical integration or buying directly
from the manufacturer) and the manufacturer selling
directly to the consumer. This conclusion is also supported
by Rushburne.62

2.6 Developments in the retail branch of the clothing
industry.

For the purposes of this thesis, the retail branch of the
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clothing industry is taken to consist of small and large
independent clothing firms63 of the traditional kind,64 and
general outfitters.65

It is predicted that competition in the retail clothing in-
dustry is to intens ify in the future because of the in-
creasing number and turnover of chain clothing stores as
well as the trend for general department stores to expand
their clothing departments or to diversify into this
field.66

2.6.1 Historical development of clothing retail trade.

One of the earliest clothing stores was established in 1869

by two brothers, George and John Payne. This firm developed
into a department store67 and was subsequently taken over
by the Greaterman's Group.6B

One of the oldest family-run department stores, Garlicks,
was started by a young immi grant, John Gar 1ick who began
trading as a draper and haberdasher in Cape Town in 1875.

Although it became known as a department store, Stuttafords
originally started in Cape Town in 1857 along very similar
lines as Payne Bros.69 Other retailers followed and of note
are OK Bazaars70 in 1927 and Woolworths in 1931.71
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South Africa's distributive history is so short that it is
not unusual to find firms still in existence today that
have been part of the pioneering era. One such firm,
Bergers, is still in business and today, after 63 years, it
is a chain of national clothing stores.72

After World War 1 retail purchases directly from manufac-
turers became more prominent, easier and common. Parallel
to overseas developments, a large number of cash stores
were established. These large retail stores bought directly
from factories both in South Africa and overseas.

In the middle sixties, South Africa witnessed the advent of
the discount store, which claimed lower prices on the basis
of offering a variety of merchandise at less than list
prices on account of fewer services. This period also saw
an increasing awareness of practices which did not adhere
to the traditional methods of distribution.

In March 1963 clothing wholesalers, who engaged in direct
selling to the public, formed the basis of an investigation
by a commission of inquiry into trade licensing.73 In 1964
a private mot ion was introduced in the House of Assembl y
concerning the threat to the small trader through the ex-
pans ion of chain store bus inesses .74 However, no off icial
inquiry resulted from this request.
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There were also major outcries and expressions of shock by
establ ishments with vested interests when it became known
in 1968 that two discounters, name 1y Tony Factor and Dion
Friedland, intended to start a price war in clothing.75

In 1971, Rushburne forecast certain trends in clothing
ret ai1ing. 7 6 Among these we re (1) the exp an s ion of the
clothing sections of general department stores; (2) the
diversification by furniture groups into the clothing
field; (3) considerable expansion among specialized cloth-
ing chain stores, through the acquisition of existing small
independents or establishing new branches, and establishing
specialized stores for Blacks; and (4) the growth of dis-
count selling.

Cha in stores, th rough economi es of sca 1e, have become an
important force in clothing distribution. Those serving the
middle and lower income groups, enjoy considerable benefits
from bulk buying and combined with their high turnover and
low marg ins, these firms now represent the integ ration of
the who 1esa 1e and reta i1 funct ions. Th is may a1so be a
reason for the decline of clothing wholesalers. Some firms
have introduced brand images for their wares, such as Cur-
zon (OK Bazaars), Servus (Woolworths) and Student Prince
(Pep Stores).
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Discount selling is done by certain wholesalers and

retailers by purchasing imported goods at competitive

pri ces and/or buyi ng manufacturers' redundant stocks. The

magnitude of the latter activity has increased sig-

nificantly in the last five years with the shake-out in the

clothing manufacturing industry where manufacturers had to

revert to unconventional methods of stock clearance due to

decreasing turnovers and cancelled orders.77

Discount selling has contributed to a basic structural

change in the retail trade in the past few years. Clear

distinctions between the functions of manufacturers,

wholesalers and retailers have been eliminated.78 As a

result manufacturers, in some cases, started to perform the

distribution function of both wholesalers and retailers,

wholesalers began selling directly to the public, and

retailers obtained their supplies directly from

manufacturers.79

2.6.2 Comparisons within clothing the retail trade.

Number of retailers: Table 2.7 shows that the number of

retail firms in Region 01, relative to the whole of South

Africa, has declined from 10,4% in 1967 to 9,9% in 1977. A

similar decline in the number of clothing retail firms80

(men's, boys', ladies', girls' and general outfitters) in

Region 01, relative to all clothing retailers in S.A., is
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noticed, i.e. from 12,8% in 1967 to 12,3% in 1977. No sig-
nificant changes or trends could be detected.

Sales: Total retail sales of Region 01, relative to all
retailers in South Africa, have shown a marginal increase
from 11,9% (1967) to 12,0% (1971) to 12,2% (1977). Yet,
clothing retai lers in Region 01, relative to clothing
retailers in S.A., have increased their sales from 14,2% in
1967 to 16,0% in 1977. Nationally, clothing retailers in-
creased their sales, relative to all retail sales, from
11,3% in 1967 (R263,624m of R2 344,955m) to 14,7% in 1977
(R1 263,367m of R8 581,515m). For the same period, clothing
retailers in Region 01, relative to all retail sales in
this region, increased their share from 13,4% in 1967
(R37,362m of R279,698m) to 19,3% in 1977 (R201,619m of R1
045,474m). It is concluded that consumers in the Cape
Peninsula spent increasingly more on clothing than on other
goods.

Employees: Employment in all retail activities in Region
01, in comparison to all S.A. retail employment, varied be-
tween 11%-12%. However, the emp 1oyment inc loth ing retail
firms in Region 01, relative to S.A. clothing retail firms,
has declined from 17,0% in 1967 to 6,4% in 1977. Employment
by clothing retailers in S.A. grew by 34,9% (from 35 059 to
47 297 jobs) between 1967 and 1971, and by 181,4% (47 297
to 133 108 jobs) between 1971 and 1977. The growth in the
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50

employment figures for the clothing retailers of Region 01
for the same periods were 36,0% and 5,9%, respectively.

The compar ison of average sales per em? 1oyee between all
retailers in Region 01 and all retail in S.A. shows that
this region has been operating relatively close to national
averages. To some extent, this is also true when this com-
par ison is made between Reg ion 01 cloth ing reta i1ers and
all S.A. clothing retailers for the 1967 and 1971 census
periods. However, this trend was deviated from in 1977 when
average sales per employee in clothing jumped to R23 526.
One reason for this large increase is that, whilst clothing
retail sales in Region 01 increased by 276,5% ~rom R53,557m
in 1971 to R201,619m in 1977, employment in this region
only increased by 5,9% (from 8 090 to 8 570) for the same
period.

As factory shops on 1y became estab 1 ished in the ear 1y
eighties, it would be interesting to determine whether this
tremendous increase of turnover per employee in 1977 was
not in any way threatened by factory shops who entered the
market gap and have since been causal for the "chilled"
relationship between clothing manufacturer and clothing
retailer. The non-availability of current data prevents any
meaningful conclusions in this regard.
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In conclusion, it is expected that the structure of the
clothing industry will develop along a pattern of a decline
in the number of manufacturers and wholesalers while
retailers will increase, for the following reasons: (1) the
need to achieve economies of scale in the face of increased
competition and lower productivity which could force a num-
ber of small manufacturers out of business; (2) the
gradually decreasing role of the bespoke tailor; (3) the
emergence of discount stores, together with the development
of clothing chains and department stores (which all buy in
bulk directly from manufacturers) should increasingly
eliminate the traditional type of wholesaler, especially in
the ma in centres; and, (4) the number of reta ilout 1ets in
general should increase with the population increase. In
this regard the chain clothing store will increase in
proportion to the total clothing retailers, due to its
financial strength which will put it in a favourable posi-
tion to meet competition.81

2.7 Factory shops in the Cape Peninsula: A survey of
popular literature and news reports of the de facto
position.

Th is sect ion of the study focuses on the ma in hypothes is.
(see 1.4.1) which is to indicate, by means of secondary
research, if factory shops have become an integral part of
the distribution structure of the clothing industry in the
Cape Peninsula.
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2.7.1 Introduction and background.

The factory shop debate reached prominence in South Africa

during 1983 with widespread local media coverage; adver-

tisements by factory shops; and, accusat ions and discus-

sions between organized trade and industry, clothing

retailers and the clothing manufacturing industry.

It was reported that thousands of shoppers flocked weekly

to factory shops, wh ich sprung up 1ike mushrooms all ove r

the Cape Peninsula in the past few years.82

The first awareness noted in the media came from the edi-

torialof a local clothing magazine:83

"Factory shops are proliferating. Advertisements in
the daily newspapers call the. public's attention to
the possibility of a bargain straight off the produc-
tion line.
Whereas in the U.S.A. the 'regular price store' has to
compete against discount operations, in South Africa,
cut-price competition is coming from suppliers rather
than retailers. Th is pract ice is dangerous".

Although factory shops had been in existence for at least 3'

years at the t ime of the above statement, th is art ic1e

opened the floodgate of controversy su rround ing the ex is-

tence of and justification for factory shops.
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Cloth ing manufacturers with factory shops faced vigorous
opposition from retailers and their organized chambers of
commerce. In particular, small independent clothing
retailers in both rural and urban areas were perturbed by
this development, as their survival was at stake.

Another viewpoint assessed factory shops as a fad, and that
its life cycle will be equally as short as the merchandise
of th isindustry. Factory shops were regarded as a short-
lived entrant, with quick growth, yet an equally quick
decl ine. However, factory shops have shown tremendous
growth in a relatively short period of time, and as such it
has become part of the clothing industry, particularly in
the Cape Peninsula.

2.7.2 Perspectives of the clothing retail trade.

The retailers' main concern refers to the role and function
of manufacturers as suppliers to wholesalers and retailers
but at the same time bypassing the "generally accepted"
channe 1 of distr ibut ion by supp 1ying direct 1y to the con-
sumer. In itself the latter action does not meet with nega-
tive approval, especially as far as the manufacturers' dis-
posal of rejects and excess stock are concerned.

Retailers do, however, question the manufacturers' right to
se 11 cur rent me rchand ise direct 1y to the consume r at the
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same time as the retai ler who committed himself to order

the same merchandise six months in advance.84 In addition,

as a service to its members, the Garment Workers' Union of

the Western Cape (an employee organization) published a

list of manufacturers operating factory shops, giving hours

of business and 10cations.8s

2.7.3 Perspectives of clothing manufacturers.

The first reply by clothing manufacturers to complaints

from clothing retailers was noted in June 1983.86 It was

stated that more than 50% of apparel retailing in South

Africa is under-the control of six companies, whereas large

corporat ions in the U.S.A. - such as Sears Roebuck, J .C.

Penney, etc. - supply less than 5% of the market. The above

statement is further supported by the following quote:87

"Woolworths, Truworths, Pep Stores, OK Bazaars,
Edgars, Foschini. Mention any of these names to the
clothing manufacturers and they'll probably wince -
without showing it. They're highly dependent on the
Big Six for outlets. But to the Big- Six, clothing
manufacturers - and even some spi nners and weavers -
are mere serfs in their kingdom. The chain store's
word is law.
At the moment, when the Big Six speak, everyone along'
the pipeline listens.

Their stranglehold over clothing manufacturers is so
complete that the disdaining refer to the clothiers as
'glorified cut, make and trim operators' who panic to
the tune of the chains",
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In addition, retailers had to realize that the clothing in-
dustry received no protection when retailers entered
manufacturing on a large scale through backward vertical
integration by, for example Foschini, Wooltru, Pep stores.

The influence of the chain groups on whom the manufacturer
could supply, was unhe a lt hy v s " The big retail chains,
through backward vertical integration, were involved in
manufacturing on a big scale, operating their own factories
on a "cut, make and trim" basis. This particular develop-
ment caused some large manufacturers to ask why they should
not be allowed to go into retailing (i.e. forward
integration).

The ASSOCOM Congress presentation reiterated the fact that
the factory shop retailing development is only one
manifestation of far-reaching change which retailers will
adapt to and join in one guise or another. "I believe it is
more important to understand and manage change (factory
shops) than to wish it away".89

The manufacturers' representatives stated that retailers
woul d have to adapt to the existence of factory shops or
otherwise, if they felt they were being unfairly treated,
they could steer clear of those manufacturers involved in
factory shops.
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Manufacturers took strong exception to those retail outlets

(off-price retailers) posing as factory. shops. The latter,

to a large extent, caused much of the prevailing friction

between retailers and manufacturers.

From time to time, manufacturers experience problems in

disposing of excess stock. Manufacturers buy material in

advance, and often part of the total allocation remains un-

sold. The options open to manufacturers are to cut and sell

these garments to thei r retai lers, or to sell these goods

through other outlets, some of which they may control them-

selves.

Should the retai ler not exercise

manufactu re r wou 1d reve rt to the

the first opt ion the

second opt ion. Most

manufacturers offer excess stock (which often includes can-

celled orders) to retailers. In many instances this had

been refused, because it was too late in the season, or it

did not fit into the retailers' ranges.

2.7.4 Perspectives of the organized trade.

The first reference by the organized clothing trade to the

factory shop phenomenon was made at the 1983 Afrikaanse

Handelsinstituut Congress.90 The document referred to the
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fact that S.A. officially supports the freemarket mechanism
po 1 icy. As such, independent reta ilers face strong and
healthy competition from chain stores. Suddenly, however,
retailers encountered intense competition from wholesalers
and manufacturers, which sold directly to the consumer, and
found great difficulties in rivaling this onslaught.91

Manufacturers have turned to this "thriving" form of busi-
ness in "alarming" proportions. Selling prices vary around
cost pri ce, dependi ng on the stage of the product 1 ife
cycle. At such attractive prices the consumer willingly en-
dures travelling long distances and standing in queues. The
price level whereby the consumer used to evaluate goods, is
now distorted and this leads to confusion. This latter
statement is supported by others:

"Though there is a certain market segment that looks
for attractive surroundings, informed service and a
varied selection, even in this segment it is chic
cocktail party chatter to claim that the little number
causi ng comment came di rect : from a factory 'for a
song'. In other segments, where money is tight, the
appeal of a current fashion item at a bargain price
offsets any lack of changing rooms and decor,"92 and,
"They are the city's growing legion of astute, ener-
getic bargain-hunters, women who hotfoot it to factory
shops in search of seconds, overruns, tailends, ex-
tras, redundant stock. Their war-cry is an infectious:'
'What's cheap is good.' And when that war-cry is
voiced in affluent rounded vowels and down-to-earth
flat expressions, you know the fight against the cost
of living is fought on a united front that cuts across
the social mix. The buying power of these women has
increased considerably to the extent that a whole in-
formal rival economy is emerging. Some would call it a
subversive economy".93
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Organized trade saw no purpose- in clothing retailers boy-

catting these manufacturers as such action could lead to

unemployment in the clothing manufacturing industry;

retailers still require certain product lines from manufac-

turers to survive; and while the manufacturers are to a

large degree protected by import duties, retailers are

restricted by those very curbs. The only acceptable solu-

tion was a proposal to consult with other organizations to

launch a joint effort to negotiate an end to these

"malpractices".94

The Cape Town Chamber of Commerce responded to complaints

from their members by urging the Government to speed up the

withdrawal of import controls and to reduce protective cus-

toms duties on clothing imports to more reasonable levels

so as to enable clothing retailers to compete with factory

shops.95 Furthermore, as factory shops compete di rect 1y

with retailers, the propensity would be for clothing

manufacturers to supply their factory shops at prices below

those of equivalents sold to retailers. This situation

would simply undermine the clothing retai ler and possibly

force him out of business.96

2.7.5 Establishing a clothing retailers' forum ...

In August 1983 more than 50 independent retailers and rep-
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resentatives of department and chain stores decided to form

an association with the immediate objective of curbing the

operation of factory shops selling their merchandise

directly to the public.97 This meeting was a direct result

of a leader article in The Buyer98 addressing the develop-

ment of factory shops.

This same magazine applauded the decision to form the "Cape

Retailers Association" (CRA), (a move that had earlier been

advocated by this magazine) in that such a body would

represent the interests of retailers which would give them

the power in negotiation that they as individuals lacked99•

The main concern of the launching meeting of retailers was

to ca 11 for some form of con so 1idat ion between these

retailers "in view of the millions of Rands involved in

set ting up sma 11 bus inesses , and hav ing the right to a

1ittle protection, and to form a body to put our case to

the clothing manufacturers".10o

Concern was also expressed at to the "prol iferation of

manufacturers" selling goods to consumers in direct com-

petition to the retailers, whilst retailers supported these

same manufacturers by means of advance orders. At issue was

not so much the direct sales of rejects and seconds, but

first-grade and fully-labelled merchandise, much of it

delivered to retailers and factory shops at the same time.
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Saturday mornings had now become "open house" in those in-

dustrial areas where clothing manufacturers are located.

These areas usuall y closed down on Friday afternoons, al-

lowing factory employees to do their shopping at retail

premises where Saturdays traditionally were the strongest

selling days in retail terms. This has all changed since

the advent of factory shops, in that the latter's operating

hours are the same as that of retailers.

The Cape Retailers' Association resolved that a steering

committee be appointed to negotiate with the Cape Clothing

Manufacturer's Association on the factory shop issue.

2.7.6 Meetings between retailers and manufacturers.

2.7.6.1 Meeting 1: "The brains trust" seminar.

The CRA meeting had a spin-off in the form of a "brains

trust" seminar, organized jointly by three Cape clothing

manufactu re rs and th ree independent ret ai1ers. 1 01 Hi gh-

lights of this meeting can be summarized as follows:

The retailers recognized that the factory shop development

was "part of a world-wide" trend and that it was "a fact of

1 ife" .
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The retailers identified two clear problems with factory
shops. The first implies jobbers, or off-price retailers,
operating as factory shops. Advertising them as factory
shops is misleading to the consumer and creates a false im-
pression with the pub1 ico The above argument is substan-
tiated by the recent 1y pub 1ished gu ide on factory shops,
where no distinction is made between these two types of
businesses.102 Secondly, factories supplying and competing
direct 1y with retail ers create an unacceptab 1e situation
to retailers. Retailers believe that this condition can be
put into a more realistic perspective by adhering to the
recommendations of the Steenkamp Committee report.103,104

"The chains (chain stores) were deciding what retailers and
manufactu re rs cou 1d se 11. In the end the manufactu re rs
could not sell their over-runs to any retailers and ended
up selling this merchandise themse1~es.
unhea 1thy and unt i1 itis changed

'I think it is very
I don't think the

manufacturers have any other option but to have factory
shops. If permits are released and we can bring in what we
want, we can compete with the chains on an equal bas is. '
(An independent reta i1er)" .1 0 5 As a defence mechan ism,
retailers might be forced to obtain their supplies from
manufacturers outside the Cape Peninsula, namely the Trans-
vaal and Natal. The causal nexus for the present situation
resulted from retail chain stores having too much control.
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2.7.6.2 Meeting 2.

The steering committee of the CRA subsequently met with

representatives of the Cape Clothing Manufacturers' As-

soc iat ion (CCMA) to discuss the da-maged re1ationsh ip be-

tween clothing retai lers and manufacturers. Both parties

acknowledged that the South African retail scene was chang-

ing and that retailers and manufacturers who did not adapt

to these changes would not survive. Although small

retailers were being hurt badly manufacturers also ex-

perienced severe difficulties.106

The outcome of this meeting was a suggested code of prac-

tice - not one enforceable by law, but a voluntary code of

fair trading practice between manufacturers and retailers,

to give each other a fair chance - recommended by the CCMA

to all its member-firms operating factory shops. The

guidelines laid down were the following:107

1. that there be a three months' delay before summer

goods offered to the trade, were sold through the

manufacturers' factory shops;

2. that winter fashions not be available in the factory

shop before Christmas;
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3. all labels capable of being removed be removed before
goods are placed in the factory shop.

2.7.6.3 Meeting 3.

In pursuance of a directive by the organized retail sector,
a delegation of the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut (AHI) met
with representatives of the clothing manufacturing industry
in December 1983.108,109 The following is an abstract of
the discussions.

Factory shops had now reached critical proportions and the
current situation had become unbearable for many retailers.
Approximately 60% of the total clothing production of Cape
Town is exported to other markets, resu 1ting in a 1arger
proportion of unsold stock remaining in Cape Town than in
any other place in South Africa. This in itself compounds
the problem of orders cancelled at short notice.

An oversupply is created through cancellations on order
books of 10% to 15%, 1eavi ng the manufacturers wi th no
other option but to use factory shops as outlets.

To ach ieve economi es of scale, factor ies often have to do
economic runs. The latter then would exceed the demand,
with the difference being rerouted to factory shops. This
may be one explanation for finding similar goods in retail
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shops and factory shops at the same time.

Under no circumstances was it the intention of manufac-

turers to compete directly with their ~lient-base, but as

the economy weakened they were left with no alternative way

to rid themselves of excess stocks.

Chain stores with their tremendous power in the distribu-

tion channel have control over the manufacturing of

clothes, and are in competition with especially the inde-

pendent factories. The dilemma facing manufacturers is very

aptly put by one manufacturer:11o

"The recess ion struck 1ike a bolt from the blue. One
day the order books were full, the next day they were
half-empty through cancellations. One thing the reces-
sion taught us, and that was to hunt down every avenue
for business. A couple of manufacturers opened factory
shops and made a special effort to meet shorter lead
times - two recession-inspired trends that may be here
to stay".

Factory shops have a negative influence on consumer con-

duct. As the consumer now evaluates a new price approach,

he views the retailer in a poor light, thus creating an un-

healthy climate in which the retailer is still obliged to

provide a sophisticated service.

The factory shop, with its part 1y capt ive market, 1eaves

the retailer in a poor competitive position, because it

operates at low cost, and in most instances it is not sub-
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j ect to the ru 1es and regu 1at ions, 1icens ing requ ire-

ments, shop hours, the need for a sophisticated presenta-

tion and merchandise depth required of sophisticated

retailers to compete effectively.

Factory shops are characteristic to the Cape Peninsula (see

Chapter 2, sect ion 2.7.1 par. 2). Chang ing patterns in

clothing sales in the U.S.A had already assumed huge

proportions and South Africa had to expect that a similar

phenomenon will gradually establish itself on an increas-

ing scale.111 In future, both clothing manufacturers and

retailers will be introduced to new concepts to which both

parties will have to familiarise themselves with and adapt

to, in order to survive.112

2.7.7 Crystalizing the dichotomy: the unresolved status quo

No further discussions between the various interest groups

had been observed, even though the Cape Clothi ng Manufac-

turers' Association had offered to discuss the matter

shou 1d the reta i1 inte rest group fee 1 the pos it ion was

deteriorating further.113

Less than a year later the editor of "The Buyer", who had

earlier lauded the decision by these retailers to form the

Cape Retailers' Association (CRA), expressed serious doubts

as to the mission of this organization. The editor stated
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that, rather than with the positive aim of raising the
standard of retailing in South Africa in the manner of the
National Merchants' Association in the U.S.A., the CRA was
formed primarily to fight the challenge of the factory
shops.114
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This statement was confirmed by the researcher during a
personal visit to the chairman of the CRA during 1986, when
the latter admitted that the interest this proposed or-
ganization had received at its launching meeting never
ga ined any momentum, and all subsequent efforts to rev ive
the organization have been fruitless.

Some of the last noted references to factory shops came
from a leader article in The Buyer in which Mr Christo
Wiese, Chairman of Pep Stores, on addressing an independent
retailing group was criticized for his views on the in-
fluence of factory shop deve lopment. The Buyer quest ioned
Mr Wiese's assumption that the phenomenal success of fac-
tory shops and off-price retailers would not be repeated
1oca 11 y. Mr Wiese argued that thei r deve lopment wou 1d be
curta i1ed through alack of ava ilabi 1ity of branded mer-
chandise and because of his belief that this type of outlet
was aimed at the lower soc io-economi c groups' on 1y. The
editor of The Buyer saw the threat to traditional retailing
more real and in Cape Town particularly, observed the grow-
ing appeal of clothing factory shops among all
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consumers.115

At the same time as when the factory shop controversy raged
in the Cape Peninsula, an international retail consultant,
Maxwell Stern, delivered a lecture to Western Cape
retailers:116

"'It all comes back to marg ins. If they are too high,
you threaten you r pos ition.' He regards reta i1 ing in
South Afri ca as concentrated, but not competi tive.
'There are high cost operations, in many cases over
centralized', and warns that increased competition be-
tween existing retail formulae and the emergence of
retail innovations will not allow the economically un-
justified margin increases. 'Watch those factory
shops', he cautioned".

2.7.8 Perspectives of a local authority.

Recently the Cape Town Municipality called for an internal
report on factory shops inindustri al areas. 117Th is came
about as aresul t of the increase in requests by factory
owners to establish factory shops on their premises.

The main objections to permitting factory shops in indus-
trial areas are, firstly, that scarce industrial land would
be encroached upon by other users (e.g. retailers) and,.
second 1y, that the resu 1ting traff ic congest ion may incon-
venience other manufacturers in these areas.

Cape Town Municipality has become more lenient in its ap-
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proach of not adhering strictly to by-laws and ordinances
\

guarding against trade, other than manufacturing, in these

industrial areas. This approach is a direct result of the

high vacancy factor i n i ndustr i a 1 areas - a phenomenon

whi ch re 1ates direct 1y to the downtu rn i n the economy

duri ng the past four years. Thi s trend of hi gh vacancy

rates is confirmed by real estate agents.

Should factory shops be allowed to operate in increasing

numbers from industrial land, this development will not

cause undue stress, or a severe shortage, of industrial

space. In the event of increased economic activities the

present supply of industrial land will not be fully util-

ized for a period of five years.

A more pressing problem for Cape Town Municipality (in ad-

dition to the loss of revenue from unused land and build-

ings) is the decline of older and established industrial

areas because of the application of the Group Areas Act

whereby the labour forces of these areas have diminished

alarmingly. The result of this draconian measure is that

these specific industrial areas have since lost their at-

tractiveness as both income and value generating areas as

many establishments have ceased their activities.

This space now lies vacant or is being used for warehous-

ing. A very good example of this is Woodstock, especially
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around the lower Main Road area.

Sectio~ 15(1) of the Land Use Planning Ordinance prescribes
land use and zoning. Non-industrial fir~s wishing to trade
in industr ial areas may now app 1y for cont inued temporary
departures from Section 15(1), subject to a few basic re-
quirements.

A long-term result of this recommendation could well be
that parts of these industrial areas will now be
"converted" into commercial areas, as factory shops wi 11
now be filling that niche in the market and will continue
to draw consumers in larger numbers. A spin-off is that
these activities will create precedents for other commer-
cial firms to enter.

The Factories Act exempts establishments converting raw
material into user goods from licensing requirements.
However, if a factory intends to open a factory shop, ap-
plication for a retailer's licence must be made to the lo-
cal authority. Such retailer's licence to operate a factory
shop on an industrial premises is dependent upon favourable
reports from three departmental inspectors.

2.8 Summary and conclusion.

The South African clothing industry developed along very
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similar lines to the American clothing industry. Although

the clothing industry in the U.S.A. preceded the local in-

dustry, both countries had prolonged periods of home-based

clothing manufacturing, followed by rapid industrial iza-

tion.

In the clothing industry in the U.S.A'. factory shops were

established in the early seventies. Today they are not only

located in industrial areas, but a number of shopping malls

cater exclusively for these factory shops. The major

reasons presented for factory shop deve lopment were slow

growth in retail sales, reduction and cancellations in or-

ders by retailers, as well as clothing manufacturers'

desire to exercise more control at the ultimate point of

sale. Despite the possible alienation of their traditional

cl ients, clothing manufacturers in the U.S.A. continue to

develop factory shops.

The clothing manufacturing industry in South Africa was es-

tablished in Cape Town during the first decade of this cen-

tury, and had become se 1f-suffi ci ent by the end of .Wor1d

War II. Although this industry developed strongly in the

four major metropolitan areas, the majority of these estab-

1i shments are st ill located i n the Cape Pen i nsu 1a. In 1979

the clothing manufacturing industry ranked third and fourth

in terms of employment and the number of m~nufacturing es-

tab1ishments in S.A., respectively.
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The role of the wholesale branch of the clothing industry,
in terms of the number of establ ishments, turnover and
employment is declining, mainly as a result of vertical in-
tegration by clothing manufacturers and clothing retailers.

(he clothing~tai 1/ ~rade establ ished itself in the second
ha 1 of t-~ nine1;..eenthcerrtury. The advent of department

and (la/er) chai~ and discount stores initiated new
/

tre ds whiéh contributed to basic structural changes in
'clothing/d istrjb'Ution.

I

The South African distributive system in general, and the
clothing distributive system in particular, have ex-
perienced many distinct developments within a relatively
short period of time. Examples of resistance against new
deve lopments are 1eg ion, but each and every time such in-
novation had, after initial difficulties, established it-
self as part of a vibrant system; thereby becoming part of

such system, only to be challenged by new threats, such as

the advent and proliferation of factory shops. In the

analysis of all available South African literature the

channel members in the clothing distribution process
(particularly manufacturers and retailers) have acknow-
1edged that factory shops estab 1ished themse 1ves as add i-
tional members of the distribution channel.
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The clothing industry in the Cape Peninsula was the pioneer
of the factory shop concept in South Africa, the latter
having started in 1980; yet, it only reached prominence in
1983 when the media reported changes in consumer buying
habits of clothing and on the controversy raging in the
clothing distribution channel as a result of this new
entrant.

Consumers are trapped between their growing loss of pur-
chasing power, caused by high inflation, and their opposing
desire to acquire goods of better quality. Clothing is the
third largest expenditure item on the average household
budget, and as such the consumer has to find alternative
means to let his/her Rand go equally far.

Clothing manufacturers have increasingly found themselves
caught in several squeezes. Their customers (the chain and
department stores) are buying less and ordering later,
wh ilein many cases independent retail ers pay more s1owl y
for their goods as they struggle with the burden of financ-
ing credit to consumers in order to generate turnover. In
addition, manufacturers often overproduce to achieve
economies of scale. Failure to meet delivery dates to their
customers often resu 1ts in unsold stock, and in most in-
stances these stocks take up needed space for the next
seasons' goods.
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The reta i 1 cloth i ng industry (part i cu 1ar 1y independent

retailers) has not grown vigorously. At a conference for

independent clothing retailers, research findings indicated

that these independent clothing retailers will become a

dwindling force in the next 10 yeqrs.11a This will have a

significant impact if one considers that 60% of all cloth-

i ng sa 1es goes through independent reta i 1ers. 1 1 9 Research

on the failure of independent retailers in the Port

Elizabeth area indicated that 53 retailers closed down in

1982. Twenty· eight pe r cent of these firms were cloth i ng

retailers.12o Even with the enormous concentration of power

held by chain stores, the cost operations have risen and

gross margins and prices were raised to maintain

profitability.

Factory shops cannot mere 1y be wi shed away, as i nd i cated

all throughout this chapter. All the parties involved in

the distributive sector of the clothing industry will have

to concede acceptance of this phenomenon. Should market

forces alone dictate (as opposed to macro-environmental

variables, such as legal-political forces) the permanency

of this entrant into the distributive system of the cloth-

ing industry will become inevitable. Experience elsewhere

has conceded to this fact.
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CHAPTER 3. THE STRUCTURE OF DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

3.1 Introduction.

Members of a distribution channel often view new entrants
with suspicion, especially when such new entrants have not
been created jointly by existing channel participants, to
assist with the distribution of goods and services of that
channe 1. Th is deve lopment (innovat ion) creates a "shake-
out" of such a distribution channel. For example, new roles
and functions for each channel member need to be defined,
conflict may arise and power struggles for channel control
may emerge.

This chapter, therefore, deals with the theory on distribu-
tion channels to provide greater insight into this dilemma.
It addresses, inter alia, the following: the evolution of
distribution channels; theories of distributive structure
development; the most popular theories on the evolution of
reta i1 inst itut ions; power and its sources as a means of
gaining channel leadership; the reasons, sources, types and
causes of confl ict to determine thei r effects on channel
cooperation; and, concludes with an analysis of the dif-
ferent patterns of organization in marketing channels with
emphasis on vertical integration as a means of gaining
channe 1 contro 1.
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3.2 Distribution channels.

Definitions of a channel of distribution virtually equate
the number of writers on the subject. The answer 1ies in
the fact that the channel appears to have been one of the
most elusive of marketing subjects. Pride and Fe rre lL"

define a marketing channel as "a group of interrelated in-
termediaries who di rects products to customers"; Russ and
Kirkpatri ck2 view a distr ibut ion channe 1 as "the sequence
of firms that sell, buy, or hold products as those products
move from manufacturers and producers to end buyers"; Mason
and Mayer3 regard distribution as "..channel members (that)
buy and sell goods and services, assume or arrange for the
transfer of title to merchandise, and accept the risk as a
result of their decisions." The common factor between these
def init ions, and many othe rs ,4 is the concept that the
channel of distribution is the chain along which goods pass
from the original producer to the final consumer.

84

Management faces a number of complex tasks in operating a
business. One such difficult task is the designing and
managing of a distribution (or marketing) channel. One
hypothesis5 for this complexity is the dynamism of the dis-
tribution structure, which effects changes to the nature of
the channe 1, often with cons iderab 1e channe 1 restructuri ng
and repositioning.
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3.2.1 Evolution of distribution channels.

The concept of distribution channels (although being part
of the manufacturing, buying and selling process for cen-
turies) only began to crystallize during the first part of
this century, when it emerged as a usable object of. thought
because of the increasing emphasis by American academics on
effect ive market ing. 6 These pioneer authors assessed and
addressed marketing as a number of independent activities;
a notion that was only dispelled by Vaile and others be-
tween 1950 and 1952 when marketing was objectified as a
continuous flow of activities.7

These means of getti ng the product from the producer/
manufacturer to the market have caused some prolific writ-
ing on the subject to facilitate, inter alia, the institu-
tional structure of distribution, the strategies for
selecting and operating distribution channels, and systems
for the physical distribution of goods.s

The structures of distribution channels can assume many
forms whereby the various channel members create consumer
utility as well as facilitate greater efficiency by moving
goods and services from producer to consumer. During this
process a number of functions are performed by channel mem-
bers, such as buying, selling, storage, transporting, sort-
ing, financing, information development, risk taking and
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channel flows.

3.3 The dynamics of channel structures.

As stated earlier in this chapter,9 combinations of in-
stitutions specializing in manufacturing, wholesaling,
retailing and many other activities join forces in market-
ing channel arrangements to effect the delivery of goods to
the final consumer. The designing of such a channel of
distribution is a key factor in assisting channel par-
ticipants to gain a differential advan t aqe t ? in the
marketplace, i.e. each member finds a niche for itself
which enables it to use particular strengths to satisfy
customer needs better than its competitors.

The marketing structure of a channel defines the intra-
channel arrangements and 1inkage of its members. Typical
channels for consumer products are illustrated in Table
3.1. Channe 1 A ill ust rates the direct movement between
producer and consumer where there are no intermediaries.
Examples of users of such channels are farmers selling
fresh produce directly to consumers and factories selling
directly to consumers.

Channel B, depicting producer to retai 1er to consumer, is
generally being used by large food retailers, e.g. Pick and
Pay, Checkers, and O.K. Bazaars.
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Table 3.1 Typical marketing channels for consumer
products

B C DA

Producer

1
Producer

~Agents/Brokers
J..Wholesalers
J,

Retailers
.ltConsumers

Producer Producer

1 Wholesalers
-!-Retailers
~Consumers

Retailers
~ConsumersWConsumers

Channel C is one of the most traditional channels and the
typical users are smaller firms with a low capital base,
such as general dealers.

Channe 1 D, wh ich inc 1udes agents, is typ ica 11y used for
livestock and fresh produce dealers.

The. funct ions and flows of market ing channe 1s are more or
less clear and delineated to its participants. However, if
one part icipant, for examp 1e a manufactu re r , dec ides to
sell directly to the consumer, he will have to assume all
the functions performed by the intermediaries and/or shift
them to his customers. The important principles underscor-
ing the structure of marketing are as follows:"

inst itut ions in the channe 1 arrangement cannot be
eliminated or substituted;
the funct ions performed by these inst itut ions cannot
be eliminated;
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when institutions are eliminated, the functions are
assumed by others, by moving these functions either
forward or backward.

88

Bucklin developed a model which illustrates the role of the
above principles. This model relates market size to channel
structure, and provides some insight into the possible
relationship between these two variables.12 Bucklin's model
is illustrated in Table 3.2. The horizontal axis measures
the number of buyers in the market, with each buyer pur-
chasing approximately the same number of goods per transac-
tion. Line Cd is the cost curve of the di rect channel,
which is almost constant for each buyer. The sli'ght
downward slope is attributable to better market facilities
at lower cost, or the likely existence of external
marketplace economies for larger volumes. However, the

Table 3.2 The effect of number of buyers (U) on the
relative cost of direct channel vs. middle-
man channel

Cost per
unit

I Cm
I
I
I
I
I
I
Ve Number of buyers (UI

Source: Bucklin, L.P. , Com!;2etitionand Evolution in the
Distributive Trades, Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1972, p. 18.
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channel that uses intermediaries, Cm, indicates high costs
for a small market, but which decrease sharply as volume
increases. The high initial costs are caused by extra han-
dling and transaction costs necessary. for the middleman
channel. Where the volume level is low, any savings in con-
centration and dispersion are insufficient to offsêt these.

As volume increases and the cost of using intermediaries is
spread over a larger number of buyers, costs decrease. When
the market size has reached the point Ue in the figure, the
cost of the intermediary structure is equal to that of a
direct structure. As the market becomes 1arger, UeU, the
channel structure using intermediaries is lower in cost.

Relative to the retail sales volume of clothing, factory
shops still contribute a small percentage and therefore
factory shops woul d operate in the area OUe of Buck 1in's
Mode 1. However, in his parad igm of the channe 1 des ign
decision, Rosenbloom cites a number of causes of channel
(re)design, one of them being "when existing intermediaries
have changed their policies so as to inhibit the attainment
of a firm's distribution objectives".13

Since 1980 the clothing industry has also experienced the
advent of the increasing role played by factory shops. The
latter type of organization would operate in the UeU
parameter.
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3.4 Theories of distributive structure development.

Several theories or explanations why channels develop cer-

tain structural properties over time can be discerned.14

These are: (1) adaptive processes as a result of environ-

mental changes; (2) the theory of postponement-

speculation; (3) axiomatic processes of disintegration and

reintegration; (4) and cyclical evolution processes.

Ana1ys i s of these theor i es prov i des an i mportant or i enta-

tion to the dynamics of distributive developments over

time.

3.4.1 Adaptive processes as a result of environmental
changes.

One of the most obvious explanations of structural develop-

ments i s that i tis the log i ca 1 resu 1t of changes i n the

env i ronmenta 1 factors, such as techno log i ca 1, phys i ca 1 ,

governmental and social/behavioural factors.15 For example,

the emergence of the supermarket and hypermarket was de-

pendent upon the avail ab i 1i ty of techno log i es such as the

mass media and mass communication, the cash register, pack-

aging and refrigeration, and the automobile. The advent

and cont i nuous deve lopment of electron i c data process i ng

systems have enabled middlemen and manufacturers to ac-

curately assess their distribution costs and redesign their

respective channels.
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Physical factors such as geographic setting and resource
endowment, size of market area, 1ocat ion of product ion
centres, and population density and cluster, influence the
structu re of channe 1s. Distribution channels tend to be
longer Ci.e. include more intermediaries) when production
is concentrated and population and markets are sparse, and
urban areas are served by a wide variety of retail outlets
in comparison to rural areas, which may be served solely be
a genera 1 store. Governmental factors, by way of legis-
lation, can influence channel structure in various ways;
there are laws that prohibit restrictions in distribution,
pricing discrimination, and unfair trade practices.

Galbraith has advanced the concept of countervailing power
as a tentative explanation of how social and behavioural
factors can inf 1uence channe 1 structu re and pract ices. 1 6

His theory emphasizes that:

Ca) private economic power is held in check by counter-
vailing power of those who are subject to it;

Cb) economic power begets countervailing power;
Cc) countervailing powe~ is a self-generating social force

in the economy; and
Cd) countervailing power can take many forms, the most im-

portant of which is threatened or actual vertical in-
tegration.

Manifestation of the effect of countervailing power on dis-
tribution channel structure are provided by the following
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examples: forward integration by (for example) clothing

manufacturers to counteract the backwards i ntegrat i on of

clothing retai lers, such as Pep Stores; the emergence of

the mass retailer to countervail the power of large

manufacturers; vertical integration by mass retailers,

such as Edgars' and O.K. Bazaars' ownership of manufactur-

ing facilities; the utilization of private brands by

retailers to countervail the power of large manufacturers

with popular national brands; the emergence of voluntary

and retailer co-operative chains to countervail the power

of large corporate chains; and trade association activities

i n an attempt to counterva i 1 the power of cha i n store

retailers and manufacturers.

From the foregoing theories of adaptive processes it is

clear that a myriad of social, economic, technological,

physical and governmental factors can influence distribu-

tive structures, and that the use of one group of factors

in isolation (e.g. economic factors) can be inadequate.17

3.4.2 The theory of postponement-speculation.

Bucklin developed the principle of postponement-speculation

to explain structural changes in distribution channels.18

According to Buckl in, efficiency in distribution channels

is promoted by the postponement of changes in, firstly, the

form and identity of a product to the latest possible point
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i n the market i ng process, and second 1y , inventory 1ocat i on

to the latest possible point in time. Because risk and un-

certainty costs increase as the .product becomes more dif-

ferenti ated, postponement promotes effi ci ency by movi ng

differentiation nearer to the time of purchase when demand

is more certain, thus reducing risk and uncertainty costs.

Also, the cost of physical distribution of goods is reduced

by sorting products in large lost in relatively undifferen-

tiated states.

Postponement i s a too 1 used by achanne 1 member to sh i ft

the risk of owning goods to another channel member. For

example: clothing manufacturers postpone by refusing to

produce except upon the receipt of buying orders from

clothing retailers; middlemen buy from sellers who offer

faster service delivery, thus shifting inventories back-

ward; and consumers postpone by buying from retail outlets

where goods are available directly from the store shelf.

The specu 1at i on concept, as the oppos i te of postponement,

ho 1ds that "changes i n form, and the movement of goods to

forward inventories, should be made at the earl iest pós-

sible time in the marketing process in order to reduce the

costs of the marketing system".19

The theory of postponement-specu 1at i on thus asserts that

speculative inventories create the opportunity for new in-

stitutions to hold title in the channel. The existence of
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speculative inventories leads to the use of indirect chan-
nels; the economic need to have such inventories opens the
door to middlemen to demonstrate whether they are capable
of reducing the cost of inventory risk-taking (i .e. the
costs associated with partici~ating in the flows of physi-
ca 1 possess ion and ownersh ip). The deve lopment of factory
shops can very well be explained by this theory. On the
other hand, non-speculative inventories create an oppor-
tunity for different types of institutions in the channel,
such as off-price retailers, freight forwarders, dropship
wholesalers, and agent middlemen who do not take title to
merchand ise but who, in the absence of specu 1at ive inven-
tories, facilitate the use of more direct channels of dis-
tribution.

3.4.3 Axiomatic processes of disintegration and reintegra-
tion.

Stigler was one of the first economists to systematically
analyze the economics of vertical distribution networks.2o

In his analysis of vertical disintegration, Stigler postu-
lates that a manufacturing firm simultaneously performs
several functions, each of which has a distinctively shaped
cost curve. The firm's average cost curve is the sum of
the cost curves associated with performing a given set of
functions, and the firm will strive to operate at a level
at which marginal costs equal marginal revenue. The
economies inherent in performing specific functions may not
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be exhausted at this level of output, however, with the
result that the firm can achieve external economies by
delegating decreasing cost activities to organizations that
specialize in performing such activities.

On the basis of this analysis, it is concluded that manu-
facturing firms in highly competitive and expanding in-
dustries will delegate a substantial number of functions to
spec iali st organ izat ions such as midd 1emen , fac i1itat ing
agenci es and component manufacturers. Thus I an economi c
rationale for explaining the process of vertical disinte-
gration as it occurs in highly competitive, developing in-
dustries is provided. Eventually, however, as an industry
continues to expand and enters the maturity stage, rein-
tegration of the delegated flows may be warranted as many
firms achieve a level of output that enables them to per-
form historically delegated functions at as low a cost per
unit as specialized institutions. By opening their own fac-
tory shops, the clothing manufacturing industry of the Cape
Peninsula have started to perform historically delegated
functions.

When this condition prevails, primary organizations can ad-
vantageously absorb numerous functions; thus disintegration
is axiomatically followed by reintegration in advanced
economies. Clearly, many large firms in the South African
economy have reached a poi nt where the economi es of
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(re) integ rat ion are comp.e 11 ing, with the resu 1t that a
growing number of firms currently operate and program com-
prehensively integrated vertical distribution networks.21

Such a pattern of veKtical disintegration followed by ver-
tical reintegration can be observed in the case of small
manufacturers who rely heavily on agent middlemen to repre-
sent them in the market, and on spec ia1ized storage,
transportation and financing institutions to perform the
respective functions in their channels. As these small
manufactu re rs expand, they tend to deve lop the ir own
storage, transportation and financing and dispense with
many services of agent middlemen and other specialized in-
stitutions. Similar analyses can be applied to wholesalers
and retailers. For example, Pep Stores started as a family
clothing retailer and expanded horizontally. As its opera-
tions grew increasingly larger, Pep Stores integrated back-
wards in terms of operating its own warehousing and other
wholesaling facilities, and then in terms of owning or con-
trolling manufacturing facilities.

Thus, when a firm's output and its market are limited, it
will likely find itself shifting flows onto others in its

channels. As market and firm sizes expand, it becomes in-
creasingly economical to integrate vertically, which is a
patte rn of behav iou r fu 11y ev ident among the 1argest
manufacturing (e.g. Premier Milling and Tiger Oats) and
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distributive (e.g. O.K. Bazaars, Edgars, Pep Stores) or-
ganizations in the South African economy. However, this is
not always the case. Very small firms often find it dif-
ficult to secure needed services from ag~nts, middlemen and
financial institutions, for example, and therefore must in-
tegrate these flows, even though it would be more economi-
cal to pass them along to some other firm. The development
of factory shops can partly be attributed to the forced in-
tegration of these flows because of environmental pressures
(such as a downswing in economic activities) which left
them with cancelled orders.

3.4.4 Cyclical evolution processes.

Izraeli examined the historical development of distribution
channels since the Industrial Revolution, and found it to
be a process of cycl ical evolution.22 In each cycle the
economic position of "weaker members" in the distribution
channels (whether they be manufacturers, wholesalers,
retailers or even customers) is threatened by the growing
concentration of some other member in the channel. A
characteristic feature of the cycle is that the disadvan-
taged member of the channel mobil izes to countervai 1 both
the vertical and horizontal competitive pressures. It then
reasse rts its pos ition th rough eithe r inte rna1 growth 0r
affiliation. The dialectical forces operating are those of
challenge, mobilization and response.
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The cycle typically begins with the rise and concentration
in manufacturing stimulated by some important socio-econo-
mic event or process such as the Industrial Revolution, the
First World War and the Second World War. For example, the
Second Wor 1d War st imu 1ated the growth of many South
African manufacturing industries. During the immediate
post-war years there was a market clamouring for goods
people had been deprived of during the war years. Demand
far exceeded supply, particularly for consumer goods.
Manufacturing organizations required growth to take ad-
vantage of the opportunities now available to them and to
achieve economies of scale. In addition to developing
their own plants some manufacturers started mergers and
takeovers which increased the concentration of industry in
fewer hands, with a resultant strengthening of their power
position vis-a-vis the firms in the distributive trades.23

The eye 1ica 1 evo 1ut ion approach to the study of deve 1op-
ments in distributive channels clearly necessitates a
reformulation of traditional static structural definitions
of these channels. It requires a dynamic model which incor-
porates processes of change stimulated by conflict and com-
petition. Such changes stimulated by confl ict and competi-
tion was also observed with the development of clothing
factory shops. The distribution channel may be viewed as an
emergent field of forces in which the component members are
engaged in a competitive struggle over scarce resources.
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The process is punctuated by periods of relative equi-
librium or rest, which are characterized by considerable
conservatism in the channels making entry into a market by
newcomers difficult. A stimulus emanating from outside the
channel (such as large-scale immigration, technological in-
novations, political and ideological changes, war, and so
forth) brings about a resurgence of unrest and competition
as well as the advent of a new cycle.

3.4.5 Evaluation of theories of distributive structure
developments.

Eva 1uat ion of the var ious theor ies of structura 1 deve 1op-
ment in distribution channels leads one to conclude that
the cyclical theory is the most comprehensive and useful in
practical application by channel members. Close exami na-
tion of this theory in fact shows that it incorporates the
theories of: (1) adaptive processes (environmental factors
provide the stimulus for the start of a new cycle); (2)
postponement-speculation (examination of possible new in-
stitutions to hold title of speculative inventories in the
channel, or possible postponement to shift risk to other
channel members) which is part of the struggle for power to
counterva i1 the strength of ex ist ing channe 1 members; and
(3) axiomatic processes of disintegration and reintegration
(wh ich exp 1ain both the adaptat ion of channe 1 members to
market size and the dialectical cycle forces of challenge,
mobilization and response). Channel members can apply the
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vironment in order to avoid "economic obso 1escence" .2 5

cycle theory to the advantage of their own industries (as
had been the case with Cape Peninsula clothing manufac-
turers with their factory shops), having examined the his-
torical development of changes and identified the major
operating forces in a dynamic, as opposed to static, model
of distributive structure.24

3.5 Theories on the evolution of retail institutions.

Retailing is intense and ever-changing and there are
various theories which specul~te on how marketing channels
and inst itut ions cont inuous 1y have to adapt to the i r en-

Most of these are tactical adaptations whereby firms and
channe 1s manoeuvre for short-term advantage. Schumpeter,
Barnet and Levitt, however, argue that the existen~e of a
firm or a channel is threatened periodically by a major
change, and that th is type of innovat ive compet ition is a
prerequisite for economic growth.26 Thus, the emergence and
acceptance of new practices (such as the development of
clothing factory shops) are complex.

Retailing theorists show a significant dissent on a univer-
sally applicable and acceptable model for explaining
changes in retail distribution patterns. One reason for the
absence of a universally acceptable model of retail change
arises from the differences between countries regarding ex-
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ternal environmental factors such as economical, political,
legal, technological and othe~ factors.

Changes in retailing occur at an ever-increasing rate and
the retail environment of today is scarcely recognizable
f rom that of a few decades ago. R ichard Pi zitz once
remarked that more significant changes in the retail struc-
ture have occurred in the past 15 years than in the previ-
ous 150 years.27

A study of relevant literature reveals distinct patterns of
deve lopment in both deve loped and deve loping countr ies. 2 8

Developments in South Africa take one through the settle-
ment at the Cape with relatively crude and unsophisticated
services. As the so-called White population moved further
inland so did the merchants/traders in ox-wagons and car-
riages. Wherever communities settled, some form of dis-
tribution originated. The growth of these communities gave
rise to the gene ra 1 dea 1er out of wh ich the department
store, variety stores, sup~rmarkets, warehouses, mail order
bus inesses , etc., as we know them today, eventua 11 y
evolved.

The above explanation exemplifies the adaptive behaviour to
environmental change and it is as a result of these adapta-
tions that different theories of retail institutional
change have been developed. The most popular theories of
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reta i1 inst itut iona 1 evo 1ut ion are the eye 1e theor ies (the
wheel of retailing, the three wheels of retailing, the
retail accordion, and the full cycle hypothesis), dialecti-
cal processes, survival hypothesis, institutional life
cycle, competitive system hypothesis, vacuum theories,
crisis-change theories, and the natural selection (adaptive
behaviour) model.

3.5.1 The Cycle Theories.

Distribution patterns are characterized by cyclical trends
whereby the latter frequently begins with bold innovation,
which is followed by a period of rapid growth. A number of
theories can be grouped under Cycle Theories, namely the
Wheel of Retailing, the Three Wheels of Retailing, the
Retail Accordion, and the Full Cycle Hypothesis.

3.5.1.1 The Wheel of Retailing.

New types of retail firms usually enter the marketplace as
low-status, low-cost, low mark-up and low-price operations.
Typical characteristics of such entrants or innovators are
their locations which are normally less conveniently
situated, with limited services offered or often the com-
plete absence of services, and inexpensive furnishings.
Competitors who do not adapt their operating methods lose
market share to these innovators.
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However, as the innovator matures and becomes more success-
ful, it presents more services (e.g. better locations, and
qua 1ity inventor ies) and cou 1d poss ibly a 1so open more
stores. A consequence of these activities is an increase in
costs and an increase in prices to offset the costs.

This period of maturity is characterized by slower growth
and lower profit margins. In turn, they (the innovators or
new entrants) also become high-status, high mark-up and
high-price retailers and the cycle begins again,29 as i1-
lustrated in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Wheel of retailing and the retailer

Innovative retailer

Low status
Low price
Minimal service
Poor facilities
Limited product

offerings

Mature retailer

Top heaviness
Conservatism
Declining ROl

~ec' retailer

~o Elaborate facilities
Expected, essential, and

exotic services
Higher-rent locations
Fashion orientations
Higher prices
Extended product offerings

Source: Lewison, D., W. Delozier, Retailing, Charles E.
Merrill Publishing, 1982, p. 37.
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Four hypotheses support The Wheel of Retailing,30 namely:
(1) the institutional innovator enters the retailing sy~tem
and competes on the basis of price; (2) these low selling
prices are achieved through shoestring budgets with limited
or no services; (3) the new retailer establishes itself and
starts trading-up; and (4) the latter activity of trading-
up provides opportunities for new institutional innovations
in retailing.

The Wheel theory accounts for the entry of factory shops,
di scount stores, department stores, supermarkets, ma i1-
order businesses and to a lesser extent, certain kinds of
chain stores. Table 3.4 explains the cycle of various types
of stores.

Hartley states that "if the wheel is considered to be turn-
ing slowly clockwise in the direction of the arrow, then
the department stores around 1910, and the di scounte rs
later, came on the scene at the low end of the wheel.

As it turned slowly, they moved with it, becoming higher-
price operations, and at the same time leaving room for
lower-price types of firms to gain entry at the lower end
of the whee 1".31
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Table 3.4 Entry and movement of department stores and
discount stores on the Wheel of Retailing

High prices and
markups, many
services, expensive and rnis- ment

surroundings

retailers
Discount
stores

"New"
discount-

Low prices 'and /ers (such

markups, few as buying

services, austere services)

surroundings
1890-1910 1955-1960 1970s

Source: Hartley, R.F., Retailing: Challenge and Opportunity
3rd Edition, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1984,
p. 42.

The present structure, in order of decreasing mark-ups, is
shown in Table 3.5. Mayson and Mayer32 conclude that
reta i1 management cu rrent 1y matches spec ific pos itions on
the wheel and remain there, thus causing a slowdown of the.
movement of the wheel. Retai lers with various store types
in their portfolio (for example Clicks and Diskom) do not
allow these stores to compete openly against one another as
these firms serve in a specific market position.
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model. Neither does this theory exp 1ain the response of

Table 3.5 Present structure of the Wheel of Retailing
(In order of decreasing mark-ups)

Luxury speciality groups
Boutiques
Speciality stores
Junior department stores
"High-end" department stores .
Conventional department stores Conglomerchant33
"Low-end" department stores
Conventional discounters
Catalogue discounters

"'~ Hypermarkets
Factory outlets

Source: Tinsley, D.B., J.R. Brooks, M. d'Amico, "w i11 the
Wheel of Retailing stop turning?", Akron Business
and Economic Review, Summer 1978, p. 26.

Some criticism leveled at this theory is that the 'wheel is
regarded as too narrow and deterministic an explanation for
change in the retail structure.34 Furthermore, not all in-
stitutions begin as low-margin outlets with minimum serv-
ices. For example, suburban shopping centres, personal com-
puter stores and departments stores have not followed this

the estab 1ished retail ing inst itut ions to the penetrat ion
of the innovators.

3.5.1.2 The Three Wheels of Retailing.

The abovement ioned shortcomi ngs of the Whee 1 of Retail ing
theory gave rise to the more expanded theory of Izrael i,
known as the Three Wheels of Retailing.35 This theory
presents three wheels of retailing (Table 3.6). The first
whee 1 (1) eons ists of low-end innovators (A), the second
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whee 1 (2) represents high-end i nnovators (B) and the th i rd

whee 1 (3) represents estab 1i shed i nst i tut i ons around the

middle, viz. (C) conventional lower-priced outlets and (0)

conventional higher-priced outlets.

Table 3.6 Emergence of low-end innovative institution A and
high-end innovative institution B

The compet i ti ve farces between i nnovators and estab 1i shed

institutions closest to them result in mutual influence and

modification until, finally, the innovators become part of

the establishment. This is illustrated in the preceding

tab 1e, whe re the whee 1s are shown át the beg i nn i ng of the

process.

The initial success of A and B can be explained by the in-

traduction of new trading methods, e.g. self-service and

one-stop shopping. With the passage of time the behaviour

of both the innovator and established institution will af-

fect each other.

The conventional institution will react to the market
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penetrat ion of the innovator and, in order to rega in part
of its share of the market, they will initiate and imitate
the new methods. The innovators, on the other hand, tend to
become more conventional. The pressure is proportionate to
the growth of that market segment which desires a com-
promise between service and price levels of the two types
of institutions. This is illustrated in the Table 3.7.

Institution 0, the conventional higher-priced outlet, has
upgraded its services and prices to meet competition of in-
novator 8, while the latter has downgraded its services and
pr ices, thereby mov ing to a lowe r pos ition on the second
whee 1.

Table 3.7 Response of established institutions C and 0, and
reactions of innovative institutions 8

Over a period of time the sharp differences between the in-
novators and the establishment diminish. As the innovators·
canso 1idate the ir pos ition in the market, the movement of
the wheels slow down and eventually stops. The cycle which
began with conflict an ended with an accommodation is il-
lustrated in Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8 Expanded retail establishment through accommoda-
tive action

The newcomers A and B are now an integral part of the es-
tabl ishment and the establ ishment takes up a broader seg-
ment of the marketing continuum than before, having ex-
panded at both the low-end and high-end in absorbi ng the
innovators.

The competitive struggle is followed by a period of
stability and conditions are once more ripe for another
generation of innovators.

Factory shop development could also be partially explained
at the hand of the Th ree Whee 1s of Retail ing theory. Both
large clothing retailers and smaller, independent retailers
were hit by the opening of clothing factory shops in close'
prox imity to them. These innovators (factory shops wh ich
sold similar merchandise at discounted prices) were
situated in cheaper locations, presenting little (if any)
services, such as credit, deliveries, and alterations.
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At first, large clothing retailers pressurized the clothing
manufacturers to cease these factory shops. Factory shops
negated this pressure by upgrading their services (e.g.
providing change rooms and incorporating methods of payment
other than cash).
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3.5.1.3 The Retail Accordion.

According to this theory retai 1 institutions have evolved
from broad-based out 1ets, with wide assortments, to ones
with specialized narrow lines and then returning to the
wide assortment pattern, or a general-specific-general as-
sortment. Th is process suggests the term accordi on, wh ich
reflects a contraction and expansion of merchandise
lines.36 Modern retailing began with general dealers which
offered one+ st.op shopping to an entire market. This
development was also prevalent in areas with insufficient
shopping to support specialized outlets.

Population growth and industrialization saw the emergence
of department stores which generally were more specialized
in merchandise lines, followed by mail-order stores. Ur-
banization saw the tailoring of merchandise offered to
specific market segments whereby bookstores, garden supply
stores, music record stores, etc., emerged as single-l ine
stores du ring the ear 1y 1950' s. The end of that decade
again saw the growth of a movement towards more generalized
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retailing, although specialization did not disappear.
Rising costs, with the resultant pressure on profit mar-
gins, forced single-line stores to add complementary goods
to spread costs over a wider range. These trends led to
discounting and again to one-stop shopping.

The emergence of the accordion has not evidenced in factory
outlets, as none evolved as broad-based outlets.

3.5.1.4 Full Cycle Hypothesis.

The fu 11 cyc 1e hypothes isis regarded as an extens ion of
the wheel of retailing theory and states that retailers
will enter the market as low-margin, low-price innovators
(Stage One). Exte rna 1 and inte rna 1 env ironmenta 1 c ir-
cumstances determine the point at which margins decrease
from previous high margins. In responding to this decrease
in margins, firms decrease services, but locations usually
re~ain unchanged on account of their high cost. Another
form of this hypothesis is that the institution may either
construct or acquire another organization that will assume
its role of a low margin institution.37 An example of this
deve lopment in the South Afr ican reta i1ing context is
Clicks which established Diskom as its lower-end of the
market operation.

However, there are exceptions to this hypothesis where
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reta i 1ers have been known to increase thei r status, rather

than reverting to their former status. For example, Melo-

tronics has increased its status with the extension of its

Hypercentre for sound equipment.

1 1 2

A variation on this basis of reasoning is the concept that

merchand i se 1 i nes wi 11 dete rmi ne the type of market ing

channe 1. The advent of retail i ng was synonymous wi th the

offering of a wide variety of merchandise. These general

dealers, with their wide variety of goods, were charac-

te r i zed by a non-departmenta 1 natu re and the ir 1ack of

specialization. With the passage of time, however, they

were succeeded by departmental stores.

The next deve lopment (Stage Two) i n the c y c 1e was the

speciality store. Initially the proprietor operated both as

wholesaler and retailer and became proficient in every area

of specialization. Some of the reasons advanced for the

growth of the speciality store were, inter alia, the

general store's lack of sufficient space to accommodate the

var i ety of goods; i ncreases i n market s i zes whi ch rendered

speciality stores feasible; and an acquisition of a broad

assortment of related goods with the accompanying greater

expertise.

The cycle completes itself by returning to the general-type

institution. Typical characteristics of this part of the
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cycle are exemplified by scrambled merchandising and shop-
ping centres.38 For example, pharmacies experienced a loss
in sales of beauty and health products to supermarkets and
inc 1uded photog raph ic equ ipment to offset these losses
(Stage Th ree) .

Table 3.9 illustrates both partial and full cycles where
the partial cycle is explained by the wheel of retailing
hypothes is and accord ing 1y the cyc 1eis comp 1eted by the
institution reverting back to its original type. For ex-
ample, dur'ing the primary investigation it was established
that a few clothing manufacturers closed down their factory
outlets for the mere reason that clothing retailing was

Table 3.9 Full Cycle Hypothesis

Gross
Margins ruil Cycle

High
Partial Cycle

Low
Few Many

ServiC2S

Source: Michman, R.D., S.D. Sibley, Marketing Channels
and Strategies, 2nd Edition, Grid Publishing, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio, p. 69.
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more complex than originally anticipated. The rationale be-
hind this decision was that they would stick to what they
were doing best, namely manufacturing.

The partial cycle theory, however, does not explain why
certain institutions complete only the partial cycle and
not the full cycle.

Some inst itut ions evo 1ve along the fu 11 cyc1e hypothes is.
Table 3.10 illustrates the evolution from a very wide

Table 3.10 Full Cycle Hypothesis and type of institutions

Product
Assortment

Very Narrow Speciality Stores Boutiques

I
u__ ~-):____.-'~'/"'-----

Department Super
Very Wide

General
Stores StOï:3S Stores

Type of Store

Source: Michman, R.D., S.D. Sibley, Marketing Channels
and Strategies, 2nd Edition, Grid Publishing, Inc.
Columbus, Ohio, p. 70.
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" .. ',

variety of products in the general

varieties in speciality stores,

stores, boutiques and superstores.

store to very narrow

through to department

With the deve lopment of factory shops, and espec i all yin

reaction to "competition" from the more conventional

retailer, movement along the full cycle hypothesis can not

be ru 1ed out. Apart from Stage One (du r i ng whi eh factory

shops entered as low-margin and low-price innovators) this

theory does not have any relevance to factory shop develop-

ment, since factory outlets are too new a phenomenon to

enable the researcher to present meáningful and relevant

conclusions.

3.5.2 Dialectic Process.

The Dialectic Process implies that retailers mutually adapt

when faced with compet i t i on f rom new entrants. When a

retailer is challenged by a competitor with a differential

advantage, the estab 1i shed firm will adopt tact i cs and

strateg i es i n the d i reet i on of that advantage, the reby

negating some of the innovator's attraction (the thesis).

The innovator, meanwhil e, does not remain unchanged, but

tends to upgrade or otherwise modify products and institu-

tions. In doing so, he moves toward the "negated" institu-

tion (the antithesis).
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As a result of these mutual adaptations, the two retailers

gradually move together in terms of goods offered,

facilities, supplementary services, and prices (the

synthesis). They thus become indistinguishable or at least

quite similar and constitute a new retail institution,

termed the synthesis. This new institution is then vul-

nerable to "negation" by new competitors as the dialectic

process begins anew.39

The dialectic process

"melting pot" t.heor y+?

i s often seen as ana 1ogous to a

of retail i nst i tut i ona 1 change in

which two substantially different forms of retailing merge

into a new institution of retailing. The new form is a com-

posite of the original two forms. This negated position

has, to some extent, been reached between clothing manufac-

turers and clothing retailers (see Chapter 2, Section

2.7.6.2, par. 1-2). Table 3.11 illustrates the dialectic

process, involving a thesis (the established institutional

form), an antithesis (the innovative institutional form),

and a synthesis (the new form drawn from the other two).

Criticism against this theory, with reference to factory

shop development, is that only clothing retailers (as the

thesis) and factory shops (as the antithesis) can at

present be identified. A possible synthesis could be the

off-price retailer operating as a factory shop.
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Table 3. 11 The Dialectic Process.
-

Thesis
Department store

High margin Synthesis
Low turnover i----

High price Discount department store
Full service Average margins

Average turnover
Antithesis ~ Modest prices

Limited services
Discount store Suburban locations

Low margin Modest facilities
High turnover
Low price "--
Self-service
Low-rent locations
Spartan facilities

Source: Lewison, D. , w. Delozier, Retailing, Charles E.
Merri 11 Publishing, Columbus, Ohio, 1982, p. 37.

1 1 7

3.5.3 Vacuum theories.

The fundamental principle of· vacuum theories states that
innovative institutions come into being when there is a
voi d, or vacuum, in the inst itut1 ana 1 cove rage of the
market. Alderson's "core-fringe" concept41 explains that
once a business creates a niche for itself, such a niche
provides a shelter for the business during periods of in-
novative danger, as in the case of for example, Pick and
Pay with its takeover of the Boardmans cha in of domest ic
appl iance and hardware shops. The niche can therefore
provide support and protection to the business entity in
times of failure to diversify.
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As other firms innovate, these niches become v~lnerable to
innovative thrusts which could in time penetrate the fringe
and eventua 11y the core. 4 2 The rigid way in wh ich estab-
1ished firms do bus iness, creates new ..vacuums" in the
market which creates opportunities for new firms to enter
and establish a market niche.
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The vacuum theory can be fu 11y app 1ied to factory shops.
When clothing manufacturers were caught with unsold orders
and cance 11ed inventor ies in the recess ion of 1983, they
provided a shelter for themselves by opening factory shops
to generate additional income (See Chapter 2, Section
2. 7 .6 .3, par. 7).

3.5.4 Natural selection/adaptive behaviour/survival theory.

The basis for this theory is that retail institutions adapt
to changes in the env ironment , and those reta i1 inst itu-
tions which adapt most effectively to environmental changes
are the ones most likely to survive.43

The environment consists of a number of variables (e.g.
economical, pol itical, social, legal, physical, and tech-
nological factors), each with its own movement and dynamics
which can affect the survival of the firm.

This theory can be viewed against the background of shop-
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ping centres in suburban locations and the impact these
shopping centres have had on stores in the central business
districts which failed to adapt to these changes.

With the except ion of the economi ca 1 (e.g. recess ions, in-
flation) and social (e.g. reduced purchasing power) vari-
ables, this theory cannot be strictly applied to factory
shop development.

3.5.5 The crisis-change theory.

This model isolates four distin~t phases through which or-
ganizational systems pass as they adapt to crisis situa-
tions. According to this theory, adaptation begins with an
initial period of "shock", followed by a period of
"defensive retreat", then by "acknowledgement", and
finally, by a process of "adaptation and change" .44

The "shock" phase occurs when an organization is considered
to be in a crisis when any factor critical to the viability
of the total system of which it is part is threatened. The
shock phase occurs when members of a channel become aware
of a threat, such as when a new type of competitive retail-
ing institution emerges. For example, the emergence of the
grocery store posed a threat to the independent grocer, and
initially these independents spent their efforts predicting
the former's eventual demise. Similarly the factory shop
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posed a threat to the clothing retailer.

The "defensive retreat" phase is marked by the established
system mobilizing its forces by imposin~ controls designed
to reduce the threat. Thus, during the period of emergence
of the cha in store, the "defens ive retreat" phase was
marked by a thrust to for legislation to curtail chain
store activities.45 Although the threatened system survives
during this phase, such defensive actions eventually become
se 1f-defeat ing, because they are not eons istent with the
emergence of new realities. The emergence of factory shops
was marked by the formation of a group by clothing
reta ilers to add ress and assess the th reat of the new
entrant into clothing retailing and distribution (see Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.7.5, par. 1).

During the "acknowledgement" phase, the individuals in the
threatened system engage in a process of self-examination
and interpersonal confrontation. The established system
comes to doubt the va 1idity of its own trad it ions and
begins to discover ways of using new structures to
faci 1itate the functions it must perform, rather than at-
tempting to fit functions into pre-established structures
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.7.6.1, par. 2).

The "adaptation and change" (growth) phase reflects effec-
t ive cop ing, and rep resents a renewa 1 of the growth
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process. It is here that voluntary chains, like SPAR, begin

to mature and prosper.46 For the adaptation to and coping

with the new entrants by retailers (viz. factory shops) see

Chapter 2, Section 2.7.6.2, par. 2.

3.5.6 Evaluation of the theories of retail institutional
evolution.

A number of theories have been developed to explain the

evolution of retail structures. However, none of these are

un i versa 11y app 1i cab le, although McCammon states that the

..whee 1 of reta i 1i ng concept i s the most camp rehens i ve

theory of i nnovat i on yet deve loped i n market i ng" . 4 7 An

idea 1 goal of the anal ys i s of reta i 1 i nst i tut i ana 1 change

is a universal model for predicting such change.48

Such a goal appears unrealistic at this time, because no

single theory can currently explain the changes in all

types of retail inst i tut i ons. Furthermore, the lack of a

generally accepted theory of consumer behaviour makes a

universal model almost impossible. In combination, these

theories provide a more comprehensive understanding of the

retail structural changes which have occurred and may in-

dividually provide a better basis for retailing decision-

making.

Furthermore, McCammon has provi ded ei ght factors that af-

fect the rate of acceptance of i nnovati on or new
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practices.49 These are: (1) the rate of diffusion depends
on the innovation itself, i.e. innovation causing minor

ginally to innovation, unless its core market is

changes wi 11 be accepted more exped ient 1y than innovat ion
requiring substantial capital investment. and restructuring;
(2) the most likely innovator is an "outsider" (to the dis-
tribution channel) in the sense that he will initially only
occupy a marginal role; (3) a firm will only respond mar-

threatened. Should a firm be threatened, its response is
usually swift and it will often emulate the innovator on a
partial or total basis; (4) entrepreneurs with high aspira-
tions are more likely to initiate or accept innovation; (5)
permanency is not always accepted with innovation; (6)
rapid acceptance of innovation will take place when it can
be accommodated into existing decision-making habits; (7)
since institutional innovators tend to be outsiders, an in-
novation will not be adopted widely until influential firms
in the channel will accept it; and {8) more inputs (energy)
are requi red to transmit innovation from one channel to
another channel.

3.5.6.1 Application of the wheel of retailing theory to
factory shops.

"The face of retailing is continuously being changed
by somebody who gets a 'bright new idea', as one sage
of the industry put it long ago. The latest alteration
comes in this decade from the phenomenal expansion of
the off-price retailers, whose promotion of nationally
known brands at low prices has earned them a niche in
the industry, espec iall yin appare 1, accessor ies and
footwear. Some of the traditional retailers have
decided to fight; more frequent sales promotions are
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The vulnerability phase: McNair states that this stage is

one weapon. Others have chosen to join the enemy with
off-price operations of their own".50

The evolution of the factory shop trend adheres very well
to the wheel of retailing hypothesis in that institutional
change in the clothing industry takes the shape of a more
or less definite cycle, with each cycle having three
definite phases of entry, trading-up, and vulnerability.

Figure 3.12 illustrates the American experience of how the
small, speciality retailer was displaced by the department
store, which subsequently became vulnerable to the discount
retailer and then to the factory shop/off-price retailer.

The entry phase: Factory shops entered the market in ex-
actly the way McNair described it, through an innovating
idea and by creating public awareness on the basis of price
appeal to the consumer.

The trad; ng-up phase: As the ope rat ions of even factory
outlets mature, they start trading-up in terms of store ap-
pearance, advertising, brand names and better locations.
Shoppi ng centres domi nated by manufacturers have recent 1y
opened in the Cape Peninsula.51

characterized by "topheaviness, too great conservatism", a
dec 1ine in the rate of return on investment and eventual
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vul nerabi 1ity. The phenomena 1 growth in factory shops has
inspired imitators. Other factories followed by opening

Figure 3.12 The Wheel of retailing as applied to factory
shops

Cycl.1

Required
opera ling
gross
margin

90

60

Minimum
margin
required

Tl...

Source: Kaikati, J.G., "Don't discount off-price
retailers", Harvard Business Review, May-June 1985,
p.87, as adapted from Lewison, O.M., M.W. Delozier,
Retai 1 ing Principles and Appl ications, Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Co., 1982, p.36.
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out 1ets, and independents (off-pri ce reta i 1ers) entered in

increasing numbers. Langston's Clothing City, Mr. Price and

M&HFactory Shbps (as Cape Peninsula examples of off-price

retailers) have all, since entering, moved to more up-

market premises from their original locations in downtown

and/or light industrial areas. As the wheel of retailing is

stil' in its entry and trading-up phases, there is no

evidence of vulnerability as yet. This phase has already

been reached by firms like Levi's in the U.S.A. where the

latter has liquidated a number of its factory shops

originally started in 1980. (See Chapter 2, Section

2.2.1.1, par. 7).

The turn of the wheel: In the U.S.A. factory shops and

off-pr i ce reta i 1 i ng have been hera 1ded by many as the

greatest reta i 1i ng phenomenon of th i s decade. Howeve r , i n-

dustry analysts have already indicated a decline in the

rapid growth, and a few casualties· amongst newcomers have

been recorded.52 This deceleration can be attributed in

part to the counter-attacks from the conventional retailer.

In the South African context factory shops and independents

will face stiffer competition from the conventional

retailer, resulting in an elimination in this arena with

the small, unde r-cap i ta 1i zed, independent firms 1ike 1y to

be the main casualties. In order to survive this shake-up,

i ndependents and factory shops wi 11 have to pay close at-
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tention to market positioning. It is anticipated that inde-
pendent off-price retailers will have to judge competition
very closely to survive, as they are more vulnerable than
factory shops; the latter usually have the support systems
of the manufacturer.

As the wheel of retailing continues to turn, it is likely
that the sturdiest, most innovative, and financially heal-
thiest factory out1etsjoff-pricers wi 11 survive and con-
tinue to keep the traditional retailer on their toes. On
the ir part, the estab 1ished retail ers wi 11 take advantage
of the intr ins ic weaknesses of off-pr ice organ izat ions -
such as weak service and non-continuity of assortment - to
keep competitive as the battle for market niches goes on.53

3.6 Power.

Through backward vertical integration large chain stores
began to control and dictate clothing manufacturing output.
To offset this imbalance, manufacturers reciprocated' by,
inter alia, establishing their own retail outlets in the
form of factory shops. These actions resulted in a power
struggle between manufacturers and retailers in the cloth-
ing industry. It is therefore important to briefly discuss
the main issues relating to sources and types of power that
can be exerted in a distribution channel.
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To achieve its goal a channel system (all the members par-
ticipating in the distribution of goods) requires a co-
o rd inated effort by a11 its membe rs , Some channe 1 par-
ticipants may have different objectives and therefore some-
times confl icting goals. To harmon ize these conf 1ict ing
goa 1s into the macrogoa 1, a certa in amount of power needs
to be exe rted by one channe 1 membe r (usua 11y the channe 1
leader) in regard to the other channel participants. Power
in the market ing channe 1 refe rs to the capac ity of a par-
ticular channel member to control or influence the be-
haviour of other channel member(s).54 Each member possesses
some degree of power over others, on account of the func-
tions that channel members fulfill in moving goods from
manufacturer to consumer. One member very seldom enjoys
complete power and as the power base and relationships be-
tween (clothing) manufacturers, retailers and consumers
have changed over the years it is necessary to form an un-
derstanding of the bases of power available to channel mem-
bers.

Michman and Sibley55 state that power can be divided into
two interrelated groups, namely economic sources and non-.
economi c sources. Economi c sources of power refer to (1)
the control over scarce resources. For example, S.A.
Breweries has a virtual monopoly in beer production and
distr ibut ion, and a11 other sma 11 producers are dependent
upon the decisions of SAB for their profitability; and (2)
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the size of the firm, by which larger channel members can

often undertake the functions of other channel members

through integration and/or expansion. For example, Pep

Stores has developed into a major retailer, but has also

i nteg rated ve rt i ca 11y backwards, tak i ng over the funct i ons

of channel members and increasing its economic power base.

Non-economic sources of power refer to basically five non-

economi c determi nants of channe 1 1eadersh i p. These are

reward, expert, referent, legitimate and coercive powers.56

Reward power is used to obtain co-operation from other

channel participants. For example, manufacturers can

provide retailers with sales support, whilst the latter can

provide the former with preferred shelf space.

Coercive power is the perceived capability of one channel

member to punish other channel members for not non-co-

operation by withholding rewards or the product, and taking

away privileges. For example, franchisees have to follow

stringent rules and prescriptions or they can be threatened

with revocation of their franchises.

Legitimate power occurs when one channel member can

"prescribe" to another channel member. In loosely aligned

conventional channels, legitimate power is virtually non-

ex istent. Since the forma 1 c on t r ac t ua 11 y-1 inked channe 1
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system (e.g. Wimpy, Pronta Print, Link Pharmacies, etc.) is
becoming increasingly common, the exercising of legitimate
power is also likely brand names to increase. Legal actions
through patents, trademarks, brand names or other contrac-
tual agreements are examples of legitimate power.
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Referent power prevails when one channel member is in-
fluenced by another channel member and the goal is regarded
as beneficial to both. Successful channel relationships
over a considerable period of time develop empathetic feel-
ings towards the problems of the other channel member(s).
For example, it is often advertised that "Firm X is proud
to be associated with Firm y".

Expert power is based on the superior knowledge of one
channel member, i.e. one member supplies the other with as-
s istance re 1evant to the ope rat ions. For examp 1e, a
manufacturer can supply wholesalers and retailers with ad-
vice or technical information to sell goods. Likewise
reta i1ers can feed informat ion of the percept ions of the
consumer market up the channel to wholesalers and manufac-
turers. Expert power probably manifests itself best in con-
tractual vertical systems where a franchisor, such as Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken, provides the franchisee with marketing
and other related expertise in that particular line of

business.
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In conclusion, power in the marketing channel is used to
influence the behaviour of other channel members and the
channel leader has a number of power sources available. The
crucial issue is to find the optimum cornbi nat ion of these
sources to gain the maximum influence over the channel mem-
bers, thereby not creat ing confl ict but at the same t ime
promoting channel member satisfaction. The firm with the
greatest combined power sources will become the channel
leader. Should the power sources of two or more channel
members be more equal, the likelihood of having co-leaders
will be greater, i.e. there will be no particular dominance
by one channel member.

At present it would seem as if power in the clothing dis-
tribution channel is held by the large retailers for a
simple reason: unlike, for example, the food-processing in-
dustry (which aligns itself very closely with the consumer
in terms of product preferences and product requi rements)
the clothing retailer (through .j t.s fashion designers and
closer customer contact and alignment) determines the cus-
tomers' requirements from a distance. In a sense it would
therefore seem as if the clothing manufacturer is still un-
familiar with the end-user.

3.7 Conflict.

Conf 1ict in the market ing channe 10ften is the resu 1t of
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disagreement between members of that channel; for example,

when one or more of the channel members deviate from the

"traditional" and acceptable modus operandi or goals of

that channe 1. Si mi 1ar 1y , manufacturers caused conf 1i ct in

the clothing distribution channel when they deviated from

the "acceptab 1e" method of d i st r i but i ng the i r goods by

open i ng the i r own factory out 1ets. These act i ons brought

about tremendous pressure by retailers on manufacturers for

encroaching on the retailers' traditional territory.

Manufacturers were threatened by retailers with blacklist-

i ng and boycotts. (For a more deta i 1ed exp 1anat i on, see

Chapter 2, Sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2). Therefore, exposition

upon the levels, sources, causes and effects of conflict in

distribution channels was deemed necessary.

The distribution channel, as a system, calls for co-

ordi nati on throughout the channel. However, most par-

ticipants are independent organizations, each with its own

percept i ons of how to ach i eve its obj ect i ves. Th is rathe r

dynamic nature of individual channel participants (role

dev i ance or mal f unc t i on by channe 1 part i c i pants) i soften

the root of conf 1i ct i n the channe 1. Such role dev i at i on

developed when clothing manufacturers bypassed their inter-

mediaries (wholesalers and retailers) to gain efficiency.

Although high levels of conflict often cause inefficient

behaviour, not all conflict is necessarily bad. Low levels
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of conf 1ict are thought to spur innovat ion and to reduce
complacency.57 Hence the definition of Stern and Gorman who
view channel conflict as when "a component (channel member)
perce ives the behav iou r of another to be imped ing the at-
tainment of its goals or the effective performance of its
instrumental behaviour patterns".58

Channel members tend to specialize in certain functions and
they mostly have unique (special ist) roles, i.e. in produc-
tion, promotion, distribution and merchandising.
Specialization leads to interdependence among channel mem-
bers to ach ieve the ind ividua 1 object ives of each channe 1
participant, as well as the mutual and collective objec-
tives of the distribution channel.

Gouldner59 indicates that the strain by individual members
towards autonomy creates conflicts of interest. Independent
members in a distribution channel have a mixture of mo-
tives; on the one hand,
independence,6o whilst
operation.

each member fiercely guards his
at the same t ime des iring co-

As market ing channe 1s are ve ry much regarded as soc ial
s y stems v s " they wou 1dal so be subj ect to the same be-
havioural processes, characteristic of all social systems.
It therefore stands to reason that distribution channels
could exhibit certain levels of conflict.
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Channel conflict may arise when one channel member realizes
that other channel members interfere in the former achiev-
ing its goals. Since the market share and, ultimately,
profitability of clothing retailers were eroded by factory
shops, channe 1 conf 1ict arose. Ste rn and Gorman62 iden-
t if ied seven factors fundamenta 1 to channe 1 conf 1ict.
Etgar63 has further partitioned these causes into two broad
sets of differences between channel
titud ina1 differences and structu ra1
these causes of conflict are:

members, namely at-
differences. Briefly

3.7.1 Attitudinal sources of conflict which refer to role
discrepancy, expectational and perceptional differences,
and communication.

Role discrepancies are deviations by a channel member from
a set of prescriptions which determines the obligations
(activities expected of each member) and the rights
(expected performances) of other channe 1 members. Channe 1
conflict may arise as a result of, for example, a manufac-
turer now dealing directly with consumers, or channel roles
not being clearly defined for all participants.

Expectational differences refer to perceptions based on
predictions which channel members have towards one another.
On account of inaccurate forecasts (for example the
forecasting clothing sales), channel members take action
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based on predicted outcomes, often creating and resulting

in negative relationships amongst channel members.

Perceptual differences refer to conflict caused by percep-

tions interpreted differently, although the stimuli may be

the same. Often this can be observed from the different

opinions manufacturers and retailers, for example, may have

of each other's abilities and intrachannel relations.

Communications. The distribution channel also acts as a

conduit for information between its members, for example,

promotional campaigns, changes in consumer preferences,

pricing strategies, etc. Ineffective communication leads to

frustration in the channel.

3.7.2 Structural causes of conflict refer to goal incom-

patibility, dissensus of domain and scarcity of resources.

Goal incompatibility occurs when the diversion from the

channel goals by individual channel members is so great

that channel co-operation becomes difficult. Individual

policy decisions by channel members on the goals they set

for themselves are often the cause of conflict.

Dissensus of domain occurs when channel members take on

certain decision-making roles and thereby exercising con-

trolover activities other channel members have regarded as
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their own. For example, domain disagreement refers to inde-
pendent clothing retailers purchasing stock from clothing
manufacturers running their own factory outlets, i.e. pur-
chasing from those against whom they have to compete.

Scarcity of resources causes conflict which relates to dis-
agreement and competition between channel members over the
allocat ion of val uab 1e resources needed to ach ieve thei r
respective goals.

3.7.3 Effect of channel conflict: Rosenbloom argues that
conf 1ict a 1so has othe r effects on channe 1 eff ic iency
despite the findings of earlier researchers that conflict
negatively affects channel performance, and proposes three
conceptua 1 mode 1s: 6 4 First 1y, the negat ive effect of chan-
nel conflict refers to. reduced efficiency between channel
members. This could be ascribable to one channel member
deciding not to buy from a member, or to his bypassing a
channel member, therefore not using his services anymore.
For example, the manufacturer versus Pick 'n Pay conflict
of 1975 arising from the establishment of the first hyper-
market at Boksburg.6s

The second effect of conflict refers to maintaining channel
efficiency. For example, where the members are highly de-
pendent on and committed to other channel members and the
need for one another is so great that it overrules the
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presence of conflict in the channel.

The th ird effect is a pos itive effect where channe 1 con-
flict induces efficiency, i.e. each channel member becomes
aware of his deficiencies and shortcomings. This re-
appraisal results in increased channel efficiency.
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3.7.4 Reso 1v ing channe 1 conf 1 i ct: The channe 1 1eader
should take action to resolve conflict which adversely af-
fects channel efficiency. Rosenberg makes three suggestions
to resolve channel conflict.66

Firstly, a channel-wide committee can be appointed to peri-
odically evaluate conflict.

Secondly, goals are to be jointly set and although this may
be difficult, the dialogue process in itself will be
beneficial in reducing conflict.

Thirdly, a position of distribution executive should be
created to explore the causes of conflict in the channel.
Arbitration through a third party is also regarded as a
method of resolving conflict, although members are not re-
quired to accept such solutions. Withdrawal from a dis-
tribution channel is a relatively common means of resolving
conflict.
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It is understandable that each channel member will have his
obj ect ives, but these shou 1d neve r be in direct conf 1ict
with the overall objective of the channel to which he is a
participant. Channel members must make qn effort to resolve
conflict as it will not go away if by ignored.

3.8 Vertical integration.

During the early stages of the establishment of the cloth-
ing manufacturi ng industry in South Afri ca reta i1ers and
manufacturers operated independent 1y (in terms of owner-
ship) from each other. However, as their power bases grew
and they increased ins ize, 1arger reta i1ers went in pur-
suit of new investment opportunities. In the clothing dis-
tribution channel this pursuit manifested itself in the
taking over of the functions previously fulfilled by
wholesalers (and eventually manufacturers). The outcome of
these act ions resu 1ted in a sh ift of the powe r base from
the clothing manufacturer to the retailer and ever since,
the larger retailer has made its influence felt on the
manufacturing sector of the clothing industry. Through
backward vertical integration, the larger clothing retailer
acquired a most influential position in the distribution
channel.

This section discusses the types of systems, with emphasis
on vertical marketing systems.
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The structure of the distribution channel, as a system,
will dete rmi ne how effect ive that channe 1 will be. The
marketing functions must be carried out by all channel mem-
bers and dependi ng on the channel structure, these func-
tions may be carried out by all or a few members. The four
types of channe 1 systems carry ing out these funct ions are
the convent iana 1 channe 1, the admi nistered channe 1 system,
the contractual. channe 1 system and the corporate system;
all but the first of which are vertical marketing systems.

,

In contrast to the traditional channel system (where every
channel member operates on his own), the vertical marketing
system is a network of interre 1ated components, each w ith
specific marketing activities, all working towards a common
goal. As the corporate system has more relevance to the
ra 1e and funct ion of factory shops in the di str ibut ion
channe 1, the admi niste red and contractual channe 1 systems
will only be dealt with briefly.

3.8.1 Administrative system: This is comparable to a con-
ventional channel system, but with the difference that the
co-ordination of marketing activities is achieved through
the use of programmes developed by channel membe rs i s " In
addition, the locus of authority still remains with the in-
dividual channel members. Administration and leadership of
this type of system can be undertaken by any member who is
in a position to take control, as there is usually no legal
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a chain comes from the wholesaler. Goods and services are

base for the use of power.

3.8.2 Contractual systems: Three basic types of contrac-
tual systems usually result from the fo~malizing of inter-
organizational relationships by means of a written con-
tract, and legitimate power is used as a means of achieving
control. These systems are the retai 1 co-operative,
wholesale-sponsored chain and franchise.

A retail cooperative system is a voluntary association
created by retailers to join together for reasons of joint
buying, group advertising, counsel ing and standard
recordkeeping systems. Examples of such contractual sys-
tems are Spar and Seven-Eleven.

A wholesale-sponsored chain differs from the retail co-
operative system in that the initiative in setting up such

provi ded far more economi ca 11y than by securi ng them in-
dividually. An example is the United Stores group, founded
in Cape Town in 1983, acting as a wholesaler for independ-
ent clothing retailers to counter the effect of large
groups such as Wooltru, Foschini and Pep Stores.58

In a franchise system the franchisor grants the franchisee
the right to do business in a prescribed manner in a
specific place. Franchising is one of the fastest growing
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channel systems in South Africa. In 1980 sales generated
th rough franch ises accounted for R6, 25 bill ion, of wh ich
the motor trade turned over R5 b t Tl ion i s ? Examples of
franchises are Coca-Cola, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Spur
Burger Ranches and Midas.

In terms of power relationships in the distribution chan-
nel, retail and wholesale contractual systems have both in-
creased the power of both retailer and wholesaler in rela-
tion to the manufacturer, as many of the traditional
manufacturer marketing tasks have now passed on to the
wholesaler and/or retailer. A franchise system provides the
supplier with a contractual basis as a source of legal
power over the franchisee.

3.8.3 Corporate vertical marketing systems. When a par-
ticular firm owns and operates organizations at other
levels in the distribution system, a corporate (vertically)
integrated marketing system exists.70 Such a firm may be a
manufacturer, wholesaler or a retailer. When the latter two
firms (retailers and wholesalers) own and operate their own
manufactu ring concerns, a backward ve rtica 11y integ rated
system exists. Vertical integration, therefore, takes place
when a firm owns and operates organizations at other
levels of the distribution channel.
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Th is type of deve lopment can accu r as a resu 1t of growth
and evolution of the firm when it decides to expand and in-
clude other facilities as part of its organization, i.e. by
taking over some or all of the activities carried
out/performed by other channel members. An example of a
retailer who has integrated backwards is Pep Stores, for it
originally started as a small clothing retailer and subse-
quently acquired its own manufacturing units.
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When a manufacturer owns and operates its own who 1esa 1er
and/or retailer outlets, forward integration takes place.
Sturdivant cites five reasons for a manufacturer, or other
type of firm, to develop a vertically integrated system:71

These are compet it ion, changes in market cond it ions,
economies of scale, channel confl ict and entrepreneurial
drive.

Competition: Firms operating in an unaligned channel may
find competition difficult from those competitors in ad-
ministered, contractual or corporate systems and may there-
fore regard vert ica 1 integrat ion as an attract ive opt ion.
Rosenbloom stresses that the growing competitive pressures
on manufacturers are major reasons for the increase of
manufacturer-owned and operated factory out 1ets in recent
years.72 For examp 1e,
out of a total of 421

by 1987, 69 clothing manufacturers,
in the Cape Peninsula had opened

their own retail factory shops to compete more effectively
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with retail clothing stores and other retailers who had in-
tegrated backward.73

Economies of scale: In some instances, v~rtica1 integration
may offer scale economies in the manufacture and distribu-
tion of products. This situation is also prevalent in the
clothing industry in the Cape Peninsula.

Changes in market conditions: Changing market conditions
can be instrumenta 1 in the deve lopment of ve rtica 11y in-
tegrated systems. For example, Stode1s as a supplier to
other nurseries, realized the rapidly growing demand for
gardeni ng requi rements and subsequent 1y opened its own
retail outlets. Similarly, clothing manufacturers who fol-
lowed the factory shop innovators also realized the changes
in market conditions.

Channel conflict: Continuous conflict between channel mem-
bers of a vertical marketing system could force some mem-
bers to integrate forward or backward, wh i1st at the same
time still fulfilling their contractual obligations.

Entrepreneurial drive: Rosenbloom acknowledges that little
is known about th is concept as a reason for vert ica 1 in-
tegrat ion, .but the presence of dynami c entrepreneurs may
often cause major changes in a distribution channel.
From the manufacture r's po int of view, forward- integ rated
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marketing systems provide the highest degree of control
available over distribution units at the wholesale and
retail levels, since these units are owned by the
manufacturer.74 Such systems are increa~ingly found in the
S.A. distribution structure and Table 3.13 indicates a num-
ber of South African manufacturing firms which have applied
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forwardly integrated systems.

The vertical marketing system should always have a market-
ing strategy for the channe 1 to compete more effect ive 1y
with other vertical marketing systems, or with conventional
marketing systems. The high degree of control this form of
integration believes it can offer, principally forms an im-
portant (and sometimes the only) consideration for the es-
tablishment of vertically integrated systems.

Table 3.13 Examples of manufacturers operating forwardly
integrated marketing systems

MANUFACTURER PRODUCT
1 . Continental China Crockery
2. Farm Fare Poultry
3. Cashworths Clothing
4. Triang Pedigree Toys
5 . BMD Knitting Mills Bonded fabric materi al
6. Bokomo Cereals
7 . Today's Frozen Foods Frozen foods
8. Appletiser Fruit juices
9 . Fedmis Fertilizer
10. Neutron Paint

Source: Adapted from Black, P. , The A to Z of factorl:':
shoQs, or where to bul:':todal:':at l:':esterdal:':'s
Qrices, Don Nelson Publishers, Cape Town, 1st
Edition, 1985.
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It can happen that firms/organizations now "compete" in
terms of their total system. An illustrative comparison be-
tween the functions in a traditional channel system (where
these functions often are dupl icated by the channel
part icipants), and the funct ions in a ve rtica 1 market ing
system (whe re channe 1s part icipants make eve ry effort to
cooperate with one another) is presented in Table 3.14.

Table 3.14 Comparison of a conventional marketing channel
and a vertical marketing system

Source: Pride, W.M., O.C. Ferrell, Marketing, Basic
Concepts and Decisions, 3rd Edition, Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1983 p. 222.

A conventional
marketing channel

Members Functions
Design
Make
Brand
Price
Promote
Sell

Buy
Stock
Promote
Display
Sell
Deliver
Finance

Buy
Stock
Promote
Display
Sell
Deliver
Finance

• • I • !..'; .....".,~.,. : .
" " "'Consumér .." ",
~ ~. I .,,' : ,: • .-:

A vertical marketing system

Members Functions

Design,
Make
Brand
Price
Promote:
Buy I
Stock I
Display I
Sell
Deliver
Finance

, .
" ' , ' 'Con~urrier' ", ,"
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profit and low-status retailers. However, factory shops

3.9 Summary.

A numbe r of theo ries on the evo 1ut ion of reta i1 inst itu-
tions and distributive structure development have been
reviewed to explain the development and entry of different
retail institutions. Several theories can be applied to the
entry of factory shops as a new retail institution. For ex-
amp 1e, factory shops adhere very we 11 to the whee 1 of
ret a i1ing hy pot hes is, hav ing ent ere das low -cos t , low-

have not been in existence long enough to complete all the
phases of the wheel theory.

If the full cycle hypothesis and the three wheels of
retailing (as an extension to the wheel theory) are ap-
p1ied , they a1so accommodate the factory shop deve lopment
which entered as low-margin, low-price innovators.

Factory shops adhere to the dialectic process in that ex-
ist ing reta i1ers have adopted tact ics to counter the ad-
vantages of the innovator and negated the innovators' at-
tract ion (i.e. the thes is) . At th is stage the innovator
moves off towards the negated institution (the antithesis)
th rough imp roved se rvices (e.g. methods of payment). The
synthesis is not apparent as yet.
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The theory of adapt i ve behav i ou r states that reta i 1 i n-

st i tut i ons not adapt i ng to env i ronmenta 1 changes are not

likely to survive. Factory shop development can be accom-

modated in this theory, especially if the severe criticism

from clothing retailers (who have failed to adapt) is

noted.
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The crisis-change theory may also apply as independent

clothing retailers went through the classic stages of

shock, defens i ve retreat, acknowl edgement, and adaptat i on

and change to accept the existence of a new institution

(factory shops).

The relatively new retail concept of factory shops, has

also, on consideration, gone through a specific life cycle.

The retail life cycle is considered a natural evolutionary

institutional process and its stages are simi lar to those

for the product life cycle, yet they have their own unique

characteristics.75 It is a predictable series of stages

that every major form of retailing is destined to go

through. Table 3.15 illustrates how the life cycle is

divided into four distinct phases. The first stage of in-

novation and early growth represents a sharp departure from

accepted pract i ces in shopp i ng conven i ence, 1ocat i on, or

promotional methods. Costs are usually high, resulting in

low profits.
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Table 3.15 The institutional life cycle in retailing

Earty grOW'ln Accelerated
devetopment

Matu"ty Decline

................. .... .. .. .• •. .. .. .. ...........'...'.'.'.'.'.'.

Markel snare

. ... ..•• ••. '..- ... '... .... ..... ..... ..
•• •.'...... Profitability

Source: Davidson, W.R., A.D. Bates, S.J. Bass, "The Retail
Life Cycle," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 54,
No.6, November-December 1976, p. 91.

In the second stage of accelerated development, both sales
volume and profits experience rapid rates of growth. New
firms follow the innovator(s) into the field and existing
outlets usually try to retaliate during this phase.
Generally this stage is cha rac t.e rt zed by more complex in-
terna 1 systems, 1arger staff and increased management con-
trols. In the specific instance of factory shops the above
characte rist ics have not been ident if ied; howeve r , the
meaning of the above lies in the understanding of the fun-
damenta 1 theor ies wh ich exp 1a ins the movement ove r the
cycles.

Yet, the literature survey (see Chapter 2) revealed the few
innovators (clothing manufacturers) who ventured into
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retailing by opening their own retail outlets.
beginning of the eighties a large number of

From the
clothing

manufacturers followed the innovators by opening their fac-
tory outlets.

The th ird stage (matur ity) presents the most sign if icant
stage of development in that business owners face dif-
ficulties in controlling their large and complex organiza-
tions, as well as increasing competition and a leveling-off
of profits. Many firms are able to prolong the maturity
stage and avoid the decline stage through repositioning in
the market.

The fourth stage of decline is not always avoidable as can
be explained by the contraction and disappearance of busi-
ness activities in the central business districts with the
rise of suburban shopping centres during the late Sixties
and early seventies. Major losses of market share and mar-
ginal profits are significant trends of stage four.

From the information gained from both the primary and
secondary surveys it wou 1d seem to ind icate that factory
shops are very much in the growth phase of their institu-
tiona 1 1ife cyc 1e. Th is deduct ion was a 1so supported by
leaders and informed persons in the clothing industry.76
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Davidson, et a1.,77 provided evidence through their
research that the length of the institutional life cycle is
contract ing; i.e. the time between the introduct ion of a

is growing progressively shorter. This fact isal so
reta i1 concept and the poi nt at wh ich it reaches matu rity

evidenced in the South African retailing context by
Leibold.78 Table 3.16 documents the life cycle patterns of
a number of retail institutions.

Table 3.16 Diminishing of S.A. institutional 1ife cycles

Type of institution Estimated time Estimated
time period to number of
maturity years to

maturity

Department stores 1880 - 1960 80
Variety stores 1920 - 1965 45
Supermarkets 1935 - 1970 35
Discount department stores 1955 - 1975 20
Home improvement centres 1965 - 1975 10
Hypermarkets 1975 - 1985 10
Home-furnishing warehouses 1975 - 1985 10
Fast food service outlets 1970 - 1980 10
Catalogue showrooms 1980 - 1985 5

Source: Leibold, M. , Retailing Strateg:t in the Changing
S.A. Market Environment, Unpublished Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Stellenbosch, January
1981 , p. 158.

Power, as a tool to exert authority in the distribution
channe 1, depends to a 1arge extent on the channe 1 1eader.
At present the channel leaders in the clothing industry ap-
pears to be large retailers.79 Through forward integration
(i.e. open ing factory shops) cloth ing manufactu rers have
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now challenged this relationship, giving rise to confl ict
ascribable to deviation from the "traditional" and accept-
able methods of operating that channel. It remains to be
seen if the effects of th is channe 1 conf 1ict will induce
efficiency.

In conclusion, factory shops exemplify a forwardly in-
tegrated system, as has manifested itself in the clothing
industry in the Cape Peninsula. A number of reasons for
forward integration, to regain (some) control over the dis-
tribution channel, can be presented. Some of them are can-
celled orders, changing consumer habits and the economic
climate. Gaining control of the channel could be attributed
to poorly delineated responsibilities and functions in this
vertical marketing system.
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CHAPTER 4. THE EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION

4.1 Background to the questionnaire.

In order to acquire original data on the development of
factory shops in the Cape Peninsula in a scientific manner,
a structured questionnai re was used. Considering the
geographical dispersion of these factory shops, it was
dec ided that a ma i1 quest ionna ire wou 1d be the most
suitable method of extracting primary data.

All manufacturers not domici led in the Cape Peninsula (as
defined in Chapter 1, paragraph 1.8.1) were excluded. There
were 34 such clothing manufacturers. The rest (387) were
contacted telephonically to determine the type of opera-
tion. Ninety-seven clothing manufacturers indicated that
they were "cut, make and trim" operations.1 Of the remain-
ing 290 manufacturers, sixty-nine indicated that they pos-
sessed their own factory shop(s). The latter figure iden-
tified 23,8% of clothing manufacturers as having their own
factory shops.

Table 4.1 depicts the total number of clothing factories in
the Cape Peninsula with factory shops.

The management of these sixty nine factories were once
again contacted telephonically to request their assistance
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Table 4.1 An analysis of clothing factories and factory
shops in the Cape Peninsula

TOTAL NUMBER OF FACTORIES WITH SAMPLE %
CLOTHING FACTORIES FACTORY SHOPS RESPONSE RESPONSE

(UNIVERSE) .

290 69 43 62,3

in the camp 1et ion of the quest ianna ire and a second
follow-up was made two weeks later. Of the sample response
of 43, five respondents retu rned blank quest ianna ires in-
dicat ing that they wou 1d not partake in the survey. Th ree
of these firms cited company policy as their reasons not to
publicize any information, and two stated that time-
constraints imposed by the change of season prevented par-
ticipation. The results of this survey is therefore based
on thirty-eight completed returns.

4.2 General information.

The questionnaire was structured in such format as to ex-
tract general information on start-up, location, legal for-
mat, staffing, sales, etc., as well as the specific market-
ing strateg ies of these factory shops. The fa 11owi ng is a
discussion of the general information.

4.2.1 Establishment.

Of the factory shops participating in this survey 78,9%
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were established in the last eight years (since 1980) as
per Table 4.2. This trend is in line with research col-
lected from secondary sources (See Chapter 2, .Section
2.8.1, par. 1-3). The relative decline in factory shop
start-ups, from 1982 (N = 2) to 1985 (N = 1), can partly be
attributed to negotiations between the clothing retai 1ing
sector and the clothing manufacturing sector on methods of
curbing the proliferation of factory shops. Another reason
could be the economic deel ine of the manufacturing sector
as a whole, and the clothing manufacturing industry
specifically during the period 1982 - 1985.

Factors prompting the starting of factory shops were mainly
economical and financial in nature, as can be observed from
Table 4.3. Cancelled orders were cited as one of the

Table 4.2 Age distribution of factory shops

YEAR AGE FREQUENCY CUMULATIVE RELATIVE
ESTABLISHED (YEARS) DISTRIBUTION FREQUENCY CUMULATIVE

(f) FREQUENCY

1987 1 7 7 ,184
1986 2 2 9 ,247
1985 3 1 10 ,263.
1984 4 3 13 ,342
1983 5 5 18 ,474
1982 6 2 20 ,526.
1981 7 4 24 ,632
1980 8 6 30 ,"789
1979 9 0 30 ,789
1978 10 2 32 ,842
1977 11 0 32 ,842
1976 12 3 35 ,921
1975 13 1 36 ,947
. 36 ,947

36 ,947
1967 20 2 38 1,000
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major reasons (27,4%) for manufacturers entering into
direct selling to the consumer (See Chapter 2, Section
2.7.3, par. 6 and Section 2.7.6.3, par. 3).

As the majority of clothing manufacturers were situated in
the Cape Peninsula, with their major markets outside this
area (e.g. Witwatersrand), these manufacturers were 1eft
with few options other than to sell their excess stock
direet 1y to the consume r . Sixty per cent of the cloth ing
production in Cape Town is exported to other markets, thus
resulting in a larger portion of unsold stock remaining in
Cape Town than in any other place in South Africa.2

Th is trend was comp 1emented by consumer needs for lower-
priced goods of good quality. Further analysis of Table 4.3

showed that, except for consumer demand,3 the advent of
factory shops was brought about mainly as a result of a
combi nat ion of methods used by the manufacturer to enter
the market.

Table 4.3 Factors prompting factory shop start-up

FACTOR %

Cancelled orders 27,4
Consumer demand for lower-priced goods 25,8
Disposal of excess fabrics, rejects, returns 19,4
Underutilized factory space 12,9
Economic conditions 11 ,3
Other 3,3

100,0
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4.2.2 Factors prompting start-ups.

Prior to the establishment of factory shops, clothing manu-

facturers mainly sold excess stocks. through jobbers,

wholesalers, hawkers (combined 75,8%) and staff sales

( 15,2%). Part i c i pants gave two reasons for se 11 i ng excess

merchand i se to the above-ment i oned groups; first 1y , it

was an attempt to recover (at least) the manufacturing cost

of the excess merchandise (79%), followed by the com-

petitors' influence, who quickly realized that there was a

significant consumer need for a bargain (13,2%).

4.2.3 Location.

Thirty-three respondents (86,8%) indicated that their fac-

tory shops were situated on the factory premises and that

these outlets operated under the same legal format.

Although only nine respondents owned other "off-site" fac-

tory shops (i n add i t i on to those situated on the factory

premises), there were a total of 39 such additional factory

out 1ets between these nine respondents. Fi ve of these

respondents had one additional outlet, whi 1st the largest

two respondents had 10 and 12 add i tiona 1 factory out 1ets

respectively.

Seven of these nine respondents c i ted the conven i ence
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(passing trade) and better turnover of a busy shoppiD9 area

as the major reasons for locating away from the factory

premises, and two responded that space limitations at their

factory premises prompted locating in sh?pping areas.

The majority of these 39 "off-site" factory outlets (88,9%)

was started by the factory owners themselves and the rest

were in partnership/shareholding. Reasons for own start-ups

can be attributed mainly to the ease of entry of this type

of operation as the capital requirements are relatively

low. For example, fixtures and fittings for these types of

out 1ets are inexpens ive and stock- in-trade is transferred

from the factory (for wh ich a 1edger entry is made), and

rental is marginal.

4.2.4 Trading name.

Nearly half of these "off-site" factory outlets traded un-

der a different name to that of the factory. Reasons were

mainly that a different trading name portrayed a better

fashion image, thereby attracting different customers than

those purchasing from the "on-site" outlet; and that the

factory name was not a good retailing marketing name.

4.2.5 Legal format.

Eighty-ni ne per cent of these out 1ets operated under the
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which regulates shops and offices, these factory shops

same legal form as that of the factory. Due to the mag-
nitude and size of the majority of these clothing factories
ei .e. both capital and labour intensive), these estab-
lishments were mainly operating under an incorporated legal
format4 ei .e. private company/close corporation).

The conclusion drawn is that there is no real need to func-
tion under another type of legal form (e.g. sole
proprietorship or partnership), as the factory outlets will
benefit from the protection of limited public liability of
an incorporated form of business.

According to the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1983,

operated as retail outlets and required a trading licence.
Similarly, because factory shops sold to the end-user, they
were liable for General Sales Tax, providing their annual
sales exceeded R60 000.

Personal visits to factory shops proved that they adhered
to 1icens ing requ irement.s" and those wh ich 1ev ied Genera 1
Sales Tax also indicated this through notices.

It is important to stress that this empirical research was
.comp 1eted before the advent of Reg iona 1 Se rvices Counc ils
which significantly changed licensing requirements for all
businesses.6
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4.2.6 Staffing.

Fifty-six administrative/managerial and 169 sales staff
were employed at the 38 "on-site" and 39 "off-site" fac-
tory outlets which represented an average staff component
of 3,2 per out 1et. About one-th ird of the staff component
worked on a part-time basis in the factory outlets during
busier shopping periods. Whilst the larger factory outlets
(especially the off-site outlets) had more staff, the
smaller outlets typically operated with one full-time staff
member only.

A research of literature revealed no similar norm for the
retail clothing industry and therefore no comparisons could
be drawn. In the following sections the significance of
such a sma 11 staff component per out 1et wi 11 be put into
greater perspective, especially when compared with the
variables of annual turnover and size of outlet.

4.2.7 Sales (turnover).

Due to the extreme sensitivity about revealing information
on annual sales, the respondents were requested to indicate
the ir annual sa 1es in categor ies, rather than st ipu 1at ing
their exact annual sales figures.

However, this decision has led to certain complications in
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determining useful data, i.e. the elements in this specific

answer (data set) presented an unequal emphas is (i.e. ex-

treme values). It was therefore deci ded to use the method

of a weighted mean7 for the purposes of ~omparison.

The majority of the individual turnovers were recorded in

the lower categories, as shown in Table 4.4, yet on average

these factory shops had annua 1 turnovers of R279 000

(1987). Although it is not possible to determine a direct

re1at ionsh ip between the age of the factory shop and the

size of the turnover, the data in Table 4.5 revealed that

the larger turnovers were mostly achieved by factory shops

established since 1980.

Table 4.4 Weighted mean of annual sales

ANNUAL TURNOVER f CM f(CM)

R - 1 - R 60 000 13 R 30 000 R 390 000
60 001 - 72 000 1 66 000 66 000
72 001 - 120 000 4 102 000 408 000

120 001 - 180 000 2 150 000 300 000
180 001 - 240 000 1 210 000 210 000
240 001 - 300 000 4 270 000 1 080 000
300 001 - 360 000 3 330 000 990 000
360 001 - 480 000 3 420 000 1 260 000
480 001 - 600 000 1 540 000 540 000
600 001 - 720 000 0 660 000 O·
720 001 - 840 000 0 780 000 0
840 001 - 960 000 0 900 000 0
960 001 - above _4 1 200 000 4 800 000

N=36 2:f(CM)=R10 044 000

I..! = 2:f(CM) = R10 044 000 = R279 000 annual sales
N 36
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Table 4.5 Statistics of activities outlets
Col, 1 2 3 4 7 9

c>'
, c>c>

~

"0)'0
-,

1967 0 x x 6 41+ 1 1 30 25 60 70
1975 1 x x x x 5 41+ 2 6 n/a 350 n/a
1976 0 x x 5 41+ 1 1 n/a n/a n/a
1976 0 x x 6 40 1 2 420 75 10 40
1976 10 x x x x 6 41+ 4 21 540 75 50 80
1978 0 x 5 40 2 2 30 125 n/a
1978 0 x x 5 32 1 5 30 25 20 50
1980 0 x 6 32 0 2 30 25 n/a
1980 0 x x x 6 41+ 1 3 330 25 40 70
1980 0 n/a 6 41+ 0 1 150 75 31 54
1980 0 x Xl 5 16 0 1 30 25 n/a
1980 0 x x x x x x 5 41+ 2 5 200 450 30 60
1980 1 x x x x 6 41+ 1 1 270 75 n/a
1981 0 x x 5 32 1 2 102 25 n/a
1981 0 x x x x 5 16 0 1 30 25 50 80
1981 1 x x 6 41+ 1 3 1 200 450 23 51
1981 3 x x x x x x 6 41+ 5 30 1 200 450 n/a
1982 0 x 6 41+ 0 2 270 75 20 50
1982 0 x x x 6 41+ 1 2 270 25 18 40
1983 0 x 6 40 1 2 102 75 20 65
1983 0 x 6 41+ 1 2 330 175 n/a
1983 0 x x 5 40 2 0 n/a 25 n/a
1983 0 x x x x 6 41+ 1 0 30 25 60 80
1983 1 x x x 6 40 2 5 30 75 40 70
1983 12 x x x 6 41+ 15 45 200 75 50 80
1984 0 x 5 40 0 1 30 25 15 40
1984 0 x x 5 32 0 1 102 25 n/a
1984 0 x x 5 32 0 2 30 25 n/a
1985 0 x x x 6 41+ 1 2 150 75 n/a
1986 0 x x 4 32 1 1 30 175 30 80
1986 0 x x 6 41+ 1 2 270 175 10 90
1987 0 x 6 8 0 2 102 75 n/a
1987 0 x x 5 40 0 1 30 25 n/a
1987 0 x x 5 40 1 2 330 75 n/a
1987 0 x x x x x x 5 40 1 3 420 75 n/a
1987 2 x x x 6 41+ 3 3 210 125 n/a
1988 0 x x 5 16 0 2 66 75 n/a
1988 0 x x x x x 4 24 2 2 420 75 n/a

LEGEND

Col. 3: M:Men's, B:Boys' , L:Ladies' , G:Girls' , I:Infants' ,
O:Other* . (* e.g. Caps, Scarves, Yarn. )

Co 1.6: * Excluding casual workers (total unknown) during
peak periods.
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4.2.8 Growth in turnover.

To determine the growth in turnover of these factory out-
1ets, the respondents were requested to ind icate the sales
for the first and middle yeat of trading in comparison to
the most recent turnover (the latter with a basis of 100).

Only 18 respondents gave meaningful information pertaining
to the growth of their factory shops.

From Table 4.6 it became evident that factory shops ex-
perienced tremendous growth in turnover in a relatively
short timespan despite a relative decline in new factory
start-ups.8 This trend supported the information collected
from secondary research, as highlighted in chapter 2, par.

2.7.1 .

Table 4.6 Average sales since the inception of factory
outlets (1987 turnover = .100%)

YEAR .OF % OF CURRENT RESPONSE
TRADING TURNOVER
First 34,3
Middle 63,3 18
Current (1987) 100,0

No answer 20
N = 38

The growth in turnover can therefore be attributed mainly
to an under-utilized market niche in the clothing industry
successfully filled by factory outlets. For example, if
1987 was taken as the base year with a 100% turnover, then
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the first and middle years of trading constituted 34,3% and
63,3% of the base turnover, respectively.

4.2.9 Trading days and hours.

Trading days and hours were very much in line with those of
ordinary retai 1 shops, because of three simi larities be-
tween ordinary clothing retailers and factory shops.
Firstly, staff were mostly employed on a full-time basis in
the factory outlet; secondly, a retail licence required by
factory outlets allowed for normal trading hours (i.e. the
same legal requirements were app lt cab le ï t ? and, thirdly,
there was a need to maximize sales from passing traffic.

The Basic Conditions of Employment Act, 1983, makes provi-
sion for trading time equal to five and a half (±45 hours)
normal trading days, unless special application is made to
the 1oca 1 author ity for exempt ion from these cond itions.
All respondents were open for a minimum of four days per
week, with 94,7% trading for five days and 52,6% trading
for the maximum permissible days.

In terms of trading hours per week, 89,5% of the respon-
dents were open for at least 25 hours per week. If compared
to the normal trading hours of retail clothing outlets,
factory shops still have "unused hours" during which sales
can be boosted, because on 1y 18 of the 38 respondents
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being traditional shopping days. Weekend shopping there-

(47,4%) have made use of the maximum permissible trading
hours. The interrelationship between trading days and trad-
ing hours is illustrated in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7 Factory outlet trading days and hours

TRADING DAYS N f* TRADING HOURS N f*
PER WEEK PER WEEK

1 38 1,000 1 - 8 38 1,000
2 38 1,000 9 - 16 37 0,973
3 38 1,000 17 - 24 34 0,895
4 38 1,000 25 - 32 33 0,868
5 36 0,947 33 - 40 27 0,711
6 20 0,526 40+ 18 0,474

* Relative decumulative frequency distribution.

Typ ica 1 busy shopp ing days in terms of sa 1es were Wednes-
days (14,0% of total sales), Fridays (40,4%) and Saturdays
(31 ,6%). From the quest ionna ire it was found that Wednes-
days were the most popular days for sales to off-price
retailers, jobbers and hawkers by those factory shops that
supplied the trade, whilst the popularity of Fridays and
Saturdays resulted from paydays (Fridays) and Saturdays

fore contributed 72% of the turnover of factory outlets.

4.2.10 Selling area.

The average selling area (floor space) of factory outlets
was relatively small in relation to the turnover generated
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from it. In addition, there was no evidence that large

turnovers of factory shops were directly related to large

selling areas, as can be ascertained from Table 4.5.

On account of the 1ack of comparat ive informat ion on the

size of clothing retailers, relative to their turnover

(i .e. no such statistics are available from Central Statis-

tical Services or the clothing industry), it was not pos-

sible to draw any meaningful comparisons between clothing

retailers and factory outlets on these two variables.

It can be concluded that an average annual turnover per

factory outlet of approximately R279 000 (as calculated per

Table 4.4) was generated from an average selling area of

105 m2 (as calculated in Table 4.8) by 3,2 staff members

per outlet.

Table 4.8 Average selling area in factory outlets

SQUARE METERS Frequency Midpoint feCM)
f CM

Up to 50 14 25 350
51 - 100 14 75 1 050

101 - 150 2 125 250
151 - 200 3 175 525
201 - 300 0 250 0
301 - 400 1 350 350
401+ ~ 450 1 350

N = li LfeCM) = 3 875

No answer _1
38

11 = Lf{CM2 = 104,73m2

N
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4.3 The market.

All factory outlets (38) sold to the end-user, 35 sold to
their staff, 26 sold merchandise to other resellers, whilst
only one participant sold to other factories.

Typ ica 1 buye rs from factory out 1ets const ituted the con-
sumer or end-user (60,2%), employees (22,2%), resellers
(16,7%) and other factories (0,5%) and unclassified (0,4%),
respectively. If the factory employees were to be included
as end-users, then these consumers represented 88,2% of the
total patronage of factory outlets. Resellers were mainly
jobbers (i .e. off-price retai lers) and hawkers, as well as
shops from sma 11 country areas. Reasons provi ded by those
participants trading with resellers, hawkers and country
shops, were mainly price/discounts on volume purchases as
well as the availability of merchandise.

4.3.1 Customer demographics.

The objective of this section of the questionnaire was to
identify a typical South African factory shopper.1o In or-
der to present a typical profile, it was necessary to ob-
tain information on the customers' demographic characteris-
tics, buying pattern, geographical dispersion, traveling
time and average purchases from factory outlets.
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4.3.1.1 Sex, age and income grouping.

Females were found to be to strongest supporters of factory
shops (86,5%). In terms of the age grouping of consumers,
nearly half (48,2%) of the support came from the 26 - 40

years age group. This was not unexpected as the majority of
people within this age bracket were in the process of es-
tablishing themselves in terms of their careers and
families. Further analysis of Table 4.9 indicated a normal
distr ibut ion cu rve of support by the age categor ies be 1ow
26 years (24,1%) and above 40 years (27,7%). If the younger
age group is further to be regarded as requiring fashion
and "trendy" clothes, then the factory shops have succeeded
in capturing part of that market.

In terms of the support by income group it would seem as if
the lower and middle income groups collectively provided
the basis of support, namely 47,7% and 38,5%, respectively.
Although the higher income group ranked very low (13,8%),

it was popularly claimed that factory shop support by this
group was increasing considerably.11

Table 4.9 Sex, age and income grouping of customers

SEX % AGE % INCOME %
(YRS. ) GROUP

MALE 13,3 up to 25 24,4 LOW 47,4
FEMALE 86,7 26 - 40 48,3 MIDDLE 38,7

100,0 41+ 27,2 HIGH 13,9
100,0 100,0
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4.3.1.2 Buying pattern.

Twenty-six respondents (68,4%) could reveal information on
the buying patterns exhibited,by their customers; the rest
did not know, or stated that the consumer did not exhibit
any particular buying pattern.

Although it was not possible to determine how these buying
patterns changed over a period of time, or whether the
economic cycle influenced a higher patronage of factory
shops, literature suggested that a downswing in the economy
had definitely had a marked effect on the higher patronage
of factory shops.12

The consumer buying pattern centred around once-monthly
visits, but the majority of customers (82%) made repeat
purchases within two to eight weeks. (Table 4.10).

The entry of factory shops into the distribution channel of
clothing, specifically, centred on a price strategy, in
that consumers wanted goods of reasonable to good value at
an acceptab 1e pr ice. Th is suppos ition is borne out by the
fact that respondents stated that consumers purchased from
factory shops for the following reasons: price 76,1%;

location 13,0% and service 10,9%. The latter reason is in
sharp contrast to the service function demanded by con-
sumers from retailers. No reasons for this anomaly regard-
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ing service between retai lers and factory shops could be

obtained, but it could be that the price considerations for

buying at factory shops completely overruled service and

1ocati on issues and ther-efore domi nated the customer's

buying decision.

Table 4.10 Consumer buying pattern (N = 26)

Once per week
Once every two weeks
Once per month
Once every two months
Once every three months
Longer
Do not know

%
0,0

15,4
46,2
15,4
3,8
3,8

15,4
100,0

4.3.1.3 Geographical dispersion and travelling time.

Only 27 of the 38 respondents were aware of the geographi-

cal dispersion and travelling time of consumers. As ex-

pected, these factory outlets were mainly patronized by

customers from the primary (41,5%) and fringe zones

(38,5%). Berman and Evans stated that co 11ect ive 1y these

two zones account for between 77% 87% of a store's

customers.13 Their statement is reflected and supported in

Tab 1e 4. 11 .

The majority of these factory outlets were situated in in-

dustrial areas and the consumer's willingness to travel to

such areas to obtain price savings was noted. On account of
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the unfavourable location and lesser accessibility of these
factory outlets, it was not surprising that the majority of
these consumers reached these factory shops by means of
private transport (62,5%), with 33,3% using public
transport and the rest (4,2%) using other means of
transport.

Table 4.11 Geographical dispersion of consumers eN = 27)
TRAVELLING TIME QI

/0ZONE
10 - 15 min.
Up to 30 min.
More than 30 min.

41 ,5
38,9
19,6

100,0

Primary
Secondary
Fringe

4.3.1.4 Sales per customer visit.

In the questionnaire no categories were .provided to elicit
information on purchases per visit. It was deemed more ap-
propriate to obtain specific amounts for expenditure.
However, to draw meaningful conclusions, the answers were
divided into categories as per Table 4.12 and from these a
weighted average was calculated.

Twenty-four respondents (63,2%) were prepared, or in a
position, to provide information pertaining to average'
sales per customer visit, which amounted to R49,17 per
visit. No comparative figures for average expenditure at
clothing retailers were available from literature.
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Table 4.12 Average sales per visit

CATEGORY Frequency Midpoint f(CM)
f CM

.
R 1 - R 10 0 5 0

11 - 20 5 15 75
21 - 30 7 25 175
31 - 40 6 35 210
41 - 50 4 45 180
51 - 60 0 55 0
61 - 70 1 65 65

450 - 500 _1 475 475
N = 24 L:= feCM) R1 180

No answer li
38

~ = L:f(CM2 = R1 180 = R49,17
N 24

4.3.1.5 Who, then, is the South African factory shopper?

The conclusion drawn from the above consumer demographics
would typify the consumer as being female, mostly in the 26
to 40-year age group and from the lower and middle income
groups. She visited the factory shop on a monthly basis by
means of own transport from a distance not exceeding 30
minutes travelling time, spending R50,00 on average per
visit.

4.4 Merchandise.

Merchandise refers to goods and services on offer to
custome rs'4 and in th isinstance merchand ise spec ifica 11y
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referred to men's, boys', ladies', girls', infants' and re-

lated goods manufactured on the factory premises and then

sold in the factory outlet.

From the questionnai re it soon became clear that

'specialization' in factory shops was not a deliberate

decision, but rather a function of the manufacturing plant.

For example, a logical conclusion drawn from a manufacturer

of men's, boys', ladies', and girls' clothing would be that

these merchandise items would be available in the factory

shop. This was not necessarily so as overruns, rejects,

cancelled orders, etc., were not achieved in the same

v o 1umes and quant i t i es for each of these groups. It cou 1d

very we11 be that a factory out 1et mi ght have had su r p1us

inventories of men's and girls' clothing and inventory

shortages on boys' and ladies' clothing.

The belief that factory shops specialize received very

1ittle evidence of support, mainly because of the depend-

ence of factory outlets on supplies from the manufacturing

plants. A further analysis of the merchandise groups in

Table 4.5 proved that very few manufacturers (and therefore

factory outlets) specialized in one category of merchandise

(e.g. men's, or boys', or girls', etc.) only.

I n the categor i es of merchand i se, 1ad i es' wear was by far

the 1argest contr i butor towards sales (44,0%), fa 11owed by
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men's wear (18,8%), girls' wear (15,7%), boys' wear (7,4%),

infants' wear (8,5%), and other (i.e. towels, socks, yarn,

etc.) 5,6%. The trend of ladies' wear outstripping the

other categories was to be expected for two reasons: fac-

tory shops started at clothing factories where the dominant

labour force was female.

It woul d therefore stand to reason that these factory

workers were the first to buy excess merchandise (e.g.

rejects), usually for themselves. Later on, these sales

a 1so i nc 1uded othe r merchand i se categor i es, such as over-

runs and cancelled orders.

Secondly, competition in retail clothing was most prevalent

in ladies fashion and those who could not afford to

patronize retail outlets regularly, but still liked to ac-

quire fashion wear, usually reverted to factory shopping.

In summary, factory shops (in addition to supplying their

traditional customer base) saw the opportunity of increas-

ing sales by selling directly to the end-user.

4.4.1 Type of merchandise.

The initial perception was created that factory outlets

only had so-called distress merchandise (a term popularized

by the cloth i ng i ndustry to dep i ct rej ects or damaged

goods) to se 11. Th i s was ce rta in 1'i not the case as can be
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judged from Table 4.13.

From this table it would seem as if the largest contributor
by type of merchandise was damaged goods (30,8%). However,
if that was the only noted damaged/distressed merchandise,
the rest (or 69,2%) constituted undamaged merchandise of as
good quality as one would find in clothing retail outlets.

Table 4.13 Type of merchandise sold by factory outlets
(N = 34)

MERCHANDISE TYPE %

Currently sold by retailers 15,4
Cancelled orders 7,6
Overruns 18,0
Damaged goods 30,8
Discontinued merchandise 16,3
Closeouts 3,6
Other 8,3

100,0

Although it may appear as if factory outlets had originally
been started with the objective of getting rid of damaged
goods they had now gone fu 11 circ1ein that ord inary and
quality goods outstripped the sale of damaged goods.

To further prove the point that factory shops not only sold
damaged merchandise, 34 of the 38 participants (with three
abstentions) stated that they had always sold the assort-
ment of merchandise as explained in the previous
parag raphs. On 1y one part icipant incorporated add itiona 1
merchandise.
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4.4.2 Variances in quality of merchandise.

Unlike clothing retailers, factory shops also sell dis-
tressed merchandise in addition to othe~ merchandise on of-
fer. This indicates a variance in the quality of their

goods.

Nearly eighty-two per cent of the respondents informed cus-
tomers of these variances in quality of goods on offer,
should damaged goods be sold. Methods mostly used to inform
the customer are: 1) st ickers/ 1abe 1s on damaged garments,
usua 11Y on the damaged area/spot (51,5%); 2) sa 1espe rsons
informing the customer verbally (30,3%); 3) notices in the
shop (9,1%); 4) price differentiation according to qual ity
(6,1%); and, 5) rejects sold separately (3,0%).

4.4.3 Garment labelling (Exclusivity).

Exclusivity of representation refers to the right of a
retailer to sell certain goods in a protected territory
(shop) without having to compete with another retailer
sell ing the same merchandise.15 In the clothing industry
these forms of exclusivity are exemplified through garment
labelling. For example, Princess and Servus for Woolworths,
Student Prince for Pep Stores and Ackermans, Curzon for OK
Bazaars. Conve rse 1y , garments 1abe 11ed as Man About Town,
La Coste, etc., are available from various retail com-
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petitors.

Possibly two of the most contentious and controversial dis-
cussions between the retailers and manufacturers centred on
the issues of garm~nt labelling and the season within which
merchandise was sold (see Chapter 2 section 2.7.6.2 par 2).

The original disagreement by retailers against the develop-
ment of factory shops was not only as a result of merchan-
dise being sold in these factory outlets under the same
label as that of the retailers, but also of these goods
being sold in the same season. Through all the discussions
on poss ible changes and ag reements it did not seem as if
much had changed. Eleven respondents (30,6%) stated that
they sold their merchandise under the original label, with
25 (69,4%) removing the original label. Two respondents did
not answer.

Reasons for retaining the original label were that the
label promoted their trade name (70%), it was too costly to
remove the 1abe 1 (20%), the facto ry shops so 1d qua 1ity
goods (10%), and therefore did not see the need for remov-
ing the 1abe 1.

Labels were removed beforehand mainly for the following
f ive reasons: [1J to protect reta i1ers at the reta i1ers'
insistence (55,2%); [2J to protect the manufacturer's
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trademark (13,8%); [3] factory policy to have all labels

removed, [4] all 1abe 1s are removed from rej ect goods; [5]

garments purchased from factory outlets might possibly be

returned for credit via the retailer (all 10,3%

respectively).

Although it was not possible to ascertain whether the label

removing practice increased or decreased, it would seem as

ifc 'l oth i ng reta il ers had put pressu re on those manufac-

turers with factory shops to have original labels removed

as the majority of factory outlets (69,4%) adhered to the

practice of label removing.

4.4.4 Season.

Thirty two respondents sold their merchandise in the same

season as the merchandise supplied to retailers. This

answer was in stark contrast to the "agreement" between the

clothing manufacturers and retai lers on the restraint of

fashion merchandise. The decision to enter the market at

the same time as the retailer received and marketed fashion

goods cou 1d have been taken as a resu 1t of negat i ve cash.

flow (see Chapter 2 section 2.8.6.2 par. 2).

4.4.5 Additional merchandise.

Although only nine respondents (23,1%) answered in the af-
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firmative that they acquired additional merchandise from

other factories, it was deemed important to analyse the

reasons for these dec i s i ons, as shown i n Tab 1e 4. 15. The

information gained from this table could not be regarded as

representat i ve because of the sma 11 number of respondents

(N=9), but it nevertheless indicated that factory outlets

were increasingly becoming more concerned about stock depth

by yielding to customer demand.

A further analysis of the nine factory shops which pur-

chased additional merchandise from other factories showed

that two were small (up to R60 000 turnover per year), five

had annua 1 tu rnove r s of between R180 000 to R600 000, and

two had turnovers exceeding R960 000. From this analysis it

was difficult to detect, or predict, any trend that would

have explained the decision to increase merchandise from

a 1ternat i ve sources, except that the med i um-s i zed factory

shops actively sought methods to improve their position in

the market.

A1though not representat i ve of the un i verse, the reasons

from these nine respondents for acquiring additional mer-

chand i se f rom other factory shops (Tab 1e 4. 14) suggested

that the original terms of reference of factory outlets (to

sell distressed merchandise) had changed from a product

orientation to a market orientation, i .e. to provide a more

comprehensive product range and service to customers.
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Table 4.14 Reasons for acquiring additional merchandise
from other factories (N = 9)

REASONS %

Increase merchandise depth 26,1
Customer demand 26, 1.Comprehensive service 17,4
Complementary goods 17,4
Competitive pressures 4,3
Factory specialization 4,3
Supplementary goods 4 3

100,0

4.4.6 Service to the customer.

Despite the customer's perceived notion for price-hunting
at the expense of serv ice, factory out 1ets have actua 11y
increased the ir number of serv ices. Two of the most bas ic
service requirements (dressing rooms and packaging) were
being provided.

Factory outlets rated very much below par with clothing
retailers when it came to most of the basic services. Apart
from parking and alterations, reiailers would all provide
the services as outlined in the table.

Since starting their factory shops 34 respondents incor-
porated those services (as per Table 4.15) into their out-·
1ets, wh i1st the rest (4) had always prov ided those serv-
ices. Customer demand for a more comprehensive service was
cited as the primary reason for incorporating additional
services.
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Table 4.15 Services provided by factory outlets

SERVICE %

Dressing rooms 33,7
Packaging 35,9
Alterations

.
1 , 1

Parking 21 , 7
Returns 7 6

100,0

4.5 Pricing.

To the buyer, price is the value placed on what is

exchanged16 and therefore the price of a product is a major

determinant of the market demand for the item. Price af-

fects the firm's competitive position and its share of the

market and therefore the starting point of any price policy

is the selection of a target market, fol lowed by creating

an appropriate store image and composing the retailing

mix i " " From the latter (the retailing mix) the retailer

then determines a broad price policy, i.e. whether prices

should be established for individual items, or interrelated

for a group of products, or based on the extens i ve use of

special sales.

Factors influencing such a price policy could, for instance'

refer to the level of price entry (e.g. lower, middle, or

higher prices); how merchandise will be marked (e.g.

individually); whether price leadership will be exerted

(i.e. the firm will put prices up first, or will follow
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price leaders); and, whether prices wi 11 change or remain
the same during the season.

4.5.1 Price policy.

There were definite preferences by factory outlets in the
selecting of a price pol icy (Table 4.16). Factory outlets
based their price policy mainly on three strategies, viz.
cost-oriented pricing, demand-oriented pricing and com-
petitive-oriented pricing.18

Cost-oriented pricing refers to a condition where manufac-
turers (in this instance) set a floor-price where the sale
of excess merchandise, not sold through the normal channels
of wholesaling and retailing, would at least not result in
loss for the manufacturer. This was the most preferred
method used by factory outlets.

Table 4.16 Major factors determining an overall price
policy (N = 36)

FACTOR RANKING*

Cost of goods 1
Target customer and income 2
Going market price set by retailers 3
Exclusivity of merchandise 4
Competition from other factory shops 5
Special circumstances 6

* Method most used = Ranking 1
Method least used = Ranking 6
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Demand-oriented pricing refers to condition where prices
are based on consumer desires. It is a policy which is of-
ten used by firms whose goals are listed in terms of market
share. This pricing method was the second most popular
pricing policy used by factory shops.

With competitive-oriented pricing, prices are set in accor-
dance with competitors' prices. In this instance, factory
shops regarded clothing retailers as their main rivals.
This policy was the least preferred of the three major
pricing policies used by factory shops.

The role of exclusive merchandise and competition from
othe r factory shops were of 1esse r importance in the
strategy to determine an overall price policy.

4.5.2 Pricing strategies used by factory shops.

In order to ascertain whether factory shops applied pricing
strategies as effectively as retailers, it was deemed
necessary to include the most popular pricing strategies in
the questionnaire.19

The inference made from the analysis of these pricing
methods generally used by factory outlets verified the con-
siderable uncertainty as to which methodes) provided the
best results for such shops as opposed to, for example,
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food retailers. Thirty-four of the thirty-eight respondents
attested that their pricing methods remained unchanged over
the years, thereby signifying a sense of uncertainty to one
single "best" method.

Table 4.17 showed a marked preference by factory shops for
a one-price policy. The rationale for this decision could
be derived from the fact that merchandise was already sold
at prices lower than those of their main rivals (clothing
reta ilers); hence the non-a 11owance of bargain ing for fu r-
ther price reductions. Variable pricing ranked second and

-this was not unusual as prices altered with consumer demand
for seasonal goods. The seasonality of merchandise plays a
major role in the clothing industry. This strategy was fo1-
lowed by leader pricing and in this instance "usual" profit
margins referred to the margins of merchandise sold by
clothing retai 1ers. Leader pricing formed the cornerstone
of the success and popu 1ar ity of factory out 1ets. The
fourth most-used strategy was odd pricing (an effective and
popular strategy in clothing retailing) as factory outlets
represented "barga ins" to consumers. On account of the
unique position of factory outlets as a direct supplier, as
well as the short seasons for merchandise, price lining and
customary pricing featured relati ve ly low on the ranking
scale. Multiple-unit pricing and bait pricing proved to be
unpopular methods.
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Table 4.17 Pricing methods used by factory outlets
METHOD %

One-price policy 31 ,3
Variable pricing 16,4
Leader pricing 13,4
Odd pricing 1'3,4
Price 1ining 9,0
Customary pricing 9,0
Multiple unit pricing 4,5
Bait pricing 1,5
Other 1.5

100,0

Although resellers and other factories only constituted
16,7% and 0,5% of the sales of factory outlets respectively
(see par. 4.3), 57,9% of these factory shops allowed for
variable pricing with volume sales. It would seem as if a
few factory outlets had facilities (i.e. sufficient stocks)
to supply both resellers and their own factory outlets.

4.6 Payment methods.

Payment can be done by means of cash, cheque, credit card,
credit account and layby. The cash method of payment (notes
and coins) was still the most popular method (Table 4.18).
One possible answer for the high incidence of the cash
method of payment could be the large support from the lower
income group (see par. 4.3: Sex, age and income grouping).

Cheque payments have increased in popu 1ari ty and a1though
no specific answer for this could be determined, it might
the result of two changes, namely trading-up to the middle
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and higher income groups and the higher money value per
purchase because of inflation.

As the factory out 1et deve lopment is o.n1yin its infancy
stage, it was not possible to draw any meaningful conclu-
sions regarding the methods of payment over the time period
of the investigation. Thirty-one respondents (84,2%) stated
that no changes in the accepted methods of payment had
taken place. Those factory outlets which have incorporated
additional methods of payment since their inception stated
that it had happened as a result of their providing an im-
proved service.

Credit sales played an insignificant role as only staff
were allowed to buy on credit (under certain conditions)
but this decision had again increased administrative work.
None of the participants allowed for sales on credit to the
public.

Table 4.18 Methods of payment

METHOD %

Cash 71 ,1
Cheque 16,2
Credit 1,1
Credit card 5,9
Layby 4,3
Buy-aid 0,6
Other (Staff wage deduction) 0,8

100,0
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4.7 Promotion.

Promotion can be defined as "communicating information be-
tween seller and buyer".2o Another view further states that
"when any marketing venture is viewed as a total system, it
contains three principal subsystems: product, distribution,
and communication. without them, retailers would rarely
make any sales in our modern world of mass production, and
their enterprises would soon fail for lack of adequate
business".21

4.7.1 Promotion by factory outlets.

The five major ingredients which may be included in an
organization's promotion mix are advertising, personal
selling, publicity, packaging and sales promotion. For some
products, firms employ all five ingredients; for other
products, only two or three are necessary.22 Of these five
ingredients, it would seem as if sales promotion and pack-
aging (as used and applied in retailing) play an insig-
nificant role in factory shop promotion.23

Given the fact that factory outlets constitute a relatively
new development, it was rather surprising to ascertain how
these factory outlets have defied the basic laws of
promoting themselves. This, however, might have resulted
from the uneasy truce between clot h ing manufacturers and
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clothing retai lers, as well as the hesitancy of clothing
manufacturers to enter into direct competition with their
major clients, namely clothing retailers.

Personal selling is the process of informing customers and
persuading them to purchase products through personal com-
munication in an exchange situation. Whilst it was
generally accepted by factory shop owners that sales staff
of retail clothing outlets should play an active and, some-
times, major role in assisting with the customer's buying
dec ision, it was found that on 1y 60% of factory shop sa 1es
staff fulfilled this function of actively participating in
the customer's buying decision.

The majority of the respondents (76%) further claimed that
the role of the sales person had not changed over time and
that their sales staff would continue this impassive role.

Publicity as a non-paid form of mass communication was not
actively pursued by factory shops. The main reason for this
decision was to avoid deliberate attempts at alienating
their major customers, namely clothing retailers.

Advertising. The deduction of a passive approach by factory
shops towards promot ion, as high 1ighted in the above
paragraphs, is further supported by the informat ion con-
tained in Table 4.19, of the number of factory outlets
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which advertised their products to create consumer aware-
ness.

Given this rather lethargic approach by factory shops
towards promotion (inter alia packaging, personal selling,
publicity and sales promotion), as outlined above, the con-
elusion is drawn that factory shops only spend promotional
funds on institutional advertising (i.e. informing poten-
tial customers of the existence of factory shops) and
product advertising (informing customers of thei r
me rchand ise) .

Table 4.19 Factory outlets that advertised to promote
consumer awareness
ANSWER NUMBER %

YES 18 47,4
NO 18 47,4
NO ANSWER _£ 5,2

38 100,0

Expenditure on advertising. It wás not possible to draw
conclusive answers from the avai lable data of the annual
expenditure by factory outlets on advertising. Of the 38
factory outlets surveyed, 18 indicated that they had no ad-
vertising budget for either institutional or promotional'
advertising. Two respondents did not answer this question.

However, from the summation of available data it was calcu-
1ated that the rest (18) co 11eet ive 1y spent R224 500 an-
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nua lly on advertising. This figure represented 2,24% of

the average annual collective turnover of R10 044 million

(see Table 4.4).

It should furthermore be stated that the total figure for

advertising was made up of two large accounts of R100 000

and R80 000 respect ive 1y , with the rest ave rag ing between

R500 to R5 000 per annum. In other words, of the total an-

nual advertising expenditure of R224 500, two factory out-

lets jointly had spent R180 000 and the rest (R64 500) had

been spent by sixteen outlets (or R4 031 p.a. per outlet).

4.7.2 Budgeting methods for advertising expenditure.

Despite the negligent approach by factory shops towards

promotion it was nevertheless deemed important to ascertain

the advertising budgeting methods24 used. Of the 18 factory

shops which advertised, 5 did not provide any information

of their advertising budgeting methods.

The most popu 1ar techn ique used by factory shops was the

What-can-be-afforded method, followed by the Random method.

(Table 4.20)

These two highly subjective methods were used by 50% of

factory out 1ets as budget ing techn iques. The Task method

was used by three of the four large factory outlets (annual
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sales exceeding R960 000 as per Table 4.4). The fourth
largest factory outlet used the Percentage-af-sales method.

Table 4.20 Budgeting techniques used by factory outlets
for expenditure on advertisfng (N = 18)

BUDGETING TECHNIQUE NUMBER 0/
/0

What-can-be-afforded 6 33,3
Random method 3 16,7
Task (Objective method) 3 16,7
Percentage of sales 1 5,6
Competitive method ° 0,0
No answer __§_ 27,7

18 100,0

On account of the sma 11 samp 1e of response to th is ques-
tion, no fixed or universal policy of promoting and adver-
tising (as one would normally find with retailers) could be
identified from available information.

Yet, the reasons for this were quite clear: firstly, the
major activity of manufacturers had primarily been (and
still is) selling to other distributors (e.g. wholesalers
and retailers) and for the first time these manufacturers
were now entering a new role of redirecting their efforts
at the end consumer; second1 y, the major source of income
traditionally came from supplying these other channel par-
ticipants, and not from supplying the end user.
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4.7.3 Institutional and product promotional methods.
(Table 4.21)

Although store signage was used by all factory outlets, its
effect was seriously doubted as some of these signs were
rather crudely made and obscured from passing customer
traff ic. Store signs were most 1y used to direct cus t ome rs :
to the factory outlet once they had entered the factory

premises.

Retail advertisements were increasingly used by factory
shops to create consumer awareness, albeit on a very small
scale. Again, it wou 1d appear as if factory shops
del iberately avoided this medium of communication, so as
not to alienate clothing wholesalers and clothing
retailers.

Interior displays (i.e. assortment and theme displays),
when used, were most 1y hand-wri tten not ices on cardboard
cut-offs. On 1y two factory out 1ets used profess iana 11y
prepared interior displays.

In the majority of the factory outlets the presentation of
merchandise lacked the professional approach to layout and
styling of clothing retailers. Only the larger factory
shops made considerable effort to adhere to the principles
of merchandise presentation as practiced by clothing
retailers.
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Adve rt isements in newspape r class ified sect ions we re not
stat ing the merchand ise on offer, but mere 1y that factory
shops had bargains to sell.

Window promotion received a low ranking for the very reason
that most of the factory shops were located in unused sec-
tions of factory premises which either had small window
space or no shop fronts. Unlike retail shop fronts, factory
shops had typical industrial windows, not suitable for ad-
vertising.

Direct advertising, which offers the advertiser the ad-
vantage of delivering a message to a particular target
market, was totally underutilized by these factory outlets,
whilst (regional) radio was still a totally unused source.

Table 4.21 Promotional methods used to inform customers

METHOD RANKING
Signage 1
Reta il advertisements 2
Instore promotion 3
Classified advertisements 4
Window promotion 5
Knock-and-drop leaflets 6

Based on the informati on as out 1ined in the above
paragraphs, it would appear as if factory outlets have not
yet fully grasped the effect of promoting and advertising
themselves and their merchandise and that very little ef-
fort was put into any method to create consumer awareness.
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4.8 Future developments.

The final part of the questionnaire related to the future
deve lopments of factory shopp ing and the poss ible act ion
that clothing retailers might be taking against these fac-
tory shops.

Respondents were speci fi call y asked to indi cate thei r
awareness of action taken by clothing retailers against
factory shop presence (Table 4.22).

Table 4.22 Awareness of reaction by retailers against
factory shops

ANSWER NUMBER %

YES 9 23,7
NO 25 65,8
DO NOT KNOW 3 7,9
NO ANSWER _1 2,6. 38 100,0

Of the nine respondents (23,7%) answering in the affirma-
tive, three stated that they were aware of the act ion by
the (now defunct) Cape Retailers' Association to curb fac-
tory shop act iv ities. Anothe r three respondents we re ini-
tially threatened with reduced ordering by retailers,
whilst the rest were aware of the request by retailers to
hold merchandise until the end of the season before selling
at discount prices and to remove labels from garments.

More significant, however, was the fact that 25 respondents
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(65,8%) reported that they were unaware of any further ac-
tion by clothing retiilers against factory shops. Although
their reasons were not provided in the questionnaire, the
absence of further actions by clothing retailers may point
to a change in strategy by them towards a positive objec-
tive of raising the standard of retailing in general,
rather than fighting the threat of factory shops. This as-
sumpt ion of reta ilers attempt ing to unde rstand and manage
change is supported by the following observations: (1) the
demi se of the Cape Reta i1ers' Assoc iat ion; (2) the discon-
tinuance of discussions between manufacturers and
retai lers; and, (3) the apparent cessation of hosti 1ities
between clothing retailers and factory shops.

4.9 Summary.

Very useful data has been collected from the information
survey. Empirical evidence from the questionnaires suggests
that the formation of factory shops has shown extraordinary
growth since the early eighties which is mainly at-
tributable to an under-utilized market niche. In addition
to factory shops located on factory premises, significant
growth was evidenced in the establishment of factory out-
lets away from industrial areas.

Although the majority of factory outlets are still small in
terms of turnover and employment, there are indications of
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tremendous growth in sales over a relatively short period
of time. In terms of the statutory requirements regarding
the maximum trading days and hours, factory outlets
generally undertrade and have not as y~t made full use of
maximum allowable time.

Excluding the four largest factory outlets, the selling
yet a highareas are very small compared

turnover has been achieved.
to retailers,

The major support of factory shops come from females of the
lower and middle income group from a geographical area not
exceeding 30 minute's travelling time. The original pos-
tulation that factory outlets only sold damaged merchandise
has been proved to be untrue, as the major portion of mer-
chandise is equal in quality merchandise sold by clothing
retailers.

The contentious issue of clothing labelling and the sell-
ing merchandise in the same season as retailer, to a large
extent, st ill rema ins un reso 1ved. Factory out 1ets on 1y
provided the minimum service functions to customers, but an
improvement of these services has been noticed.

Wi th regard to pricing and prornotiona 1 strateg ies factory
outlets still have significant inroads to make. No uniform
policy on pricing could be detected and promotion
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strategies are virtually non-existing.

In conclusion, a typical clothing factory shop in the Cape
Peninsula would have the following attributes:

A factory shop is usually situated on clothing manufactur-
ing premises in an industrial area and trades under the
name and legal form of the clothing factory. It employs 3
staff members and generates an annua 1 turnover (1988) of
R279 000 from a selling area of 105 square meters. It
trades for 35 hours, 5 days of the week and sells merchan-
dise in the same season as that of retailers. Merchandise
quality can vary from rejects to high quality, with the
latter at greatly reduced prices.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Th is chapte r summar izes the research. It tests the
hypotheses and deals with the conclusions gained from both
the pr imary and secondary research of the invest igat ion.
Fina 11y, certa in recommendat ions are made wh ieh eau 1d be
considered by the institutions concerned.

5.1 Summary.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether factory
shops in the cloth ing industry evo 1ved from a process of
natural development, characteristic to the theories on
retailing. A secondary purpose was an assessment of the
realm of factory shops and to acquire specific information
on its size, scope, growth, marketing strategies and future
development.

The factory shop phenomenon was fi rst observed in the
clothing industry of the United States of America when, in
addition to supplying their traditional clients, clothin.g
manufacturers also started selling directly to the con-
sumer. In the United States factory shopping has become
such a significant influence (or trend) that shopping
centres have been established (albeit in low-cost suburban
locations) specifically to cater for this medium.
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The maj or reasons for the U.S.A. factory shop deve lopment
have been given as slow reta i1 growth, reduct ion and can-
cellation of orders. These conditions left clothing
manufactu rers with unso 1d stock and manufactu rers had to
become self-promoting. In the current decade factory shop-
ping in the U.S.A. is being widely heralded as a phenomenon
that is altering the face of the (clothing) industry.1

A major threat to clothing manufacturies initiating factory
shops is the fear of alienating their traditional clients,
name 1y department stores and cha in stores. 2 However, con-
sumers who experience a decrease in buying power resist
downward adjustment and support factory shops where quality
goods can be obtained at lower prices.

The factory shop phenomenon has caught on very quickly in
other industries, especially in the U.S.A., where entire
shopp ing ma 11 s cater so 1ely for factory shops of var ious
industries. Recently, a shopping mall catering exclusively
for factory shops was opened in the southern suburbs of the
Cape Peninsula.3

of factory shopping
the Cape Peninsula,

in South
has not

To date
Africa,

the
and

development
particularly

reached the same prominence as in the U.S.A., although cer-
tain parallels do exist.
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Factory shops in the clothing industry in the Cape Penin-
sula have been established at an increasing pace since the
early eighties when clothing manufacturers of this
geographic area were quick to seize the opportunity of

.
developing new outlets for their merchandise, albeit ini-
tially on a relatively small scale.

The development of clothing factory shops was received with
shock and dismay by organ ized trade and the med ia, for it
was the first time ever that clothing manufacturers had
competed d ireet 1y with the ir trad itiona 1 cl ients, espe-
cially as factory shops increasingly sold quality merchan-
dise, and not only rejects, through these outlets.

Clothing manufacturers' interest in factory shops were to
control the sale of discounted merchandise and to generate
larger profits as middlemen in the channel were excluded.

The cloth ing manufactu ring industry in the Cape Pen insu 1a
is faced with a unique dilemma since more than 60% of its
market is located elsewhere in South Africa. Any typical
order from a clothing retailer is placed six months in ad-
vance. In certain instances these orders are cancelled only'
after manufacturing has reached an advanced stage.

These unfortunate developments resulted in the clothing
manufacturer retaining unsold stock. In the past, unsold
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inventory was taken over mainly by "jobbers" (off-price

reta i 1ers), but the cloth i ng manufacture r real i zed the op-

portunity of selling directly to the consumer. In the past,

goods were sold through their reject s hop s , usually to

their own staff.

Howeve r , not a 11 these goods were necessar i 1y rej ects , as

surplus inventory resulted from cancellations, production

overruns and closeouts. More and more persons (consumers),4

other than emp1oyees, became aware of these excess i nven-

tories which were often sold at prices primari ly intended

to cover product i on costs. Hence, the entree of manufac-

turers selling the same quality goods (as found in clothing

retail outlets), yet at significantly reduced prices.

A1though i t wou1d seem as i f the advent of factory shops

was mainly inspired by clothing manufacturers, its develop-

ment could also be attributed partly to role reversals.

Clothing manufacturers started selling directly to the cus-

tomer because of backward vertical integration by clothing

retailers; retailers therefore

tional roles of channel members

tion channel.

infringed upon the tradi-

in the clothing distribu-

Through backward vertical integration, clothing retailers

acqu i red the i r own manufactu r i ng plants and entered into

direct competition with clothing manufacturers. As the dis-
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tribution channel was already controlled by retailers,
clothing manufacturers indicated their need to exert more
control in the distribution channel through forward verti-
cal integration by opening their own factory shops and
selling merchandise directly to the consumer.

208

The entry by manufactu rers into direct se 11 ing came about
mainly because of their lack of influence (or power) in the
channel, where six large retailers control more than 50% of
the apparel retailing in S.A. Furthermore, manufacturers
justified their forward integration mainly because they
received no protection against retailers integrating verti-
cally backward.

Retailers and manufacturers actively tried to accommodate
one another's views and demands, but with little effect.
However, it would seem as if retailers realized that there
was little they could do to stem the tide of factory out-
lets.

In the era of modern marketing the consumer buys the best
qua 1ity at the most reasonab 1e pr ice. Compet ition in the
clothing retailing industry is fierce because of the short
life cycle of its products. In the current economic climate
of high unemployment, high inflation and price spirals, the
consumer is forced to spend more judiciously. Clothing (as
a basic commodity) was also subject to severe cutbacks in
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consumers' budgets, and hence the move towards bu y i ng

quality goods at greatly reduced prices.

209

elo t h ing ret a i 1ers wer e the fir s t pa.rt i c i pan t sin the

clothing distribution channel to become aware of the exis-

tence of factory outlets and the threat these factory shops

posed to the ex i stence of, ma in 1y, the independent

retailer. A series of meetings were held to discuss the

impact of this new competitor. Although independent

retailers stated from the onset that they did not see any

problems with clothing manufacturers discarding their ex-

cess inventory (which initially consisted mainly of

rej ects), they were part i cu 1ar 1y concerned when inventory

was being sold in factory shops, at discounted prices, at

the same time as in retail outlets.

The advent of factory shops created conflict in the typical

distribution channel, since the position of power was chal-

lenged. At present it would seem as if the clothing

retailers (by virtue of an oligopoly) have retained power,

but this was challenged by the manufacturer with an innova-

t i ve move th rough the advent of factory shops. Whi 1st it

is definitely true that the channel may be managed by the

retailer or another institution, there is little likelihood

of a channel being managed by one institution all by

i tse 1f . 5
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5.2 Testing the hypotheses.

The main hypothesis of this study was to determine whether
the factory shop was a new addition to, and formed an in-
tegral part of, the distribution structure of the clothing
industry in particular, and retailing in general.

First ly, data ga ined from both the pr imary and secondary
investigations supported the hypothesis that factory shops
had become a new addition to the clothing industry in the
Cape Peninsula.
gani zed commerce

Informed and authoritative persons in or-
and industry (part icu 1ar ly the cloth ing

industry), owners and managers of both clothing retail and
manufacturing f i rrns;" as well as a survey of relevant and
popular literature indicated that factory shops have been
accepted as a participant in the distribution channel of
clothing in the Cape Peninsula. Secondly, data gained from
secondary sources provided further support that factory
shops were also being established in other industries, such
as crockery, toys, frozen foods, paint, etc.

The main hypothesis is therefore accepted.

The second hypothesis was to determine whether the factory
shop phenomenon was a natu ra1 deve lopment process in the
evolution of typical retail institutions.
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Several theories on distributive structure development ac-
commodate factory shops and thei r deve lopment of certa in
structural properties over time (e.g. adaptive processes as
a result of envi ronmental c ha nqes, the theory of
postponement-speculation as well as the axiomatic
processes).

An analysis of the theories on the evolution of retail in-
stitutions indicated that none of these theories are
universally applicable. Yet, the Three Wheels of Retailing,
the Full Cycle hypothesis and the Dialectic Process all
part iall y exp 1ain the evo 1ut ion of the factory shop as a
retail institution. However, the Vacuum Theories, the Wheel
of Reta i1ing, the Theory of Adapt ive Behav iou r and the
Crisis-Change Theory fully accommodate the evolution of
factory shops as new retail institutions.

According to the Vacuum theories, innovative firms create a
niche for itself which provides shelter for the business
during periods of innovative danger. These niches create
vacuums which again creates opportunities for new firms.

The development of factory shop retailing adheres very well
to the Wheel of Retailing hypothesis (originated by Malcolm
P. McNair in a 1958 article which became a classic in
marketing literature). This theory states that'institu-
tiona 1 change takes the shape of a more or 1ess def inite
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cycle with three phases. It explains how the small
speciality retailer was displaced by the department store,
which subsequently became vulnerable to the discount
retailer, then to off-price retailers.7,s

Accord ing to the Theory of Adapt ive Behav iou r, reta i1 in-
stitutions have to adapt in order to survive. The mere fact
that the literature survey indicated that the original out-
cry and rage from retailers against factory shops had vir-
tua 11y ceased isp roof of the reta i1ers' adapt ive be-
haviour.

The Crisis-Change Theory identifies the shock, retreat, ac-
knowledgment and adaptive stages which existing firms
(retailers) go through in accepting new institutions
(factory shops) and also explains the reactions of clothing
retailers towards new competitors, such as factory shops.

Therefore, the second hypothesis is also accepted.

5.3 Conclusions.

The face of retailing is continually being changed by
people/organizations coming along with "bright new ideas".
The 1atest a 1te rat ion in th is decade sterns f rom the
phenomenal expansion of factory shops in the United States
of America which has earned them a niche in the industry,
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espec iall yin appare 1, accessor ies and footwear. 9 If the
development of factory shops in the Cape Peninsula is com-
pared to that of the U.S.A., similar growth patterns have
been observed, albeit not of the same magnitude.

This mutation equates with the "Strategic Window" concept'O
which postulates that there are only limited periods during
wh ieh the 'fit' between the key requ irements of a market
and the particular competencies of a firm (competing in
that market) is at an opt imum' '. Entry into a new market,
or investment in a new product line, should be timed to
coincide with the period(s) during which such a strategic
window is open. Clothing manufacturers who opened their own
retail outlets (perhaps unknowingly) applied this concept.
As markets evolve, existing contenders are replaced by new
contenders as a result of the closing of strategic windows
for the i neumbents and the openi ng of another wi ndow for
new entrants.

When inc rementa 1 changes take place in the market, firms
can successfully adapt themselves to the new situation by
modifying their marketing and functional programmes. These
changes often are so quick and severe that the survival of
the firm is threatened. With the development of factory
shops independent clothing retai lers, in particular, have
had to fight for survival.
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From the primary research data it was ascertained that
nearly 24% of all clothing manufacturers in the Cape Penin-
sula owned a factory outlet. Considering the number of new
factory outlets in the latter years thi~ trend is increas-
ing. Factors which prompted the growth of factory shops
were mainly reduced or cancelled orders and consumer demand
for lower priced goods.

Although factory outlets have traditionally been estab-
1ished on the premises of the manufacturer, an increasing
tendency to establish these away from the factory premises
and mainly to procure passing traffic has been observed.
Those "off-site" factory shops have not been furbished as
stylishly and expensively as their retail counterparts.

Factory shops operate with few staff (on average three per-
sons) and the significance of this came into perspective
when a comparison was made with the annual turnover and the
selling area of these factory shops. On average these fac-
tory outlets have generated annual sales of R279 00012 from
an average sell ing area of 105 m2• However, if the role of
sales staff can be changed from the current passive role to
active selling (as found in clothing retail shops) the
above sales figure could still increase considerably.

The supply of a particular type of merchandise (e.g men's,
boys', ladies', girls', infants', or other clothing) has
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not been as cons i stent as in reta i 10ut 1ets, as the sa id

supply depended on the availability of such goods. For ex-

ample, there might be overruns of men's clothing, rejects

in ladies' clothing, but no supp1 ies for. the other types of

merchandise. Because of specialization in clothing manufac-

turing (as well as a lack of continuity in as sor t.ment.s t ê )

very few factory outlets do provide a comprehensive mer-

chandise service.
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Primary research has proved beyond doubt that factory shops

have enj oyed cons i de rab 1e growth i n sa 1es ave r a sho rt

period. This growth was mainly the result of the consumer's

loss of spending power and the underuti1ized market niche

successfu 11y fi 11ed by factory shops. Factory shops were

quick in assessing the broad changes in consumer groups (i.

e. those groups which were dependent upon and served by

reta i 1ers). These changes may be i mpe rcept i bl e to the

reta i 1er on a day-ta-day bas is, but they do neverthe 1ess

occur.14

The emerg i ng trend of factory shops can part 1y be at-

tributed to the evolutionary (as opposed to revolutionary)

nature of factory shops - it is a development which started

from inconspicuous beginnings. Similarly, competition came

from so non-traditional a source (the manufacturer), that

reta i 1ers neve r even cons i de red these facto ry shops as

potential competitors.15
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Factory shops, on average, have not been operating full
retail hours and days and the bulk of their sales have been
generated on Fridays and Saturdays.

Although the majority of the participants in this research
project also sold merchandise to other resellers, the con-
sumer constituted the bulk of the patronage.

A typical buyer at a factory shop has been classified as a
female in the 26 to 40 year age group from the lower and
middle income groups who visited a factory shop on a
monthly basis from a distance not exceeding 30 minutes'
travelling time and spend RSO per visit by means of cash
payments.

Ladies' wear has been by far the largest contributor
towards factory shop income, ma in 1y because it has the
shortest product life cycle of all clothing merchandise.

Even though the term factory shop is used synonymous
(albeit subjectively) with "reject merchandise", nearly 70%
of all merchandise sold constitute quality merchandise,
which fact effectively dispels the rumour that factory
shops only sell reject merchandise.16

The issues of garment 1abe 11ing (or the remov ing the reof
when sold through factory outlets) and the season within
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wh ich me rchand ise are so 1d , rema ins un reso 1ved between
those manufacturers with factory shops and the reta i1ers
they supply.

Factory shops have rated very low in the provision of serv-
ice. On average, only dressing rooms and packaging are
provided. However, it seems as if the consumer is quite
prepared to forfeit certain services (e.g. alterations,
retu rns, pleasant shopp ing env ironments , etc.) fo r pr ice
"bargains". Increasing incorporation of additional services
to provide a more comprehensive service, has been noted.

It should be conveyed that manufacturers never intended to
compete for the total market, since they have too little to
offer as regards products. Yet, they have identified a
unique market niche (with a unique profile); thus, one more
reason for their success may very well be the fact that
thei r cl ient-base is satisfied with the modesty and
simplicity of factory outlets.

Of all the marketing instruments, pricing appears to be the
most effectively applied element to reach the consumer.
Yet, on analysing the pricing policies applied by factory
outlets, it mostly substantiated their preference to cost-
oriented pricing, the latter being a policy of (at least)
recovering the cost of merchandise.
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Promotion, as the marketing tool of communicating informa-
tion to the consumer, has not been fully understood and ap-
plied by factory shops. Very little has been done in terms
of personal selling, publicity and advertising to promote
consume r awareness. S imi 1ar 1y, inst itut iona 1 and product
advertising methods have played insignificant roles.

Desp ite the low 1eve 1 of investment inc reat ing consume r
awareness, factory shops have succeeded in drawing cus-
tomers in greater numbers. Thi s fact underscores and sup-
ports the hypothesis that factory shops form an addition
to, particularly, the distribution structure of the cloth-
ing industry in the Cape Peninsula.

Although factory shops have existed on the periphery of
retailing for the past two decades, they represented a neg-
ligible force in the industry until a few years ago.17

However, the impetus for their extensive growth came from
continuing consumer disenchantment with traditional
reta ilers, a strong demand for w ide 1y recogn ized brands,
adverse economi c cond itions and the repeal of 1eg is1at ion
(e.g. licensing requirements and trading hours).

As the economic vice of the eighties tightened on both
manufacturers and consumers, factory shops continued to
grow. The consumer (looking for value for her fast decreas-
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ing Rand) and the manufacturer (left with excess capacity
and unso 1dinventor ies of qual ity and in-season merchan-
dise) met each other through factory shops.

The repeal of resale price maintenance practices in the
seventies facilitated the growth of factory shops. Merchan-
dise could now be sold at prices below the required minimum
retail prices. Resale price maintenance ignored the impor-
tance of price competition as a marketing strategy.

The demand for branded merchandise is a result of the con-
sumers' strong preference for recognized brands and desig-
ner me rchand ise because these goods denote highe r qua 1ity
and (sornetimes) status. Whereas, in the past, consumers
used to conceal bargains they now openly boasted of having
obtained these at a factory shop, thereby demonstrating
that the shopper is discriminating and has avoided paying
the usual retail price.18

Originally, there were distinct differences between the
conventional retailer and the factory shop. In meeting the
cha 11enge of factory shops, some of the 1arger factory
shops have already improved their presentation. For ex-
ample, an upgrading of shop interiors and exteriors, incor-
porating additional payment methods (as opposed to cash
only) has been observed. The process of obfuscating the
distinct differences between these two groups has been ex-
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tensively covered by the discussion on distribution and in-
stitutional theories.

For the merchandiser (retailer or f act o ry shop) who is
prepared to interpret correctly the major sources of
change, the future can hold great opportunities for success
and profit. With the maturity of consumer markets (as
manifested by experienced consumers and powerful
competitors), sellers will have to constantly search for
conditions which are beneficial to themselves and the con-
sumer. This may imply bending the organization (retailer or
factory shop) so that its products, distribution and promo-
tion will fit the marketplace, rather than bending the
marketplace (customers, intermediaries and competitors) to
fit the organization.

5.4 Recommendations.

1. Retailers will have to accept, and not contest, the ex-
istence of factory shops. Factory shops appea 1 to· a
specific market segment which concentrates more on the
economic man"19 whi 1st traditional retai lers concentrate

on other segments.
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Recommendation: Traditional retailers should more strongly
emphas ize the deve lopment of market ing strateg ies to im-
prove their service to their market segments. The advent of
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factory shops should be regarded as a challenge and not a
threat. This would provide traditional retailers with op-
portun ities and cha 11enges to prove to the market (and
thei r potent ial customers) that they are better equi pped
than factory shops to satisfy particular needs of their
customers (e.g. service, personal attention, etc.). It
would therefore benefit customers to support these
retailers in the long-term. These retailers should en-
deavour to generate customer loyalty.

2. One of the maj or arguments between cloth i ng reta i1ers
and factory shops relates to off-price retailers masquerad-
ing as factory shops. Their advertising themselves as fac-
tory shops is misleading to the consumer and creates a
false impression with the public. The above argument is
substantiated by the recently published guide on factory
shops, where no distinction i~ made between these two types
of businesses.2o

Recommendation: Only bona-fide factory shops (i.e. outlets
owned and managed by clothing manufacturers) should use the
name "factory shop". All other retailers posing as "factory
shops" should identify themselves as "off-price" retailers,
or any other acceptable form as found in retailing.

3. There is no doubt that factory shops have gained market
share from traditional retailers. Factory shops cannot
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simp 1y be wished away. The factory shops has estab 1ished
itself as a competent and competitive supplier of (most
notably) clothing, particularly in the Cape Peninsula.

Recommendation: A more organized structure should be formed
to serve as a forum for discussing the issues and dif-
ferences between manufacturers and retailers. Group co-
operation between distribution channel participants (along
similar lines to the, now defunct, Cape Retailers' Associa-
tion) is imperative. It would not be necessary to create
new negotiating structures, because existing employer or-
gan izat ions (for examp 1e the respect ive chambers of com-
merce and industry) could act as negotiators. "Possibly the
answer to all our evils lies in the direction of a code of
practice - not one enforceable by law, but a voluntary code
of fai r trading practice between manufacturers and
retailers, to give each other a fair chance." (An independ-
ent clothing retailer).21

4. Garment labelling and the season within which goods were
being sold at factory shops have been most contentious
issues. Normally retailers hold title to labels, since they
instruct the manufacturers to produce certain goods. It is
therefore unfair practice to sell factory shop merchandise
under the label of the retailer, especially if this takes
place in the same season as retail sales of the same mer-
chandise.
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Recommendation: If merchandise is sold by both factory shop
and reta i1er in the same season, factory out 1ets must
remove the 1abe 1s of the reta i1ers and rep 1ace these with
their own labels. Alternatively, labels.may be retained on
condition that such goods may not be sold by factory shops
in the same season it is being sold by retailers. The lat-
ter recommendation will be difficult to implement, since it
will require some form of inspection, which could compli-
cate matters further.

5. Clothing manufacturers have, until now, mostly disposed
of their own merchandise only. This may have resulted from
El. lack of suitable facilities, such as location, display
area, parking, qualified sales staff, etc. Not all fac-
tories wish to compete directly with their traditional cus-
tome rs , Howeve r, those factory shops wh ich do have the
skills and facilities will have to improve their total mer-
chandi se offer to the customer, in order to successfull y
compete against retailers.

Recommendation: Those factory shops with the potential to
become major players in retail sales will have to present a
more comprehensive merchandise portfol io. If this impl ies
sourcing from other clothing manufacturers (or even other
factory shops) to complement thei r own ranges, these fac-
tories will have no option other than to acquire merchan-
dise from other manufacturers in order to present a com-
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prehensive range of merchandise.

6. A logical consequence of an increased inventory would be
the addition of an improved service, including for example,
dressing rooms, parking facilities, more suitable hours of
trade, alterations, various methods of payment, etc.

Recommendat ion: Factory out 1ets shou 1d carefu 11y analyse
their strengths and weaknesses. Factory shops intending to
increase inventory from other sources so as to provi de a
more comprehensive product presentation should, as a
precaution, consider the implications (financial demands,
staff demands and other) of such decisions.

7. In terms of creati ng consumer awareness factory shops
have, unt i1 now, kept a low prof ile. Pr imary research has
proved cloth ing manufacturers to have done very 1itt 1e as
regards advertising and promotion to create consumer aware-
ness. In some instances this has been resulted from fear of
alienating other (traditional) channel participants, whilst
other instances point to gross unfamiliarity with the con-
sumer.

Recommendation: Factory shops should seek assistance from
professional advertising practitioners/agencies to promote
their sales effort (i.e. location, trading hours, merchan-
d ise on offe r , etc.) unamb iguous 1y to potent ial
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customers.22 If itis further taken into account that the
bulk of any factory shop's income is on a cash basis,
these outlets should increasingly direct their advertising
efforts to the Black consumer market, which presently
mostly buys on this basis. Hitherto, this market has been

virtually untapped.

8. "Sales staff" of factory shops play an insignificant
(and often passive) role in the selling process. Staff are
ma in1y used for the unpack ing of merchand ise and work ing
the cash register. The majority of factory outlet staff are
factory employees with little - or mostly no - selling ex-

perience.

Recommendation: If ,factory shops are to compete effectively
with retailers, appropriate training in, inter alia, sales-
manship and customer relations will have to be provided.
Alternatively, suitably qualified and experienced sales
staff should be employed. This should further increase ef-

ficiency and sales.

9. The pricing of merchandise has been based mainly on the
concept of recover ing product ion cost (i.e. cost-or iented
pricing). However, factory outlets have considerable poten-

tial as profit centres.

Recommendation: If clothing retailers are, by implication,
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regarded as ch i ef r i va 1s by factory shops, these factory

outlets will have to apply pricing policies which, in ef-

fect, will generate satisfactory profits.
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ANNEXURE I

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS

TO THE RESPONDENT:

PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT:
The purpose of this project is to determine the size and
scope of factory shops in the clothing industry in the Cape
Peninsula. Up to now clothing retailers have viewed factory
shops as having infringed upon their "territory". The ob-
jective of this research project is to determine whether
factory shops can be regarded as part of the natura 1
development process of the clothing industry specifically.
This questionnaire forms an integral part of a wider inves-
tigation into the influence of factory shops in the various
sectors it has manifested itself.

PROF. A. KRITZINGER
HEAD:BUSINESS ECONOMICS

D.J. VISSER
RESEARCHER

CONFIDENTIALITY AND ANONYMITY:

Complete confidentiality and anonymity are guaranteed. Un-
der no circumstances will any reference to a particular
firm or person be made.

HOW TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

Most of the quest ions requ ire that one (or more) ap-
propriate answer(s) be ticked by means of a V". The
researcher realizes that certain information requested are
of a very confidential nature. For this purpose various
categorles have been included so as. to not divulge exact
information, but rather a broad category.

REPORT BACK:
Should the respondent wish to receive a condensed report on
the major findings of this questionnaire, please provide
the necessary particulars on page 2.

Thank you for your kind co-operation.

1988:06:20
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4 Which reasons were instrumental in the decision
taken in Question 3 above?
Costs
Proximity to the market

o
o

PERSONAL PARTICULARS: OPTIONAL
Init ials & surname: ......................... Mr/Ms. ...
Designation: .
Business name: .

Address: ...1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.................... .Code:.... Tel. no.: .

QUESTIONNAIRE
GENERAL

In which year did you commence with factory shop
merchandising? 19..

2 Which factors prompted the establishment of your shop?
Cancelled orders by purchasers
Economic conditions
Underutilised factory space

o
o
o

Consumer demand for goods at lower prices [J
Other, please spec ify D
· .
· .

3 Prior to establishing the factory shop, how did the fac-
tory rid itself of the goods now sold through this out-
let (e.g. excess merchandise, overruns, rejects, etc.)
· .
· .
· .

Competitors' influence []
Other, please specify O
· .
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5 Is this shop situated on the same premises as
the factory?

Yes 0
No 0

6 Does your firm own any other factory shop(s)?
Yes 0
No 0 (Proceed to Question 11)

8 How were these shops started?
Started by the factory itself
Complete takeover of an existing store
Part ownership/shareholding

o
o
o
o

7 If the answer to Question 6 is Yes, please indicate the
number of factory shops owned by this establishment.

Number

Other, please specify Q

9 Are these factory shops trading under the same name?
Yes 0
No 0 (Proceed to Question 11)

10 If your answer to Question 9 is No, please give reasons
for this decision .

11 Where are these factory shops located (as indicated in
Question 6)?
Land zoned for industrial purposes 0
Land zoned for commercial purposes 0

12 Could you please give reasons for the specific decision
in Question 11?
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13 Does the factory shop operate under the same legal form
(e.g. partnership, company, close corporation) ,as the
holding company?

Yes 0 (Proceed to Quest ion 15)
No 0
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14 If the legal form of the factory shop has changed
since its inception, please indicate reasons for this
decision.

15 Are there any legal and or institutional regulations
and/or requirements that your factory shop must
comply with in order to trade? .

16 How many people are employed in the shop?

Management/Administrative
Sales staff

17 What is the average annual turnover of your shop?
R up to R 60 000 0
R 60 001 - R 72 000 0
R 72 001 - R120 000 Cl
R120 001 - R180 000 0
R180 001 - R240 000 0
R240 001 - R300 000 0
R300 001 - R360 000 0
R360 001 - R480 000 0
R480 001 - R600 000 0
R600 001 - R720 000 0
R720 001 - R840 000 0
R840 001 - R960 000 0
R960 001 - above 0

18 This factory shop has now been trading for a number of
years. Could you indicate, by means of a percentage of
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the current turnover, what the annual turnover for the
previous periods had been?
For example: 1987 = 100%; 1985 = 80%; t983 = 50%

First year of trading ..%
Middle year of trading ..%
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19 Trading days and hours
Trading days per week Trading hours per week
1 day 0 - 8 hrs 0
2 days 0 9 - 16 hrs 0
3 days 0 17 - 24 hrs 0
4 days 0 25 - 32 hrs 0
5 days 0 33 - 40 hrs 0
6 days 0 41 + hrs 0

20 What are the reasons for the particular trading days
and hours as indicated in Question 19?

21 Which day(s) is(are) the busiest in terms of sales?
Monday 0 Tuesday 0
Wednesday 0 Thursday 0
Friday 0 Saturday. 0

22 In your opinion, why are the days (as indicated in
Question 21) the busiest?

23 What is the average selling area of the factory shop(s)
in square meters?
Up to 50 m2 0
51 m2 - 100 m2 0

101 m2 - 150 m2 0
150 m2 - 200 m2 0
200 m2 - 300 m2 0
300 m2 - 400 m2 0
more than 400 m2 0
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YOUR MARKET

Other, please specify

0 %
0 %
0 %
0 %
0 %
-- %
100%

24 Who are typical buyers at your shop?
Employees
Consumer/end-user
Other retailers/discounters(resellers)
Other factories

25 If other RESELLERS purchase from your factory shop,
please give type(s) and reasons:
Type(s) .

· .

Reason(s) · .
·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. .

26 If other FACTORIES purchase from your factory shop,
please give type(s) and reasons:
Type(s) · .

· .

· .
Reason(s) · .

Up to 25 yrs
26 - 40 yrs
4Pyrs

o
o

%

%

27 Could you draw a profile (along the guidelines provided)
of a typical consumer that buys from this factory shop?

27.1 SEX: Please give a percentage for each category.
Male
Female

o
o _%

100%

27.2 AGE: Please give a percentage for each age category.

o _%

100%
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27.3 INCOME GROUP: Please give a percentage for each group
of typical consumers.

Low income receivers
Middle income receivers
High income receivers

o
o
o

%

%

-_%
100%

28 Do customers portray any significant buying pattern? For
example, do they regularly visit and buy from your shop?

Yes 0
No 0 (Proceed to Question 30)
Do not know 0 (Proceed to Question 30)

Other, specify
Do not know

.................

o
o
[]
o

29 If the answer to question 28 is Yes, how often do
customers make repeat purchases?
Once a week
Once every two weeks
Once every month
Once every two months
Once every three months
Longer
Do not know

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

30 Which, would you say, are the reasons for customers
purchasing from factory shops?
Price (value for money) CJ
Location to the market 0
Service 0
Other, please specify tJ
.................................

31 How do customers mostly reach your business?
Private transport
Public transport
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32 Do you have any knowledge of the geographical dis-
persion of your customers? (Where do they come from?)
Primary zone (10-15 min. travelling time) 0 %
Secondary zone (up to 30 min. trave 11ing time0 %
Fringe zone (in excess of 30 min. travelling)~%

100%

.
33 What is the average sales per customer per visit?

R .... per visitO
Do not know 0

-_%
100%

MERCHANDISE

34 Which categories of merchandise do you sell?
(More than one category may be applicable).
Men's wear
Boys' wear
Infants' wear
Ladies' wear
Girls' wear
Other, specify .......................

0 %

0 %
0 %
0 %
0 %
d %
Q_%
100%

se 11 :

.......................

35 Please indicate the type of merchandise you
Merchandise presently offered by retailers 0 %
Cancelled orders 0 %
Overruns 0 %

Damaged goods 0 %
Discontinued merchandise 0 %
Closeouts 0 %
Other, please specify ..................... 0 %

36 Have you always sold the merchandise as indicated in
Question 35?

Yes 0
No 0

(Proceed to Question 39)
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37 Which merchandise has been added to your original
range(s)?
Cancelled orders

Discontinued merchandise

o
o
o
n
o

......................... ·0

Overruns
Damaged goods

Closeouts
Other, please specify

38 What were the reasons for these additions to your
merchand ise 1ines? .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

39 Are (potential) customers informed of the variances
in quality (if any) of merchandise offered?

Yes 0
No o (Proceed to Question 41)
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40 Which methods are being used to inform customers of
these vari ances? .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

41 Are all garments sold under their original labels?
Yes 0
No 0

42 What are the reasons for decision taken in
Quest ion 41? .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

43 Are seasonal and fashion goods sold in the same
season as that of production?

Yes 0 (Proceed to Question 45)
No 0

44 If your answer to Question 43 is NO, please indicate
when these goods are sold .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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45 Which services are provided by the factory shop?
Dressing rooms
Packaging

n
o

Alterations 0
Parking 0
Returned goods 0
Other, please specify a

Increase in merchandise width
Providing a comprehensive service
Competitive pressures
Customer demand
Factory specialization
Complementary goods

o
D
o
o
o
o

· .

46 Have these services always been provided, or had they
been incorporated over a period of time?

Always provided 0 (Proceed to Question 48)
Incorporated over time 0

47 Which reasons can be given for these additional
service functions? .
· .

48 Does your factory shop acquire merchandise from
factories other than your own?

Yes
No

o
o (Proceed to Question 50)

49 Which reasons can be given for merchandise purchases
from other factories?

Supplementary goods 0
Other, please specify 0
· .
· .
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PRICING

50 Which major factors determine your overall price
policy? Please rank from 1 to 6, with 1 being
the most important and 6 the least important.
Going market price set by retailers 0
Target customer and income Q
Competition (from other factory shops) 0
Special circumstances (e.g. open on Saturdays) 0
Exclusivity of merchandise CJ
Cost of goods 0

Other, please specify .........................
o
o

51 Which pricing method is generally being used?
Leader pricing (i.e. key items sold at less
than their usual profit margins)
Bait pricing (e.g. advertising items which are
out of stock at exeptionally low prices) 0
Odd pricing (e.g. R5,99 or R8,49 or R19,99) 0
Multiple-unit pricing (e.g. two for R10,99) 0

D

Price lining (merchandize of different quality
sold at different price ranges e.g. R3, R6, R9) 0
One-price policy (e.g. prices clearly marked on
each item, and bargaining usually not permitted) 0
Flexible pricing (e.g. prices not clearly
posted and bargaining is allowed)
Customary pricing (e.g. prices set and
maintained for an extended period of time)
Variable pricing (e.g. prices alter with
cost fluctuations and/or consumer demand)

o

o

52 Has there been any change in the method of pricing
since the inception of this shop?

Yes 0
No o (Proceed to Question 54)

53 If your answer to Question 52 is Yes, please indicate
reasons for this change in pricing policy .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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54 Does odd-pricing (e.g. R15,99) have any significance
in the customer's buying decision?

Yes 0
No 0
Do not know

55 Do you allow for variable pricing with volume
purchases?

Yes 0
No 0
Do not know 0

56 Which methods(s) of payment is(are) accepted?
Cash 0 %
Cheques 0 %
Credit 0 %
Credi t card 0 %
Layby 0 %
Buy-aid 0 %
Other, please specify O %

..................... -_%
100%

57 Has there been any changes over time in the methods
of payment?

Yes 0
No 0 (Proceed to Question 59)
Do not know 0 (Proceed to Question 59)

58 What are the reasons for this change in payment
methods? .......................................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION

59 Do you advertise to create consumer awareness?
Yes
No

o
o

60 How much is spent annually on advertising and pro-
moting the factory shop? R
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61 Which method is used to determine the advertising
expenditure?
A set percentage of the turnover []
"What-can-be-afforded" method 0
Use the competitors' method CJ
Task (objective) method (i.e. define the objective
and then determine size of budget to achieve this) 0.
Other, please specify.......................... 0

62 What role does the salesperson take in the selling
decision?
Active 0
Passive 0
Do not know 0

63 Has the salesperson's role changed over time?
Yes 0
No CJ (Proceed to Question 65)
Do not know 0 (Proceed to Question 65)

64 If your answer to Question 63 is YES, please give
reasons for this change .

65 Which methods of promotion do you use/are being used
to inform (potential) customers?~-------r----------~Method How often % of

per month total
Signage at premises %
Newspaper advertisements
Classified advertisements
Knock-and-drop leaflets
Window promotion
In-store promotion
Radio
Other, please specify
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No
Do not know

o
o (Proceed to Question 68)
o (Proceed to Question 68)

66 Has store image (i.e. store front, floor lay-out,
merchandise presentation, equipment, etc.) increas-
ingly played an important role in the customer's
buying decision?

Yes

67 If your answer to Question 66 is YES, please give
reasons for this change .

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

68 Are you/have you been aware of any action that clo-
thing retailers have been taking/may take against
clothing factory shops?

Yes
No
Do not know

o
o (Proceed to Question 70)
o (Proceed to Question 70)

69 If your answer to Question 68 is YES, please indicate

those actions that you are aware of .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

70 From your experiences of factory shopping so far,
please indicate only factors which may have
influenced your business .

71 Is there any other information on factory shops,
which you feel may be useful to the researcher?

................................................

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR KIND ASSISTANCE.
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ANNEXURE III

SUMMARY

Since the beginning of the nineteen eighties factory shops
in the clothing industry in the Cape Peninsula have had an
increasing influence on the retail trade.

Originally factory shops were mainly used by factories to
sell damaged goods at the end of the season. On account of
the (particularly) short product life cycle of their mer-
chandise, clothing factories started to use factory shops
more and more to sell quality clothes (e.g. overproduction,
cancelled orders, etc.) of a current season directly to the
consumer. This approach brought about conflict in the dis-
tribution channel as the traditional responsibilities and
values of each channel member were rearranged.

The clothing industry in South Africa in general, and in
the Cape Peninsula in particular, is controlled by. 6

retailers.

The forward integration by clothing factories (i.e. by
means of establishing their own factory outlets), inter
a1ia, cha 11enged the status quo as the 1eade rsh ip of the
distribution channel had been questioned.
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On the basis of certain theories on distribution channel
development and distribution channel entry, this study con-
centrated on determining the scope of factory shops, as
well as on "establishing reasons for their development.

Although environmental variables (e.g. inflation, backwards
vertical integration by retailers, economic conditions,
etc.) have had a significant impact on the establishment of
factory shops, clothing factories also realized the exis-
tence of excellent opportunities for profit maximization
under adverse economic conditions.

Primarily, it was the small
who rose aga inst factory
threatened; in addition,

independent clothing retailers
shops as the ir ex istenee was
the leading position of large

retailers came under threat.

Several theories on the evolution of distribution channels
make provision for the entry of factory shops. Factory

shops entered the distribution channel with strong emphasis
on price strategy and little (or sometimes even no) em-
phasis on the non-price marketing instruments. However"
with the passage of time factory shops increasingly incor-
porated non-price marketing instruments (e.g. promotion,
distribution and product). As a result of their incor-
porating additional services, factory shops were upgraded
and may therefore face new competitors in the future.
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The South African experience of the influence and per-
manency of factory shops is too short to present any clear
guidelines. However, if the development of factory shops in
the retail structure of the United Stat~s of America is any
ind icator, factory shops will be a permanent add ition to
the distr ibut ion channe 1. Factory shops in the U.S.A. are
not confined to the clothing industry, but has expanded to
include every imaginable consumer article.

Retailers who originally pressurized clothing factories to
close their factory outlets (selling quality and in-season
merchandi se) wi 11 have to accept and adapt to thi s intra-
channe 1 type of compet ition. Fa i1ing th is, the independent

retailer may disappear.

Since the development of the hypermarket concept in the
sevent ies, deve lopments i n the dist ribut ion channe 1 in
reta i1ing stagnated. The consumer, therefore, was suscep-
tible to the change that the entry of factory shops has
brought about in the distribution channel of clothing in-
dustry in the Cape Peninsula.
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ANNEXURE IV

OPSOMMING

~Fabriekswinke1s in die klerebedryf in die Kaapse
Skiereiland het sedert die begin van die negentien tagtiger
jare al hoe meer 'n invloed op die kleinhandel begin

uitoefen.

Aanvanklik is fabriekswinke1s hoofsaaklik deur fabrieke
gebruik om van beskadigde goedere aan die einde van die
seisoen ontslae te raak. Omdat klerasie (veral) 'n baie
kort produklewenssiklus het, het klerefabrieke al hoe meer
hierdie tipe onderneming begin gebruik om (ook)
kwaliteitklerasie (soos bv. oorproduksie, gekanselleerde
bestellings, ens.) van die huidige seisoen direk aan die
verbruiker te verkoop. Hierdie benadering het konflik in
die kleredistribusiekanaal teweeggebring deurdat die
tradisionele verantwoordelikhede en waardes van elke
kanaallid herorden is.

In die algemeen word die klerebedryf in Suid-Afrika, en in
die Kaapse Skiereiland spesifiek, deur 6 kleinhandelaars
gelei. Voorwaartse integrasie deur klerefabrieke (d.w.s.
die ontwikkeling van hul eie fabriekswinke1s) het die
status quo versteur deurdat die leierskap van die dis-
tribusiekanaa1, onder andere, bevraagteken is.
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VHierdie studie lê hom daarop toe om die omvang van
fabriekswinkels, asook om die redes vir hulontstaan (aan
die hand van sekere teorieë oor distribusiekanaalontwikkel-
ing en -toetrede), te bepaal.

Alhoewelomgewingsveranderlikes (bv. inflasie, terugwaartse
integrasie deur kleinhandelaars, ekonomiese toestande ens.)
'n pertinente rol in die totstandkoming van fabriekswinkels
gespeel het, het die klerefabrieke ook besef dat daar gulde
geleenthede vir winsmaksimering onder ongunstige ekonomiese
toestande bestaan.

In die eerste plek was dit veralonafhanklike kleinhan-
delaars wat in opstand teen fabriekswinkels gekom het, aan-
gesien hul voortbestaan hierdeur bedreig is; in die tweede
plek is groot kleinhandelaars se leiersposisie in die

kanaal bedreig.

Verskeie teorieë oor die evolusie van distribusiekanale
maak voorsiening vir die toetrede van fabriekswinkels.
Fabriekswinkels tree tot die distribusiekanaal toe as on-
dernemings wat baie klem op prysstrategie lê, met min (of
dikwels geen) klem op die nie-prys bemarkingsinstrumente
Met die verloop van tyd inkorporeer die fabriekswinkel eg-
ter al meer van die nie-prys bemarkingsinstrumente (bv.
promosie, distribusie en produk). As gevolg hiervan word
fabriekswinkels opgradeer (d.w.s. inkorporeer hulle meer
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